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In Our Mk Year

Americans Flee
Iran Today As
Tension Mounts
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Plan Allows
Adults Quick
Entry Into
Murray State

A plan to make the college-entry
4444
4
,
and children were among those leaving
procedure easier and quicker for adult
the countrig The women's husbands,
students has been approved at Murray
assigned to the U.S. military mission or
State University and is being irn
employed by American companies,
plemented by the Center for Continuing
remained behind.
Education for the spring semester.
About 45,000 Americans and 55,000
Designated as the Adult Access
_ether Westerners were in Iran before _
am, the procedure Is designed to
demonstrations against the shah's rule-provide non-traditional students with a
began 11 months ago and violence
one-stop opportunity for registration,
ensued across the country. Western
scheduling, counseling, advisement,
diplomats said about 4,000 Americans
and fee payment.
have left along with an undetermined
Dr. Donald E. Jones, dean of connumber of Europeans.
tinuing education at Murray State, said
The exodus was spurred by the
the system is a response to the belief
beginning of the Moslem mourning
that some prospective adult students
month of Moharram last Friday night,
are hesitant to enroll because they are
traditionally a time of tension, and the
uncertain about procedure.
approach of Ashura, the climax of
"By making the process as simple
••
Moharram on Dec. 10-11, when zealots
and as speedy as possible," he noted,
march in procession and scourge
"we hope to remove that obstacle for, .
themselves to mourn the assassination
them. Our information indicates that:
in 641 A.D. of Imam Hossein, the
older students, once they are enrolled,':
grandson of the Prophet Mohammed
tend to do well in college courses."
and the founder of Iran's dominant
Norman Lane, director of the Adult: "
Shiite Moslem sect.
access Program, emphasized that
By HERBERT SPARROW
Shiite leaders threatened a "bloodanyone interested in the program for
Associated Press Writer
• CHRISTMAS IN THE,PARK - Murray-Calloway County Park employees, Charlie Scott, Floyd Flippo, Rick Hargis
bath
in the streets" if the government
the spring semester should call or visit
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
The
(behind
shown
West,
setting
are
tree)
and
the
Gene
nine
up
one
of
Christmas
card
scenes
which
will
be
a part of
tried to prevent or break up the Ashura
him in the Center for Continuing
direction of the special session of the
the 'Christmas in the Park' display. The displays will be floodlighted, and there will be two 13-foot lighted Christmas
processions.
Education Office in Sparks Hall (762Legislature will be determined Monday
Viewers
trees.
cars
and
in
ride
may
through
slay
the
their
park
to
view
the
display
which begins Friday and will con"It's the most appropriate time to
4150) as soon as possible.
In Democratic caucuses in each house.
tinue through the Christmas season.
take a holiday," said one departing
He added that an Adult Information
But the recommendation of the
Staff Photo By-Debbie N. Lee
American wife.
Day will be scheduled in January prior
Democratic leadership and committee
Meanwhile, a reliable source
to the beginning of the spring semester-. chairmen will be for getting down to
reported five anti-shah protesters were
He said anyone may come to. the
business and working hard to resolve
shot and killed when troops broke up a
-the issues on the call.
,
campus
And parOciP.Se41,014-1001b.
march by buridrecla
That view came out of a meeting
through the Persian Gulf city of Dayer
Tuesday of the leadership and comTuesday. The source also said about 45
mittee chairmen.
demonstrators were 'arrested in
The session, called Nov. 17 by Lt.
Borozjan, 45 miles north of the Persian
Gov. Thelma Stovall in the absence of
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Gulf port of Bushehr, which Moslem
would bring people into the community
School cut the characters from the
Gov. Julian Carroll, is scheduled to
Staff Reporter
and would be a highlight of the
exiles had claimed was in rebel hands.
scenes
out of plywood, and members of
begin Monday.
The idea of two Murray businessmen
The source said Bushehr, site of a
Christmas season for the residents.
the Murray Art Guild put the finishing
Various views were apparently exand the hard work of the Murraynaval base and two nuclear power
According to Gary Holman, parks
art work on each scene.
pressed during the twollour dosed door
Calloway County Park staff and several director, display plans call for nine
stations under construction by West
meeting. But the majority of those
local organizations have combined to floodlighted larger-than-life Christmas
Calloway County property taxpayers
German firms, was guarded by troops
Scott's -Drugs donated all materials
Present appeared to favor working as
provide Murray residents with a new
who haven't paid their bills will face a
and tanks and was calm, and
Christmas
cnrd
scenes,
display
a
from
other
than
electrical
wiring,
which was
close to Christmas as possible, taking a
way to observe Christmas - • Fisher-Price Co., and two 15-foot
tsio percent penalty the first of next
businesses were open der a .two-day
donated by Murray Wholesale Electric.
week recess and returning Jan. 3 to
"Christmas
year, a spokesman for the sheriff's
in
the
Park."
strike protesting the slaying of religious
lighted Christmas trees. Plans are also
Park
employees
have
been
busy
all
work until they are through.
David Graham and John Ed Scott of
department
said today.
leader Abu Ashuri. He was killed in a
made to have recorded Christbeing
week setting up and fixing the electrical
Rep. Kenny Imes, Murray, chairman
County tax bills are due and payable
Scqat's Dugs, got the idea for the
gun battle between police and Moslems
carols played.
mas
hookups
on
the
displays.
of the House committee on state
in the county sheriff's office, located on
--10hen Graham was city
trying to preverit _ his arrest for ' cispray,.
The display will be lighted Friday
government attended the session.
, manager of Hickman. A couple there
the first floor of Calloway County
delivering sermons attacking the shah.
night and -wilt continue through the
Hohman
said,
"I
think
that
"There
overlying
was
one
started a Christmas display and added
Courthouse.
One policeman also was killed.
Christmas season. People may stay in
'Christmas in the Park' will be
agreement," House Speaker William
to it year after year. Upon their death, their cars and drive down the winding
Also, the spokesman said the office
Other sources reported police in the
something
different
and
unique
and
will
Kenton, D-Lexington, said after the
the Hickman. Jaycees undertook- the
has
a number of tax bills that remain
town of Zanjan, 250 miles north of
path leading to the swimming pool.
be an added dimension, not only to the
meeting. That was to complete our
unclaimed. Those bills, Which were
project. Graham said many people
Tehran, opened fire Monday after
Cars may come- into the park at both
park
facility,
but
also
to
Murray
and
task An the most expeditious manner
from the area came to the town just tts
mailed out but came back undelivered,
several hundred demonstrators against
entrances.
Calloway County. We 130PC_thaLUP&NilL--ormiyek
erne011411E154ft_ le_r San. 31,41at- ------ Worifffarfirrin TeTireffff5ET-611
'"ninth 14713
"
3"--the-StistiV Tat,.Jerre-'et'derr-ttr'
fla
Lliristinas
In
tradition
—111110111111111111PY
Graham
-spokesman
and
said. -Sertr'dettled
ttart
7and Moslem
-enlarging the Chili-Units card Scerlel$nr_ray and will be-expanded year after
Taxpa);ers-have uhtil the end of this
ving a Christmas dispIafffilifiirray
The attfttidt.telimtlrirthlit
dishing double-edged battle- Sv
-ierds
Vocational..
Students
at
year."
the
Murray
going to work," Kenton said.
year to pay property tax bills at the
charged the police lires.
Kenton, who had favored adjourning
face amount. A two percenepenalty
after one day and allowing Carroll to goes into effect Jan. 1, 1979 and the bills
call another special session after
INSTALLATION BANQUET - Bill
become deliquent after Jan. 31, 1979,
Christmas, conceded the one-day
Kopperud, right, bottom picture, was
the spokesman said.
session was probably out.
installed as president Tuesday night
The spokesman estimated almost
However, Kenton said he felt there
of the Murray-Calloway County
$600,000 worth of property taxes remain
were still some questions about the call
to be collected here.
Board of Realtors Inc. at the group's
itself which need to be discuised in '
annual installation banqact. Installing
caucus, although he would not
Kopperud and the other officers was
elaborate.
Joe Guy Hagan, Louisville, president
Although Kenton refused to comment
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
of the Kentucky Association of
upon specific dates, the majority of the
Carter, claiming success for his human
Realtors. Pictured with Kopperud and
House members apparently voted to
rights policies, said today "no force on
Hagan in the photo below are Loretwork until Dec. 21 and if not through,
earth can separate us from that
ta lobs, vice president; Audra Moody,
come back Jan. 3.
commitment."
secretary; Nelson Shroat. treasurer:
Sen. Joe Prather, D-Vine Grove,
In his text for a special human rights
Anna Requarth, director; and Joe
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)- An autopsy
president pro tern of the Senate, said a
-ceremony at the White House, Carter
was to be performed today on a
Kennon, director. Directors not
similar recommendation will be
declared:
Paducah teen-ager who died Tuesday,
present for the banquet were Shirley
presented to the Senate caucus,
"As long as I am president, the
apparently after inhaling fumes from
Wilfred and Pete Waldrop. The three
although specific dates were not
government of the United States will
an aerosol shortening product,
KAR officers'attending the .banquet
discussed. Prather said he was constraggle for the enhancement of human
authorities said.
are pictured at left with Kopperud.
fident the recommendation would be
rights. No force on earth can separate
Jerry Beyer. assistant McCracken
They are Charles Jackson, Benton,
accepted.
County coroner,said Michaell Ryan, 13,
us from that commitment. ...
director; Louise Gentry, Bowling
One issue on which the House and
"Human rights is the soul of our
died at 5:40 p.m. Tuesday at Lourdes
Green, vice president; Kopperud: and
Senate are apparently divided is the
foreign policy - because human rights
Hospital "due to inhaling or snifHagan.
question of legislators' pay for the
Staff Photos By Debbie N.Lee
is the very soul of our nationhood."
fing...the shortening spray product."
Christmas recess.
In arguing that "the effectiveness of
Beyer said the incident occurred
An attorney general's opinion
our human rights policy is now an
about 10 minutes before the youth's
released Tuesday said lawmakers
established fact," the president said it
death.
would have to be paid daily salary and
has "contributed to an atmosphere of
expenses during any possible recess.
change in many places."
Prather said the feeling in the Senate
He cited the release of political
meeting Tuesday was that if the
Two Sections -26 Pages
prisoners, a lessening of brutality and
members put in full days of work before
"movement toward democratic inClassifieds ..9-H, 10-B, 11-B, 12-B
Christmas and have done our best, no
stitutions or the rule of law."
Comics
10-B
one could find great fault with us getAt one point, Carter referred inCrossword
10-B
ting paid."
directly to the activities of the Rev. Jim
Dear Abby
3-A
However, the House members apJones, who led hundreds of hb
Deaths & Funerals
... 14-A
parently voted to recommend that the
followers in a mass murder-suicide in
Dr. Lamb
2-A
Legislature pass a resolution on the
Guyana. Carter said:
5
Horoscope
• 2-A
first day providing they would not get
"Of all human rights, the most basic
Inside Report
5-A
paid during the recess.
is to be free of arbitrary violence 2-A, 3-A
Prather contended such a move could
Local Scene
whether that violence comes from
5-A
Opinion Page
only be undertaken by, a statute and
governments, from terrorists, from
9-A, 111-A.11-A
Sports
only if it were added to the call.
criminals, or from self-appointed
messiahs operating under cover of'
poiffics or religion."
•
YOU MEAN THERE'S
The occasion for the East Room
ONLY 18 MORE SHOPPING
gathering was the 30th anniversary of
PAYS
CHRISTMAS?
Increasing cloudiness today
the signing of •the Universal
with
highs in the upper 40s.
Declaration of Human Rights. Some 250
Cloudy with rain developing
human rights and civil rights activists,
tonight and continuing Thursday.
government officials and members of
Lows tbnight in the upper 30s.
Congress were invited.
Highs Thursday in the upper 40s.
The program, in addition to Carter's
Kentucky Extended Forecast
•
address, featured a briefing on human
- gain ,4aa -Freda? eheaging
'ngieiarytater Cyrns
snow before ending Saturday.
;
LW
Vance, presidential national security^.5-40MIO
oloh•OWWWW'
.Moally-aunny and
`-•-, •
-..advisergbirnievr Brzeziftsiciand otherofficials.
.
By PHILIP DOPOULOS
Associated Press WriterTEHRAN, Iran (AP)- Hundreds of
Americans and other foreigners fled
from Iran today, leaving for Europe
at least 15 more demonstrators against
the rule of _Shalt Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi were reported killed by police
gunfire and a spreading strike cut oil
production nearly in half.
Three busloads of American women
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l'aris Road Club
Wednesday , December 6
Baptist Women, Acteens,
and GA's of Elm Grove
Baptist Church will have a
spaghetti supper at the church
at 5.30 p.m. The Rev. Marshall Mines will speak for the
Week of Prayer at the midweek services at 7 p.m.
Mission groups of Flint
Baptist Church are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.

Cleanth Brooks, profesaor
emeritus of English at Yale
University and a. native of
Murray, will lecture on "'Me
Importance of Place in
Southern
Liteqature:
Faulkner, Warren and Welty"
at 7,...30 p.m. at the Student
Center auditorium, Murray
State. This is open* to the
public at no charge.

tonite's movie
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

CTATIDTP

ria

7:30,
9:2S

11111Chestnal

Ends Thur._

-

7:20,
9:10

Heaven
Can
Wait

Closed Til Fri.

7
Thursday, Breed for the World Chapter
of Calloway County will hold
regular monthly meeting at
7:30 p.m. at First Christian
Church Library.
Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon on Dec. 13 at the
Murray Country Club should
be made by today by calling
Lowry, luncheon
Betty
chairman. This is limited to
one guest per member.

Annual - fall concert by the
Murray State Symphony
Orchestra will be at $:15 p.m.
at Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State. This is free and open to
the public.

Elm Grove Baptist Church
Thursday, December 7
Woodmen of the World Women will have their week of
Family Night will be held at prayer program t the home of
6:30 p.m. at the WOW Juanita Lee at 1:30 p.m.
building. All food will be
Annual Arts suit) .Crafts
furnished.
Fair, sponsored by Delta
Zeta Department of Murray Sigma Phi, Murray State, will
Woman's Club will meet at be at Beshear Gymnasium,
7:30 p.m. at Gene & Jo's Student Center, from 9 a.m. to
Florist. Each member is 5 p.m.
asked to bring a guest.
011 be open
Ellis Center 1,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
"Seek Night" will be held by activities by the Senior
the Murray Civitan Club at Citizens including devotion at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
10:05 a.m., work ,on bazaar
items at 10:30 a.m., lunch at
Nondenominational Bible noon, and table games at 1
Study is scheduled at Seton p.m.
Hall at 7:30 p.m. Each one is
asked to bring a Bible.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Sigma Phi is scheduled
Beta
Christmas Craft Bazaar and
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
to
Workshop will be held at Hart
Center.
Hall Coffeehouse, Murray Ellis
State, at 8 p.m. For inThursday,December 7
formation call 762-2310.
North Calloway Elementary
School PTC will hear Grades
Thursday, December 7
6, 7, and 8 in a Christmas
Memorial Baptist Church program, -Different Lands,"
week of prayer program will at 7 p,m. at the school.
be at 7 p.m. at the church.
Murray Women of the
-First Baptist Church week Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
of prayer program will be at the lodge hall.
9:30 a.m. at the chapel of the
church.
Friday, December 8
North Murray Homemakers
Garden Department of the Club will meet at the home of
Murray WoinagliClub will .Mrs . EAaae Morria at, lli45
mek-i at I.30 p.M. TIT the'rtub" - a.n7 A potluck luncheon will
house with Dorothy Byrn in be served and a gift exchange
charge of the program.
will be held.

Holds Meeting At
• Home, Amy Wilsori

Friday,December
Annual arts and crafts fair,
sponsored by Delta Sigma
Phi, Murray State, will continue from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Beshear Gymnasium, Student
Center.
Senior High Quad State
Band Festival Clinic will be at
Fine Arts Center from to 4
p.m., instrument repair clinic
for band directors will be in
Old Recital Hall, and a concert by Meade County Band
will be at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University, it 7
p.m. No admission and public
is invited_
FIVE GENERATIONS-Mrs. Mattie Burkeen, wife of the
Late Clevie Burkeen of Almo Route 1, holds her great great
grandaon, Jason Neal Housman. Standing behind Mrs.
Burkeen is her daughter, Mrs. Oeda Faughn, great grandmother of Jason. Seated on the right is Mrs. Norma K. York,
granddaughter of Mrs. Burkeen, daughter of Mrs. Faughn,
grandmother of Jason, and mother of Mrs. Neale K.
Housman, seated left, who Is the mother of Jason, granddaughter of Mrs. Faughn, and great granddaughter ot Mrs.
Burkeen. Each one in the picture, except Mrs. Burkeen,
resides at Hardin.

Blue-Gray Affair, weekend
devoted to Civil War hitory in
western Kentucky and Tennessee, • will be at ladie
Barkley State Resort Park.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
on the Senior Citizens van will
be held. Call 753-0929 by 9 a.m.
for morning shopping to
Nothside and town, and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
shopping to Southside and
town.

Amy Wilson opened her
home on South 13th Street,
Murray, for the Nov. 14th
meeting of the Paris Floa('
Homemakers Club.
The -lesson on "Plaruung
Your Finaaeial Future" was
presented by Topsy Brandon
and Margaret Roach.
Lucille Grogan gave the
devotion. Reports were given
by Sally Henson, secretary
Margaret Roach showed two
silk flower arrangements she
had maik and also demonstrated h8w • to make the
flowers.
Refreshments of pie and
coffee were served.
Others present were. Mattie
Buster, Charlene Curd, Louise
Dunn, Ola McIntosh, Alice
Steely, and Della Taylor.
The club will meet Tuesday,
Dec. 12, at 11 a.m. at the home
of Margaret Roach. A potluck
luncheon and gift exchange
will be held.

HEALTH

Golden Age Club will meet
at twelve noon in the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church.

Cause of dizziness
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

tired in the mornings upon dressed envelope for it. Send
awakening. I have a thyroid your request to me in care of
deficiency associated with this newspaper, P.O. Box
an enlarged gland deter- 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019. It will
mined by scan.
I take a five-grain thyroid explain to you the different
tablet daily and a vitamin forms of dizziness and
tablet daily. I also take Val- causes which can occur. As
ium when extremely ner- you will see, it is not a
vous, but I have found that I simple problem.
I'm concerned about your
am more dizzy when I lie
down if I am not taking story of taking thyroid. If
Valium than When I take it. I your letter is correct, and
have never taken more than you are taking five grains of
three a day and generally thyroid a day, that is an
enormous amount. Usually
just take one at night.
Please tell me if you think the most a person needs,
I should be more concerned even without a thyroid gland
aboiit-this condition and see at all, is about three-and-a
a neurologist or plat let well half grains. Most people
with low-thyroid disorders
enough alone. ..
DEAR READER- By the do-very well on two to three
time you hear -from me your grains a day.
If-you happen to be taking
problem may have resolved
itself. Dizziness can be an excessive amount.of thycaused by many different roid, that could contribute to
things. If you have a true your nervousness and dizzifalse sense of motion, it is ness. Also, I'd hate to see
called vertigo. That is usu- you become habituated to
ally associated with the bal- Valium.
ance canal system in the
ear, or. circulation to the
brain or ears. A lot .of other
Frances Drake
people have dizziness which
FOR THURSDAY, an investment. Be tactful in is really an onset of fainting.
ANDERSON BOY
The respiratory infection
the afternoon as your words
DECEMBER 7, 1978
Mr. and Mrs. Truman
you had may have -caused Anderson, Jr., of Joliet, III,
What kind of day will could boomerang and hurt inflammation
of the balance announce the birth of a baby
tomorrow be? To find out what you.
ears. In that boy, Truman III, weighing
your
AQUARIUS
in
canals
the
read
the stars 'say,
case, the condition is usually eight pounds 13 ounces,
Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) "'''
forecast given for your birth
made
over., self limited and will disap- measuring 21 inches, born on
Promises
Sign,
We call it Friday, Nov. 24, at St.
may
be empty ones, pear- in time.Antivert
cocktails
and
labyrinthitis.
ARIES
particularly if they pertain to other anti-motion sickness Joseph's Hospital, Joliet.
sys
'Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
career interests. Avoid an type
They have another son,
ed• •nes are cornisixt_aboikti
Watch out for careless __________
ON. Ul
tr.smrtrriztrstlf:_Joattl;haA,
-nutivir
ejv
-7;,=g1Pendi--the asn.-Dert, inf
Ttii -father is correctional
-4tsuc1dTidaif
If you are continuing to officer at the state penitenlet restlessness lead to temperamental behavior later. Be
Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 )(C have dizzy spells, ask your tiary at Joliet.
a
reserved in speech.
Careless work performance doctor to refer you tobeGrandparents are Mr. and
were,
you
If
,neurolagist.
hours
mnrniDg
the
_during
TAlilK_US
Mrs. Truman Andersori,-&:,of age, then
years
50
low
Aá 20 to May 26)"
--vv7could lead to a -confrontation might suggest that you see Of New Concord.
Don't get carried away by with a superior in the p.m. an ear, nose and throat speromantic possibilities in the Watch diet.
cialist first. There is no rule
morning hours. A close
that applies to everyone, but
associate may be touchy about
For Information
YOU BORN TODAY are older people more often
money.
mental, analytical, and less have dizzineSs from probRegarding
to
GEMINI
breezy than the typical lems related to circulation
Younger
ear.
or
brain
the
May 21 to June 20)
Sagittarian. You should people are more likely to
It may be hard to stay on specialize and try to become have a problem in the ear
that diet right now and you an authority in your field. itself. At any age certain
(Permanent
may simply not be in the mood Reflective by nature, you may medicines can be a factor.
for working. Don't be flippant be drawn towards writing,
I am sending you The
of Hair)
Removal
in your casual remarks.
music,law, and education. Let Health Letter number 9-10,
CANCER
your thinking be a guide to Dizziness and Vertigo. Other
issue
Call 7534856
(June 21 to July 22)
action and you will gain a readers who want this
50 cents with a
A cockeyed optimism re reputation as one who has the can send
self-ad•
stamped,
-long,
financial matters could lead to courage of his convictions.
overspending. Romance Originality marks your
seems thrilling, but dates may thinking, but don't forget to
Accent have tolerance for the other
expensive.
be
FREE CHIMNEY INSPECTIONS
moderation.
fellow's point of view. BirFind out for certain if your chimney or
LEO
thdate of Willa Cather,
stove is coated with dangerously flammable
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
novelist; Eli Wallach, actor;
You may .feel like royalty. and Noam Chomsky,educator.‘
creosote! This offer good,in Calloway Counbut you can't really afford a
ty only!
When an animal hibernates
throne for the living room at
Magic Hat
Sweeps
present. Watch cash outlay. its heart almost stops beating,
its blood almost stops flowing,
Protect savings.
159-4818
and it almost stops breathing.
VIRGO
Member
Murray
Chamber of Commerce
animals
hibernating
Some
( Aug: 23 to Sept. 22)
You may let the cat out of take only one breath every few
the bag when off guard today. minutes.
Blowing off steam in the p.m.
niay 'only stir up trouble at
home.
LIBRA
.57.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Don't pick up the tab at
lunch, if your aim is to impress others with your
largesse. Avoid cutting
remarks, especially during
working hours.
SCORPIO
to Nov. 211
(Oct.
You're susceptible to
flattery today, so remain
level-headed. In the afternoon,
avoid acting in haste and
impulsive buying.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) Don't let hopes for the future
make you neglect immediate
tasks. Insisting on your awn
way in the p.m. could lead to a
Stride Rite Shoes 20% Off
hassle.
ir ----vrit---empmeeor
`-(Dec. 22 to Jan.' 101
far Sate! —
--14•44-iftlesitioned•
rney give youth,Isip
DEAR DR. LAMB - Suddenly I developed dizziness.
I noticed it first after having
a sinus head cold. The dizziness was particularly bad
when I went to bed at night.
My head would just swim
Elm Grove Baptist Church around. When I'd get up
Women will meet at the home from lying down, I would sit
of Lavine Carter at 1:30 p.m.
still for several minutes before I started to walk, or I'd
Rachel Sunday School Class walk sideways.
My doctor gave me Anof First Baptist Church will
--tivert which didn't help.
have a potluck supper at the Then he said'I didn't breathe
Fellowship Hall of the church properly. I'm 64 and have a
at 6:30 p.m.
blood pressure reading of
110/70. t've never had high
• Memo:mist •-fiaptist Cflurch . blood pressure.- My--doctor
said I had good circulation to
Women will meet from 11 a.m:''my
head.
to 1 p.m. at the church for a
It seems this dizziness is
luncheon and prayer study worse when I close my eyes.
'I always feel extremely
session.
Senior Citizens Bazaar will
be held at the Ellis Community Center from 4:30 to
8:30 p.m.

Your Individual .
*Horoscope
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Bridal Events

Wednesday,
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-4,11
One ngtethent Can Pinch
-Hit•For Mother In Recipe

11.4,1.11_1

Bucy-Harrison Vows Are
Solemnized At Church

Civet:, Honor.
Recent Bride

The Almo Church of Christ
was the setting for the fall
Mrs.
Mark
Hutson wedding of Miss Cresti Lee
Buckingham, nee Alisa4Ami Bucy and Barry Mitchell
Miller, was complimented Harrison. The parents of the
prior to her wedding with couple are Mr. and Mrs.
Creston D. Bury of Murray
several prenuptial events.
A coffee was held at the and Mr. and Ids. James D.
home of
Mrs, Louise Harrison of Kirksey.
The double ring ceremony
Buckingham, Murray,
grandmother
of
Mr. was read by R. B. Barton,
Buckingham, with Mesdames minister of the church, betorib
Buckingham, Velma Yates, a fifteen branch candelabrum
Noble Williams, Opal Fulton, flanked on either side by
Marie Crisp, Freda But- spiral candelabra. Wedding
terworth, Euple Thurman, baskets with arrangements of
and Myrtle Parker as pink gladioli and white carhostesses. Fifty guests called nations were used. The family
pews were marked with white
during the morning hours.
The home of Mrs. L. T. satin bows with greenery and
Williams, Mayfield, was the baby's breath.
Preceding the candlelight
scene of a miscellaneous
shower. Mrs. Hershul Floyd ceremony a program of
was the assistant hostess. nuptial music was presented,
Twenty-five persons attended including the traditional
.- wedding march.
or sent gifts.
-•
Bride's Dress Mrs. John Gregory; Jr., of
Escorted by her ,father and
Murray opened her home for a
coffee
with
Mesdames given in marriage by her
Gregory, Rob Ray, Janice parents, the bride wore a
Austin, Charles Homra, Wells formal length gown of all
Purdom, Jr., Bobby Johnson, white silk organza. The emDon Keller, Gene Landolt, pire bodice featured a VicJimmy
Boone,
Walter torian neckline accented with
Apperson, and Kenneth Alencon lace and seed pearls.
The sleeves were shepherdess
Harrell as hostesses.
A breakfast was held at the with flounce cuffs edged in
Triangle Inn, Murray with lace. A-line skirt with a
Mesdames Charles Thurman, circular flounce was enhanced
Albert Crider, Chad Stewart, by a chapel length train.
Her tiered veil of imported
Brendt Gilbert, and Euva
Wain! Mrs: Barry Mitchell Harrison
Mitchell as hostesses. Covers silk illusion was edged in ---,
Alencon lace and accented
were laid for twelve guests.
James Witherington served
The three tiered wedding
Mrs. W. L. Polly, Murray, with tiny seed pearls and fell as best man with Paul Ross cake, topped with a wedding
aunt of Mr. Buckingham, from a-Juliet headpiece. She Jones and Michael Harrison, bell set in a seed pearl. Tiara
opened her home for the carried a bouquet of white brother of the groom, as Was decorated with pink roses
bridesmaids luncheon. Mrs. roses and pink carnations with groomsmen. The 'groomsmen and white sugar swans.
Jerry Grogan, cousin of Mr. baby's breath, cascading from also lighted the candles and Punch, nuts, and mints, were
Buckingham, was assisting a white Bible.
served as ushers. They wore served from silver apMrs. Wanda Tucker was white tuxedoes trimmed in pointrnentS.
hostess.
A miscellaneous showeeWas matron of honor. She wore a black. Each of the men atAssisting in serving were
hosted by Mrs. Dorethy_Hallis-. 1100E- IORAL.Pini5=9Eineene- tenctants-ware • a--bout:ceder* Miss Ann Tutt,
at her home. She was assisted style dress, witll a scoop of a white carnation with Cleaver, Mrs. Kenneth Starks
in entertaining by Miss Sally neckline. It was enhanced by a greenery and baby's. breath. and Mrs. Glen Starks. Rim
Hollis. Twenty-five guests pale pink, chiffon cape with
The groom wore an all white bags of white net tied with
deep pink embossed roses and full dress tuxedo and a white pink ribbon were distributed
attended.
edged with pink lace. She rose
boutonniere
with by Miss Renee Mitchell,
cafried three pink carnations greenery and baby's breath.. cousin of the bride.
adorned with 'baby's breath,
The bride's mother chose to
After the reception the
greenery and pink ribbon. She wear a rose colored knit dress couple left for a
wedding trip
SURGERY PATIENT
also wore a single pink car- with self-covered buttons. She to the Great Smoky
Mts., and
,Mrs. John (Joan) Bowker, nation with
baby's breath in wore a corsage of white are now residing
in Fox
teacher of choral music at her hair.
.
carnations tipped in pink. The Meadows Trailer Court of
Robertson
and
Carter
Miss.Gail Smotherman and groom's mother wote a sage Murray.
Elementary Schools and
Miss Dianna Harrison, sister green knit dress with a cor- Out of town
guests at the
,Murray High School, 'unof
the
groom,
were sage of white carnations wedding were Mr. and Mrs.
derwent back surgery at the
bridesmaids. They were tipped in green.
Pete
Dowling,
Methodist Hospital, Memphis,
Giles
dressed identical to the honor
Mrs. Robert L Adams and Buchanan, Mrs. Mary Mason,
Term., on Tuesday.
attendant.
'Mrs. Wade Harrison, grand- Mr. and Mrs, Otvis Wilson,
mothers of the groom, also Mr. and Mrs. Harofd Arnett
had corsages of white car- and family, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
nations.
Mitchell and family, Mr. and
Beginning Dec,. 8th, 1978
Guests registered in the Mrs. James Meadows, Jimmy
bride's book at a table covered Meadows, Allen Meadows,
5WftTii_WhilEViatinicir length.
IL* Cun.-400t1 1010 patt.
cloth. A bud vase with pink ningham, Mrs. Rebecca
At The
carnations and green foliage Arnold,
Mrs.
.
Grace
was arranged on the table. Brewington, Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Miss Chandra Watkins _kept Page, Mrs: Gladye McNeely,
the register..
Betsy and Meghan- Baker,
Reception
Mrs. Laura Laws, Mrs.
Immediately following the La Verne Parrott, and Mr. and
ceremony a reception was Mrs. John Hart.
309 N. 16th.. Murray - 753-0303
held at the Holiday Inn of
Rehearsal Dinner
Murray. The bride's table was On the evening prior to the
covered with a white satin wedding the groom's parents
cloth and featured a silver entertained at a rehearsal
candelabrum holding five dinner at the Holiday Inn of
Cole Slag. French Fries. Whitt'
white tapers and a bouquet of Murray. The bridal couple
pink and white carnations chose this time to present gifts
• Beans Hushpuppies
with baby's breath.
to their attendants.

He's Hooked
- On.a Fish
By Abigail Van Buren
S., 197e by Ctnr..ago Tribun• N 'f News Syna Inc

DEAR ABBY: Most husbands carry pictures of their
wives and children in their wallets. Not my Ralph. He carries pictures of himself with the blue marlin he caught. He
had this 865-pound monstrosity mounted, expecting to hang
it over the mantle inimr living room,butI put my foot down
and told him he could hang it in the amusement room in our
basement, but no way was I going to have that ugly thing in
our living room. He sulked for about a week, but I refused to
give in, so now it's hanging in our basement.
Ralph still nags me about how unfair I am.Finally, he said:
"Write to Dear Abby and let her. settle it!" So I'm asking
you.
Where does that blue mtrlin belong?
RALPH'S WIFE IN FLORIDA
DEAR WIFE: Now that you ask, I find mounted
specimens of ANY of God's creatures, outside of musuems,
disheartening. Killing for food is one thing. Killing for
show —sorry, I pass.
DEAR ABBY: Our 20-year-old son has just told us that he
must quickly marry the little girl with whom he has gone
steady since junior high school. She is 19. Both-are in college
and hope to graduate.
Abby, the girl is really a sweet child, and she has adored
our son for years. He was her first (and only) love, and she
was his.
Since the wedding plans have come up so suddenly,
everyone suspects it is a "have-to" marriage. I am not going
to deny it and look foolish three months from now.
What do I say when people "congratulate" me, and kiddingly call me "Grandma"? Some have even tried to "comfort" me with the stories of how they've had "have-to" marriages in their families and things have worked out„weH.
Please help me.
Th1tARLY A GRANT)MA
•
- DEAR iNEARLY: To all congratulations, say "Thank
-you." There is no such thing as a "have-to" marriage. Every
day, pregnant girls are being deserted by bums who refuse
to accept the responsibilities of marriage and a baby. No law
in the land can force a man to marry a girl. If he marries her,
it's because he WANTS to, not because he HAS to, so hold
your head up, Grandma.

?Alaéna

Friday-8 Saturday Evenings

DEAR ABBY: Although I don't attend church regularly, I
believe in my religion- and I'm satisfied with it.
What should I tell strangers who come to my door, invite
themselves in and sit down to discuss religion with me? I
don't know the Bible as-well as they do and I'M not able to
defend myself against their arguments when they start comparing their religion to mine, and insisting that theirs is the
only true religion. They go on and on. I don't want to be
.rude, so I buy their magazine just to get rid of them.
These -missionaries keep coining back. How can I
discourage their visits? I am sure others would appreciate
knowing how to handle this problem.
"I ALREADY BELIEVE"

ClId Carriage House

ation
n9

ysis

tent
F Hair)

Diffikit--14-L-ftekttY: - Atter— t enlint711313_39Weect
themselves and stated their mission, tell thaw politely but
firmly that' you are satisfied with your religion and don't
stant to take up their valuable time. Then send them on
their way with •"God bless you, and have a nice day."
Who said the teem years are the happiest? Fer-Arbby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
Abby. 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose
SI and a long, stamped (28 cents), self-addressed envelope,

From The Desk Of
Jean W.Clear
Co. Ext. Agent
For Home Economics
When you don't have an
ingredient your recipe calls
for, you can sometimes find or
figure out a substitute. Here are several old
standbys:
-One cup of buttermilk or
sour milk.: "Doctors up" one
cup of fresh milk or reconstituted
dry
milk or
evaporated milk by adding
one tablespoon of vinegar or
lemon juice. Let it stand at
least five minutes before
using.
-One ounce, or square, of
baking
unsweetened
chocolate: Substitute three
tablespoons of cocoa plus one
tablespoon of shortening.
-One -teaspoon of baking
one-half
powder:
Use
teaspoon of baking soda and
also substitute one cup of
buttermilk or sour milk for
one cup of regular milk in the
recipe. (This substitution only
works in a recipe that calls for
milk.)
-One cup of sugar: Replace
with three-fourths cup of
honey; or substitute one cup of
corn syrup and use one-fourth
cup less liquid in the recipe.
You can also use cooked and
pureed dry fruit as a
sweetener - it's a natural.
-Milk in a yeast-bread or roll
recipe: Substitute the same
amount of water. Milk makes
the bread more nourishing,
but it's n.ot necessary. -One
cup all:Purpose flour: Substitute self-rising flour. Leave
out salt and baking powder or
• soda.
-One cep self-rising flour:
Use regular white flour, adding the amount of- salt and
levening agent " uStial 1 for
whatever it is you're making.
You can replace up to half of
the white flourin a recipe with

whole wheat flour.
SMALL APPLIANCES
CAN SAVE
COOKING ENERGY
Electric skillets, grills,
griddles, egg cookers, coffee,
makers, toaster ovens, slow
cookers and small broilers can
!aye energy in the kitchen_
They can also take the place
of your gas range if there is a
fuel cut-off, or if the bottle-gas
tank goes empty While your
access road is blocked with
snow.
Practical "Luxuries"
These and other small
cooking appliances - electric
woks, fondue pots, deep fat
fryers, and roaster-ovens —
may seem like luxury items to
some. But they save energy
and are less expensive to
operate than the conventiongi
range either-gas-or-electric.
- Why is this? They have
enclosed heating element4
that conserve the electricity:
• Also-, asin the case of a smelt
electric oven, there is 1es0
space and metal to heat up fot
cooking a small amount 4
food.
Another energy efficient
kitchen utensil is a pressur‘
cooker or pressure saucepan;
Foods under pressure cook in
one-third the time they would
with conventional cooking
methods.
A pressure cooker is also a
boon to the working-awayfrom-home-cook enabling her
or him to put dinner'-on thif
table much sooner than would:
be possible otherwise.
It might pay you to study
your operating manuals and
recipe books for pressure
saucepan and small electrical
cooking appliances. Thex
could- be more versatile
helpers than you realize. Take them out of the cupboard and let them help earn
their . keep in cooking-fuel
savings.
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Miss Martha Gay Crass
Honored, Two Parties

per adult

8856

SPECIAL
For families of 4 or more
only, the head of the
household gets his or
her dinner FREE.
Children Under 12- V2 Price
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Miss Debbie Landolt and
Miss Krista Kennedy honored
Miss Martha Gay Crass,
DeCember 16th bride-elect of
Mark Kevin Robison, with a
personal showier on Nov. 25 at
the home of Miss Landolt's
grandmother, Mrs. George

PS

Get
Gift Ideas
From Gene & Jo's
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'Mirrors 'Pictures
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"The Christmas Place"
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Hart, Payne Street,
OM of town guests,present
for the bridal occasion were
Mrs. Denise Selzer, Paducah,
Mrs. Stacy Jones, Lexington,
Mrs. Rhonda
Johnson,
Columbia, Tenn., and Miss
Kim Robison, sister of the
groom-elect, Louisville.
Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Homra, Mrs. Mary Jane
Jackson and Mrs. Delura Hill
entertained Miss Crass and
Mr. Robison with a "Grocery
Grab Bag Party" on Dec. 2 at
the Pi Kappa Alpha Lodge,
Stadium View Drive.
Guests were members of the
Alpha Gamma Delta Social
Sorority and the Pi Kappa*
Alpha Fraternity.

Folks Come From

To 'Christmas Shop

eShoe Shack
106 N

HUMPHREY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Rexie Humphrey of Benton Route 3 are
the parents of a baby boy,
Brent. Allen, weighing five
pounds, measuring 17 inches,
born on Friday, Nov. 17, at
1:45 a.m, at the -MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The .father is self employed
as a farmer.
Grandparents are Mr. and

...Dizsatez.4611unphrey
Route.3 and Mr. ind Mrs. Tits-a.T.',
Lamb .of_Kirkseyt Route,
•
Great grandparents are Ku/us "
Rule of Kirksey Route I and
Mrs. Lois Lamb of Kirksey
Route 1.

Everywhere

Murray

Nationally Advertised Brands
Ladies and Childrens Shoes

40%760% Off Regular Retail Prices
Hours 9:30-3 Mon.-Thurs.
9:00-5 Sat. •
•••

•
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3
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A I
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COFFEE
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LARGE
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*-1
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2Lt-,$209
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LB.

14
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2L8.
• • ••

2 BUNCHES
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"
$2
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--
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\ • :1:
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t
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:An AP News Analysis

Looking Back
10 Years Ago

By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer

Of Traffic
Fine Increase Expected

Repeal

said.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - No
He said it veers from the original
Inaitter what happens with the tax relief
purpose of court costs, which was to
e in the Dec. 11 special
pay public officials for their duties, a
lative session, one portion of the
matter Palmore said no longer is
enda seems certain of passage.
necessary under state and other
It is the section which by implication
financing.
would repeal the added $15 for
"Now that these people have salaries,
mingium traffic fines.
there is no reason for fees and costs,"
Passed by the 1978 Legislature for the
the justice said.
announced purpose of keeping up the
Furthermore, he said, there is no
'supplemental pay for police officers
reason
why drivers running stop signs
und the state- after the withdrawal
"should
be financing the jailing of
of federal aid -- the -heavier fines
-burglars."
probably have WieraVed Mare protests
Palmore favors an approach which
and criticism than all the tax matters
apparently will be too bold for the
combined.
current Legislature to take.
They mean, for example, that what
He wants all court costs eliminated
used to cost a motorist about $30 for
and a "straight flat out" fine subrunning a stop sign now costs him $52.50
stituted for violations.
including court costs.
"It strikes me as comical today to see
U.,Gov. Thelma Stovall, who called
a special session being called to cut
the special session in Gov. Julian
down on the amount of money being
Carroll's absence, asked the General
spent on fines because the state is
Assembly to consider modifying or
gathering too much money," Palmore
amending district court fines and costs.
said.
The call does not mention elimination
The justice said he wants to avoid
of the higher fines, but everybody in"getting into the politics of it," but is
terprets if that way.
willing to help either the governor or
Among the most outspoken opponents
Mrs. Stovall if asked.
of the new fines is Chief Justice John
So far, only a legislative committee
Palrnore of the Kentucky Supreme
has been interested enough to invite
, Court, who, like his colleagues, is
him to speak, although Palmore said he
'concerned that the public will blame
'
understands Mrs. Stovall might seek
- • the extra fines on the new judicial
his views on fines and court costs.
. system - specifically the creation of
Carroll already has,made motions
--'district courts.
toward compromise on the higher fines.
:- And Senate President Pro Tern Joe
He has called for a re-evaluation of
Prather, 1)-Vine Grove, has said the
them witk the idea of possible
r.'-lawmakers acted in haste and it is time
modificaUot for the 1980 session.
-.
•'47
.. to remedy the mistake.
That was his remark to the Kentucky
: "The flat$15 addition is unacceptable
‘
Association ofCountiesirday before
,:•-in the minds of the people," Prather
Mrs. Stovall surprised him with a
.,,'-.4aid.
special session call.
Actually, no one really seems to know
"..--lhe true figures on the amount of ad4:?d1tionarinoney from fines and court
117J
:costs because all are channeled into the
-• • General Fund under which most state
I
'''i. rvices operate.
' even possible there
- Its
ere really has
n no increase - because of the
ency of many judges simply to
obate the unpopular fines. ,_ _ _-_.
Palmore said in an interview that the
s of the controversy began during
i--- the 19'76 session with passage of two
,..
laws raising court costs by a total of $7.
-t That goes to $7.50 in areas where a
library tax applies.
Thus,in the past two years,the actual
se in what a ticketed motorist pays ----'
forfeit or conviction totals as

"TNE WATERGATF BREAK-IN WAS A BLONDER.I
TAK,g_THE RIN:V6131
ANIn PAID-ME PRICERAKIIAR,
HAH HAM NAH, M-N4R,HAN HAN HAH MO,HAR HAN RAH, HAM i1A44 -Wl.
HAN HAH, HAH HAH, HAN NAI-4 1-IAN HAN, HAN NAN 14AH AAN NAN,11414 NAH
HAH HAN,HAN HAH HAN HAN, 1-14H NAN ,RAN HAH NAN NAN ."
11 Hid.land Lsansand Robert Nos ak

Inside Report

China's Top Man

nothing to fear from this, he said: if the
PEKING - Teng Hsiao-ping,
cerned with the national modernization
masses have comments,let them speak
Communist China's dominant figure
program. He said nobody was being
out. Answering a question, he said this
today, heartily endorses free speech in
purged. Wu Te had made mistakes,
was a return to Mao's let-a-hundredwall posters now covering Peking even
said Teng, but now agreed to policy.
flowers bloom campaign of 1957, which
while disagreeing with some of their
Well posters have denounced Wu Te's
ended with repression of dissent.
comments and considers it a return to
role in suppressing the April 5, 1976,
the brief "let a hundred flowers bloom" , Teng noted to us Mao's restrictions
demonstrations in Peking's Tien An
(described by an interpreter as
campaign two decades ago.
Men Square, which led to the third and
separating noxious weeds from
Vice Premier Teng confirmed to us in
final purging of Teng. So, apparently
fragrant flowers).- But -slgratIcantb,-", incorrectly, the posters
f
- f-eiclusive interview that the
—COmwere attributed
Teng did not call for suppression, of
manist ,Central Committee had been
to Teng's influence.
those posters which he Said were not so
meeting here but denied a reported
Reacting with amusement, Teng
good. He disagreed with a huge poster
purge of radical members. While also
called absolutely groundless reports of
near Mao's mausoleum calling Mao 70
denying a de-Maoization campaign, fie
a struggle between him and Chairman
percent right, 30 percent wrong. While
admitted the late Chairman Mao Tse.Hua. This, on the long interview's final
contending 70 percent is too low, Teng
tuna made a few mistakes.. And Teng
question, was the first time the
did not prohibit anti-Mao sentiments on
brushed off reports of a power struggle
chairman's name was mentioned. Teng
posters.
by him agaiest his-nominal superior,
disclosed he could have had the
, He did specifically deny any departy chairrrian and Premier Hun Kuopremiership when the radical Gang of
Maoizaticin campaign, praising the late
fens; he could have had the premierFour Was toppled in China's latest
chairman and quoting- widely from his
ship last year if he wanted, Teng said.
political convulsion last year but
"Thoughts." He stressed he never
On U.S. relations, Teng declared
preferred a younger man, the 57-yearwould mimic Khrushchev's role in
Taiwan could maintain its own nonold Hun. Anyway, Teng added, even
downgrading Stalin. Nevertheless,
COMmunist onornic and social system
Marx and Engels had their differences.
Tens conceded Mao had made some
under unification with the mainland Teng acted like a man who needs
mistakes - an unthinkable statement
the furthest he has done to ease a U.S.
nobody's approval to express opinions.
in China a year ago and a little shocking
switch in diplomatic relations from
But he also emphasized he wanted no
even today. In short, if Mao is more
Taiwan to Peking. This normalization
more of the political turmoil that has
than 70 percent, he is less than 100
of relations, said Teng, would do more
plagued China's 29-year-old communist
percent.
for U.S. security than any number of
regime. His stress was stability, not
While comments by the masses on
SALT treaties with Moscow.
further purges or power grabs.
wall posters are hasi,,cally correct, Teng
----Thesesiserc highlights of an interview
This tiny, tvistYmano7bllizNagne-risaid they may not know the-whalestofy
lasting nearly two hours- at a cavernous
corrimunist with Chou En-lai in France
and therefore are not necessarb acsitting room in the Great Hall of the
half a century ago, is at his advanced
curate. This, he implied, waslie case
People. The 73-year-old "Terig, less than
age clearly in a hurry. His drive for a
of posters calling for purging several
5-foot-4, has been a phoenix rising from
rational economic and political system
Central Committee 'members, inthree
purgings
as
a
"capitalist
roader."
and quest for an American alliance
By DON atrir F.OD
t-hiding haulm • Peking Mayor Wu l`e.
He answered questions with enagainst Moscow represent the pulse-of
AP Political Writer
Teng confirmed the Central Comthusiasm and wit, asking not to be
China today. These efforts, plus Teng's
mittee was in session and had criticized
quoted directly but putting nothing off
comments to us about them, will be
some members, but was mainly conthe record.
explored in future columns from here.
Apart from his slightly more liberal
construction of a special arrangement
for Taiwan, Teng's foreign policy
comments stressed the familiar admonition for Washington to beware of
the polar bear. It was his public
doctrine in the 1960s and early '70s.
discussion of internal Chinese affairs,
Votes which once were written off as
unimaginable for his predecessors, that
,f:•° 111101.1101110
unattainable were wooed and won by
broke new ground.
Heartline is a service for senior
62, this December, and still he drawing
Republicans, and in many cases they
In his first press interview since
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
a salary? Will her drawing benefits
made the difference between winning
Peking's current wall poster campaign
questions
and solve problems -- fast. If
effect my monthly che-sk? Would she
or losing.
exploded Nov. 22, he volunteered his
sou have a question or a problem not
have Medicare coverage? - W.H.
Even in states where Republicans
approval without being asked. There is
'answered
lb these columns, write
Yes, your daughter can legally hire
won big, they did it by taking minority,
Heardine, 114 East Dayton Street, West
her mother to keep books for her
ethnic, racial and urban votes away
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
business. She can still receive Social
from Democrats, who have had these
receive
a prompt reply, but you mast
Security wife's benefits at age 62. There
groups sewed up for four decades or
include a stamped, selt-addressed
is an earnings restriction after applying
more.
A senator was explaining to a visitor
envelope.
The most useful replies will
for Social Security benefits, but the$125
A few cases in point:
from back home that while he had
be printed in this column.
your daughter plans to pay her is well
-Richard Thornburgh took the
written a book about his experiences,
HEARTLINE: When I was younger, I
under this figure. So, the money she
Pennsylvania statehouse away from
there were too many: situations that
bought quite a few E-Bonds. I've had
receives in wages or salary will not
the Democrats. He actively sought, and
-night embarrass others. "It will
them
all these years and know they
effect her benefits.
got, the state's black vote, an unprobably be published posthumously."
have earned interest above their face
The fact that your wife is. drawing
believable 58 percent of it.
"Oh, that's wonderful," said the lady,
value.
How can I find out what they are
benefits on your Social Security ac-Gov. James Thompson was ex"I hope it'll be soon."
worth? - S.M.
count will not effect your benefits at all.
pected to win re-election in nuncio, but
To receive a free booklet with tables
She would not be eligible for Medicare
not 30 percent of the black vote.
of current values of $25.00 Series E
until she is age 62.
--Gov. James Rhodes was fighting
Savings
bonds issued . from 1941 to
Also, since your wife will be emfor his life in Ohio, but won a close
ABOUT THIS PAGE
, present, write to the Public Affairs
ployed by her daughter, if the daughter
victory after reaping 30 percent of the
Editorials, columns and other
Office, Savings Bond Division,
is the sole proprietor of the business, no
black vote.
opinionated articles on this page are
Department of the Treasury, 1111 20th
Social Security taxes will have to be
--Michigan Republicans lost the
•
presented for the purpose of
St. NW., Washington, D.C. 20226.
paid on your wife's salary. If it is not a
revered Robert Griffin from the Senate
providing a • forum for the free
The values of $10.00 bonds issued
sole proprietorship owned by your
in a tough election, but reelected
exchange of differing opinions.
from 1944 to 1950 as well as E-bonds of
daughter, then Social Security taxes
Republican Gov. William Milliken- a
We at The Murray Ledger &
all other denominations are covered in
will have to be deducted from your
friend of the cities, got about a 35
Times strongly believe that to limit
another government booklet available
wife's salary and matched by the
percent black vote.
opinionated articles to only those
far 75 cents by writing for "Tables of
employer.
7-Texas gol its first Republican
which parrallel thet
Redemption Values for US. Savings
editorial
governor in over a century, W.P.
philosophy of this newspaper would
HEARTLINE: I am walking with an
Bonds" to the Superintendent of
Clements Jr., who dared court the
be a disservice to our readers.
artificial limb which Medicare helped
Documents,
Washington,
D.C.
20402.
Hispanic vote. He got enough to win a
Therefore, we encourage readers
me purchase two years ago. A week
HF.ARTLINE: I am 72 and my wife
near dead heat he almost surely would
who do not agree with an editorial
ago, I had to have it repaired, which
will
62
be
in
December.
monthly
My
have lost otherwise.
stand or the ideas presented by an
cost me $66. I would like to know if
Social Security check after Medicare
individual writer in a column or
Medicare will help me pay for the
deduction is $298.00.
other article, to respond with their
repair charges? - E.K.
My wife has not made any Social
feelings on the particular issues
Yes. Medicare will pay 80 percent of
Security contributions since our
being discussed with a letter to the
the reasonable charges for the repair of
marriage although she has .iflways
editor'.
an artificial limb. For more inhelped in the family business.
Surely goodness and mercy shall
By the same token, if an issue has
formation on services covered under
Our daughter; who owns and operates
follow me all the days of my life; And I
not been-discussed on this page and
Medicare, we have a booklet which is in
her own business wants nisl wife to take
will dwell in the house itf ths_ hart
4 Leggr1ecla-ilial-thaisasia4mwrgar 411.41rs4001-411 ilar.beeicalor-hdr,and.svania.40—
(Tie altention of the.general public,
12:1.
wee form and contains the changes for
.
pay her a monthly salary of $125 per
we..weloodie.a4etter te-tiseedstor or 19. To-order seal $L75
niessits Oar question is! Can nsy
Have iaith in God's gOodness and. an authored article on whatever that
-datighter legally hire her mother under
Guide to Medicare, 114 East Dayton St„mercy for you, for todai,. He
ers
topic'rnight be:
the
Social
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please
Security
wife
rules'
Can
my
. •
eternal goodness to them that love Him.
allow eight weeks for delivery:apply for Social Security benefits at age%
•
.

at
ettiklF1FIETI

"Thie-ts-a continuation of the
. 'tvhilosophy of raising as much money in
criminal courts as possible," Palmore

1WashingtonThday

'GOP Governors
WASHINGTON(AP i- For years the
Republican governors have been trying
in vain to get the national party to pay
attention to them and their moderateto-liberal campaign approach.
The Romneys and Rockefellers never
could sell the GOP on their ideas, much
less their own national candidacies.
The party chose instead the road of
Nixon-Agnew, the Southern strategy
• and a tendency to put most of its eggs in
the presidential basket.
But now the governors are preaching
again with a new strength and unity
that the Republican Party's future lies
In the moderate mainstream and at the
arassroots.
r•In fact, the success of their
philosophy in the recent elections has
emboldened the governors to clairuthe
leadership role in efforts to resurrect
the ailing party.
Actually, the Republicans didn't win
very much in the Nov. 7 voting by most
standards. They picked up three Senate
seats and 12 in the House, but are still
nearly 2-to-1 underdogs- -10---the
Democrats.
Their biggest proportional gain, and
hardly a cause for jubilation on the face
of it, was a net increase of six governorships. That's a 50 percent im.provement,but it still leaves them with
•only 18 out of 50 governors. The germ of the governors' new
vement, which began at the recent
epublican Governors Association
ting in Williamsburg, Va., was in
way those six new statehouses were
tured and some others were
ained in the face of stiff opposition.
• In case'llter case, governors or
vernors-elect testWied that they
ht not have been there if they had
t defied the party's traditional
•
Results in , Pennsykseania, Ohio,
higan, Minas arid even'rexas have
'bast serious doubts on the sunbelt
nallsm which became party

EARTIN

Funny World

Bible Thought

I

•

The Murray Art Guild will hold a
Christmas Open House on Sunday at the
quarters in the Gatlin Building over the
Ben Franklin Store at the corner of
Fourth and Main Streets, according to
Edna Milliken, president of the guild.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Effie
Pryor Morris and Mrs. Halline Holt
Cavitt.
Hoyt McClure and Charlie Townsend
were presented special awards at the
annual family night meeting held by
Hazel Woodmen Camp 138 at the Hazel
School cafeteria.
Rita Hurd and Janie Peebles of
Murray have been selected RS finalists
in the 1969 "Shield Queen" contest at
Murray State University.
Births reported include a boy, Scott
Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs. Kim Wallis on
Dec. 3.
In high school basketball games the
University School Colts beat Cadiz with
Richey ripping the net for 21 points for
the local school.

20 Years Ago
The eleventh annual Quad State Band
Festival will ,be held Dec. 8 at Murray
State College with Josiah Darnall as
director of the junior -band and Paul
Shahan as director of the senior band.
' Deaths reported include Oval
Outland, 63. ___------ - L. W. Paschall and Joe Morton were
welcomed as new members of the
Murray Civitan Clu: by Aubrey
Willoughby, club president, at the
meeting held at the Kentucky Colonel.
New officers of the Sea Scout Ship 91
elected Dec. 3 were Benny McKeel,
Buddy Spann, Max Parker, and Dale
Maupin.
Nancy Lovins was elected as "Little
Miss Atmo FHA" in a scholarship fund
raising benefitsheld by the Alma High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America. This was a
contest of members in their baby
pictures.
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat New Mexico A & M 66 toll hi
a basketball game played at the Sports.
Arena here. Dale Alexander of Murraygot 19 points.

30 Years Ago
Murray Postmaster Harry Sledd said
the postoffice was getting ready for the
deluge of mail expected as the
Christmas holiday season approaches.
Deaths reported include Rias Dunn,
60, and J. R. (Bo) Gatlin, 71.
. Virginia Berry, Barkley Jones, Rip
Collins, Dick Rover, Sam Elliott,
William Johnson, William Prince,
Patsy Ann Somers, Anne Lowry, and
Bill Wilson are members of the cast of
the play, "John Loves Mary," to be
presented by the Sock and Buskin Club
at Murray State College on Dec.8 and 9.
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds won their second game of the
basketball season over Austin-Peay by
the mare of 66 to 43. Herroki was high.
- for Murray wig
palfltS
was high for Austin-Peay with 14 points.
Mrs. E. W. Riley and her father, C. E.
Penny, are visiting their brother and
son, Leon Penny, of East St. Louis, Ill.

Thoughts
In Season
HUMANISTS FOR OUR TIME
By KEN WOLF
Although his name is synonymous
with manipulation and an a-moral if not
immoral attitude toward political
questions, the famous Florentine
Niccolo Machiavella (1469-1527) still
has the power to instruct us, even in the
post-Watergate era.
Near the end of his "shocking"
treatise on how- to get and keep power,
The Prince (1513), Machiavelli wisely
compares fortune or chance, "the
arbiter of one half of our actions," to a
raging river:
I compare her to one of those raging
rivers, which when in flood overflows
the plains, sweeping away trees and
buildings ... everything flies before it,
all yield to its violence, without being
able in an way to withstand it: and yet
... it does not follow therefore that men,
when the weather becomes fair, shall
not make provision, both with defenses
and barriers, in such a manner that,
rising again, the waters may pass away
by canal, and their force be neither so
restrained nor so dangers.
Fortune could only show her
power, he believed, "where ,valor
has not prepared to resist her."
Murray
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Stovall Proposes Freeze On
State Property Tax At $.31.5
School interests have expressed alarm at the possible
fiscal impact of any property
tax freeze on their future
revenues.
The complaint of a number
of property owners has been
that their taxes go up because
of inflationary valuations
rather than because of true
added value of property.
The lieutenant governor
also called in her program for
creation of a new law
authorizing
the
state
Department of Revenue to
compute the state property
"The Kentucky -budget can tax every year at a specified
afford to stabilize the state time — after at least three
property tax and not continue fourths of the.assessments in
was paid at Mount Sterling — to gain revenue through the counties have been certified
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP —
Growers received an average $135.52 on volume of 695,09{ inflationary growth value of by the department.
21 cents more per hundred pounds. The Russellville real property," Mrs. Stovall
The elaboration on the
pounds at 27 of Kentucky's 30 market paid the day's low said.
propgrty tax agenda which
However, she did not make Mrs. Stovall originally had
burley tobacco markets average — $128.96 per hunTuesday, althoogh volume dredweight on. volume of more specific ---- proposals. listed in her special session
declined about 4 million 410,004 pounds.
declaring that she does not call was just about the only
The state's largest burley want.tolimit the Legislature's detail she added Tuesday.
pounds from the prevfous
market, Lexington, paid an consideration.
day's sale.
The lieutenant governor
"I do not feel that I can also hild called for possible
According to the Federal- average of $133.01 on volume
specifically say that every changes in court fines and
State Market News Service, of3,009.048 pounds.
Kentucky burley growers local government or every fees, but did not in
growers sold 19,980,316 pounds
the position
Tuesday for $26,534,034. an have so far sold 213,885,161 school district would be able to paper specifically propose
average of $132.80 per hun- pounds this season for absorb such a stabilized— elimination of the $15 flat
$284,601,880, an average Of t frozen
dredweight.
position," Mrs. increase in traffic fines, a sore
Stovall said.
The high average of the day $133.06 per hundred.
point with many Kentuckians
in past months.
•
An aide said those details
would be worked out in consultation with county officials.
Mrs. Stovall's paper also
repeated the earlier agenda:
calling for more consumer
Is not plentyiful in this holiday season, and many people neglect
imput into electric rates that
needed health care because they fear the extra cost during this
increase because of higher
special time of the year.
coal costs and for removal of
the 5 percent state sales tax on
home utilities, effective Jan.
In light of this, as a Public Servie, DR. BRYAN L. THACKER of the

By SY RAbLSEY
Asubeiated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
U. Gov Thelma. Stovall has
proposed that the Legislature
freeze the state property tax
at 31.5 cents per $100 of
assessed valuation except for
genuine growth in the tax

In a sort of position paper
for the special session which
she called Nos 17 in Gov.
Juhan Carroll's absence for
next Monday, the lieutenant
governor suggested the freeze
take effect Jan.1.
The heart of ttie concept,

Burley Average Up But

outlined by Mrs. Stovall an
Tuesday, is that the amount of
revenue obtained by a taxing
district should not exceed that
produced this year, even if
assessments increase.
The exceptions would be all
new property added to the tax
rolls in a current year plus any
unprovements to property on
the existing rolls.
Although Mrs. Stovall's
legislative program did not
use a state property tax
figure, an aide said she means
31.5 cents.

•Bel-Air Shopping Center

Volume Declines Tuesday

Godchaux
Powdered

•Limit Rights Reserved

SUGAR

These Items OrlDispley
Only Throughout The Store

Paper Towels
Dl
Catsup

753-9909
Open Monday, Tuesday, Vedas:day, and Friday from,900-12:00 &
—7 2:00-5:30; Thursday from 9:00-12:00

58.:

2402

59'

10 ct

55'

8 oz

88'

Lowry

Taco Shells
Pringles

Potato _Chips.
Minute Maid Lemonade

Crystals

In an introductory letter to
the 38 Senate and 100 House
members,she said:
"What I am asking is that,
you address the subjects in my
program, draft and Introduce
legislation- which meets the
needs of the people, independently, without any
pressure from the first floor'
governor's office).
...The people expect their
public officials to act, and act
in a decisive manner. This is
the 'peoples' session," she
added.

Call today for an appointment.

I roll

Monte

Money

MURRAY CHIROPRACTIC CENTER 903 SYCAMORE STREET, Murray,
Kentucky is offering a flat fee of $25.00 for the COMPLETE
INITIAL EXAMINATION Mk ALL NECESSARY 1-8111$ to any new
patients who come to himfyom now through the end of this month. This fee will cover all tests and examinations,necessary to
determine the extent of the problem and a complete report of
findings to outline the .type of treatment-needed to correct the
problem. Now you don't have to let money keep you away.

Prices Good
Dec. 6
thru
Dec. 12

30 oz

F.F.V Snack

.Crackers

7 OE

69'

Aunt Jemima Complete Pancake

Mix

32 oz

79`•

Purina Moist 8 Chunky

Pillsbury
Slice& Bake

20 lb.

Dog food

Maple Cabin Real Maple

Syrup

16 oz

Delfa Facial

Tissue

$169

iy89

1 50..ct.

Carnation

ii0itocoa-`

dvifigrserale .

6Pk $1
"

Showboat Pork 14

Beans
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*
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Coffee doesn't have to be bittef
unrisex instant coffee mellowed
with chicory isn't bitter. '
Pecause Nestle foiind a way to
blend fine-coffee with Chicory.
Chicory brings out coffee's better
nature. And'it leaves the bitter taste
• behind.
So try Sunrise today. The coffee
• isn't bitter, And the coupon is sw_(.0t. I
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• Flour
$389
2$ h.

.."
"
-.
1120d

witlegefirr--[al
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(Compare Our Low SheffPrices .)
Shopping Early For The Holidays?
We have many holiday food and decorating
items on display throughout the Store

Prices Good
Dec. 6
thru
Dec. 12

;tore
-011

Or

Play Cashpot
And Win $300.00
This Week

58'

'1 Meat
2 Veg.
Bread

59'

ct

55'

01

88'

Limit Per Customeo
With S7 50 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco and Dairy P,oducts

WHOLE
FRYERS

JI

French
Bread
Apple
Pies
Onion
Rolls
g
toffee
• instant
ounty
• iiiiierlavels
Tissue
Detergent
Oil

Limit 3

69
z.

Family Pack

19-c-

king Cotton

41*

BACON

resTartrs
-La

$399
Cot

49
4 roll

T de

1/slm

our
189

169

Garmin

i< $1 89

I Medal

41,

Fol ers

t789'

Der Family

Loaf

6/89'

, $169

UPON

Roast
Beef

89C

S149

Crisco

1601

85'

i(In Our frozen Foot
S>
E q1)i 8 Early

Seultest
49'
Orange Drink
ICE
69'
Pumpkin-Pie
CREAM
59C
.
)Z 89c
Pie Shells
3/99`
Pot Pies
S129
Pizza
99
5109 We Accept
/
1
2 Gal.
149 U.S. Gov't..t
Food
99` Stamps i CASH
This
Banquet .

. ),„.,

King Colton

N,,N l Banquet Deep Di.sh

Hot Dogs
Bryc,„
919 Pork Sausage
Si 99

Lj

„

teak
tA
lf)
.hoe

100% Pure Family Pa( t,

Ground Beef

lb

Tip Roast

lb

12 or

Armour CFhckei)
lb

S109

Fried Steak

Family
Pack

lb.

Store Made

Pur nell Pride Grade A

Chicken Legs
or Thighs

)o s

13oz

sig9 Bologna

Purnell Pride Grade A

Chicken Breast

b

Bryan

USDA Choice.Sirloin

Sausage

lb

lb

Week
Win
COUPON
Limit I Per Family

Caress

Soap:
Soh Size

2/
ERp

Dec 17

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family
Easy Off
Oven

Cleaner
$139

COUPON

•

COUPON

Stio-Bol Lig.

Limit 1 Per Family
Blue Bonnet

Cleaner

Spread

Limit 1 Per Family

2 lb

169!.
Stat'ri7)'Tr& lwr'

2 ak

frosz1141441004Per* _

For

196641,flt1

poir$

& TEMA,WrU7,DSLrI.11171

PAGES-A Tut. NW MAY,'Cy-

Prices Good Thru Friday,Dec 9

GfiEtilicChifritsst

Page

(
USE YOUR
BANK
CREDIT
CARD
AT BIG KI

?c1(
10t)
GOe
.
ese
ct/140ou
0Aelsi

MODEL
FP-1

GENERAL *ELECTRIC

MINI CASSETTE
RECORDER

97

GENERAL i69 ELECTRIC

FOOD PROCESSOR -

-

GE
GIFT
IDEA

$4988

Conveniently sized for
easy one hand use. Integrated
play/record
buttons. Electric, battery or optional AC converter or car adapter
operations.
MODEL 3-5308

Food Processor slices, chops,
shreds, grates,grinds and mixes.
MODEL
PRO-10

MODEL 3-5105

.

FM/AM "-•

GENERAt

CLOCK RADIO

Compact, sty)1st' mode!
— with highly legible d.la
scale and clock face. 3/
1
2
"
dynamic speaker. Walnut
rain finish on polystyrene
cabinet.

GENERAL '14) ELECTRIC

97

'GENERAL

turbom
PISTOL DRYER
1141Wer.

MODEL 7-45.517
Features 6 pushbutton
operation, 3-way capability; AG line cord,
ballerina (nOt tncluded)
or optfortak_car adapter
and dual , hircrcrptdne
system.

REG. 22.97"

ELECIRIC. ,

-

EacrRic

PORTABLE RADIO

97
F',EG.'1777
--Convenient, tightweight dryer features
concentrator
attachment,
1200 watts, of power and 3 heatrspeed combinations.

MODEL
--2810

Two-why power; plays on 4 "AA" batteries Mal Ancltdebl
3" dynamic Speaker and eatphone jack.

GENERAL

MODEL 7-4300

with theI
which sti
highest
baseball.
The Ros
conferenci
done justi
Ali prefig
he cast as
play witt
choice.

ELECTRIC

-- CURL TAMER, HAIR STRAIGHTENER
AND RELAXER
• REG.
18,88_

The 37

Straightens naturally curly or wavy
hair. Gives a softer look. Teflon
coated straightening plates.

... GENERAL

ELECTRIC

COMPACT AM/FM DIGITAL
CLOCK RADIO

GE

GIFT
IDEA

Fits conveniently on night
table or dresser top. Page
. digital read-out with large,
lighted numerals. Music or
buzzer alarm.
MODEL
F201

who play
became a
years wi
Reds, put
promised
club intc
Series.
Rose to
500 peopl
great dir
Danny 02
everyday
Series w
with pha
perience.
BELTON

MODEL 3-5813

Lightweight, only 1.6 lbs., yet does the
same ironing jobs as heavier irons. Features cool-touch, break-resistant white outer shell, water window and built-in sprink
ling system. . •

MODEL 8201

GENERAL

Signs

By the.
ORLAN
Rose, ins
ceptecl
tmultim l i
—signed--41

- -reatur(W

MODEL CT-1

Herman
Murray

•

ELECTRIC

HOME SENTRY

SMOKE ALARM
DIRECT FROM G.E.-

GENERALS ELECTRIC

97

erg
0

• PEELING WAND

REBATE

ELECTRIC PEELER

SEE DETAILS
4

IN STORE.

88

The early warning system that can
held you save your family's life.
Battery-operated. Circuit test button.

MODEL EP-1

liel.,A4t Shopping Center `7.,3_9
-*- *7-71ffurrat-i5r —`•

•

Simply guide 'rover food,
• it does the work. Compact
storage rack mounts on
wall, stands on countertop,
or stores in drawer. Easily
rinses clean.

q rtuitnio
'yer
—
.imft Rights Reserved-Acres of Free Parking*

wietzat

DI-RECT FROM OF
SEE DETAILS
IN STORE.

GENERAL

rpt

ELECTRIC
ev.

40-CHANNtl. C.B. RADIO
7997

Compact 40 channel GB
two-way radio with digital
10mm LED channel readout.
Public address capability
and RF power of 4 watts
maximum.

02
—4

•
o.

170

Sports
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Evans, Free Throws Difference
As Murray State Tumbles 77-71

ODE L
RO-10

mit

'ER

7
17:77

?r feahment,
heat/ 1-=

7•

HO

""itrAala
Hermon Boyd stretches to snare one of his eight rebounds against Mississippi College last night.
Murray lost 77 71, however, to plummet to 0-3 on the year.
Staff photos by Tony Wilson

Signs With Phils for $3.2 Million

"It's been a long time since entire first period and nearly
by TONY WILSON
Pve lost back-to-back home half the next. He entered the
Sports Editor
In past years, Mississippi games,though."
game with 11:59 left and hit 4
College was always thought of
The Racers jumped to 4-0 of 6 shots for nine points..
as a warmup for Murray State and 6-2 leads, but neither Greene explained the reason
before bigger and better lasted. Mississippi College for holding him out.
things. •'But when I heard that took a 10-8 advantage on
"Their starting center
Western score," said Racer Mathew Evans' 20-footer and (Robert Felder) was only 6-3,
coach. Ron Greene, "I got never trailed again.
so we decided to go with
scared."
Evans led all scorers with 28 quickness there," Greene
The Bulldogs, a member of points, hitting 10 of 14 shots, said. Herman Boyd, a 6-5
the Gulf South Conference, hit many from long range. He freshman from Memphis,
.their free throws - not to also sank 8 of 12 free throws, opened the game in the post
mention their shots from the tops for both teams. And and scored 12 points and
field - with frightening ac- amazingly, Evans, only a 6- grabbed eight rebounds.
'
-eert/ey-and-eine'ged 3-1741'fbot-Vccd, lestralfirehanders
iarrItting
victor over Murray last night with 15.
center Felder is talented,feels
at the Sports Arena that
"I told our kids before the that the center spot is the
dropped the Racers' record to season started that it could be position that hurts his team
0-3.
rough sledding in December," the most. "If we had the good
• Murray
outscored said Greene. "I have to BIG man," he said,
think
Mississippi College by 16 compliment Mississippi we could contend for the
points from the field, but free College. They are a talented national championship in
throws decided the contest. team and they had the ex- Division II."
The visitor's sank 27 of 33 at- perience to beat us."
So who's the best, Hines was
tempts, while Murray was
The Bulldogs quickly upped asked, Murray or Western
awarded only 11 tries, hitting their 35-30 halftime margin to Kentucky? "Right now, I'd
five.
10 points on forward Hilton say Western because of their
Mississippi College was Harrell's shot from the key, experience," he said. -4`But I
playing its second game in as and the Racers could get no thing Murray will be better
many nights, tut coach Dcnig closer than six points the rest with as the year wears on. I've
known Ron Greene for years,
Hines would as soon forget the of the way.
Murray's
and I know what he is capable
6-10
junior
center
first one. The Bulldogs
stopped off in Bowling Green Mike Diederick sat out the of doing. It just takes kids a
to play Western Kentucky
Miss. College 77, Merrey 71
Monday night and dropped a
tg f90 ft fta reb pi tp
56-53 decision, losing their
Roy Taylor
8 15
1
1
2
5 17
firstgame in five starts.
Keith Oglesby
5 10 O , 2 8 3 TO
Herman
Boyd
"The officiating was the
5 8 2 2 8 3 12
Mike Diederick
4 6 I 3 4 1 9
.•
difference tonight," said
John Randall
2 13
O
0
4
4
Hines. "I try to make it a point
Torn Adams
1
3
2
O
4
2
not to complain about of- 'Tom Lefflar
1. 3
0
O
2 • 1
2.
ficials,. but it was so bad at
David Lowry
1
2
0 0_ 2
O
2
Western I have to. Tonight, we
Kenney Hammonds
3
7
1
1
4 1 7
Barry Snow
shot free throws on fouls.
1
4
O
0
Harvey mcNeol
2
Monday night, Western got the
4
0
0
0 0 '4
Allen Mann
O
0 0
V
ball when they fouled us."
0
Bobo Jackson
O
2
0 0 0
1
0
Greene wasn't happy with
Totals
33 78
5 11 4l 27 71
the loss, but he didn't appear
Mississippi College
exactly upset, either. "I'm
Hilton Harrell
6'13
6 6 3 3 /8
Mathew Evans
certainly disappointed, but
10 14
8 12 /5
4 28
Robert Felder
I'm not discouraged," he said.
j0 4 4 6 3 14
Mike Hurst
2 5 5 7 4 1 9
David Mackay •
• 2 7 2 2 4 I 6

Rose Now Highest Paid Player

while to learn
philosophy.'

"I'm not really sure of the
status of Robert right now,"
said Greene,"but I'm going to
The Bulldogs' victory was try and find him another
their second straight over the school to play for if he decides
Racers, and those two wins to transfer. That's the reason I
have been the only ones didn't play him against
against Murray in the 13 Kansas I didn't want to ruin
games in the serifs.
his eligibility if he does
transfer."
Murray State's bench was
without Robert Kelly, who has
The Racers travel to the
evidently quit the squad University of New Orleans,
because of a lack of playing where Greene was head coach
time. Kelly, a 6-5 sophomore for eight seasons, Thursday,
forward, . started' Bei:tett& Mtn 'Oh tbillrminghani, A11-7;
games last season and for a game with Samford
averaged 3.4.
University Saturday.
a

new

Lee Stratton
0 2
2 0 0
2
SUM tea_15 0-O.1.
Scott Craw/Ord
o
000
0
Totals
25 50 27 33 32 14 77
• Holftrme, Miss College.-35-30 ottendonce, 3,500

,•

Sports Upcoming

By the Associated Press •
"I'm not saying that I'm the the annual major league executive vice president, kept
ORLANDO, Fla. - Pete leader of the Phillies," Rose winter meetings.
the door ofx..n. Rose's atRose, insisting that he ac- emphasized. "I'M a firm
Rose noted that while the torney, Reuven Katz, and
cepted the lowest of • -five believer in do as I do ... not de Phillies' offer was the lowest, Phillies owner Ruly Carpenter
Today
multimillion dollar bids, has as I say."
it wasn't bad.
talked _again Sunday. The
Murray State women (3-1) vs Kentucky; Sports Arena,7,
_....fligned-...ain-..estamatad--4;2==--,
Althat-ktose Alas
; -,
• 4iona,-411-r-oukl--stack=4--(41w, firtilir"k1!
1.11-"`lear Oftar-d-o'iid,•)ission.,free.
fouryear eontrsircL,making himself a future HISIT:71115=)._up.ancLa. show dog—leParted--$2-2—millium
with the Philadelphia Phillies of Fame candidate, is become couldn't jump over it," -said upped. to four years and $3.2
Thursday
which still makes him the the 13th player ever to reach the most sought after free million, and the spirited
Murray State men (0-3) at New Orle'ans University.
highest paid player- in 3,000 hits (3,164), set a modern agent of the 1978 re-entry bidding for Rose was over.
Murray High girls (1-0) athowes.
basebalL
•
•
•
'
• Rose achieved -the three
National- League record- of draft. Calloway County girls (5-0) at Farmington.
The Rose signing, at a news -hitting in 44 consecutive
The Kansas City Royals, ground
rules
he
had
conference that would have games, play in 12 All-Star Pittsburgh Pirates, Atlanta established when he played
'Friday
done justice to a Muhammad games, tie Ty Cobb with nine Braves and St. Louis Car- out his option. He signed with
Calloway County boys (2-3) vs Mayfield; Jeffrey
Ali prefight production, said 200 hit seasons and win three - dinals held losing tickets L.-10e a contender, stayed in the
Gymnasium; preliminary,6 p.m.
he cast aside greater riches to NL batting titles.
"RQse sweepstakes.
National League and retained
Murray High boys (2-0) vs Wingo; home; preliminary,
play with the team of his
rb\e Phillies, who have won his chance to overtake Stan
All of this, Rose claimed,
6:30 p.m.
choice..
has made him the No. 1 player three \consecutive NL East Musial for most career hits in
_champianships_
.The 37-_yearAikt seppretar, izLthe garae.±Andiwarited to the
-He needs-466.-- Saturday
who played out his option and be paid like No. 1," he told a lost out in the playoffs, were a
"If! can't get 466 hits in four
Murray State women vs Northern Kentucky, Sports
became a free agent after 16 Tuesday news conference at surprise choice in that Rose years, somebody is in
Arena.
years with the Cincinnati
turned down their initial offer trouble," Rose said, and he
Murray State men vs Samford; Birmingham, Ala.
last Thursday.
Reds, put on a Phillies cap and Pro Bowlers Tour
turned and looked at Phillies
Murray High boys vs Ballard County; home.
But Bill Giles, Phillies boss Carpenter.
promised to try and lead the
club into the 1979 World Nearing Its End
\,
Series.
AKRON, Ohio tAP) Rose told a room of about
500 people the Phillies haa Twenty men and 20 women
• • —...great direction in Manager will compete in their own
Danny Ozark but lacked that divisions for $101000 first
everyday player with World prizes as the crrofessiona,
Series winning experience, Bowlers Association tour ends
with playoff winning ex- this week in the Grand Prix of
Bowling at Reno, Nev.
perience.
By ALEX SACHARE
76ers 95-91, the opposite directions.: the
AP Sports Writer
poston Celtics edged the Bullets have won 10 of their
BELTONE•BELTONE•BELTONE•BELTONE•BELTONE•BELTONE
Rookie Phil Ford sets up the Detroit Pistons 114-112 and the last 11, the Cavs have lost 17 of
el
plays, second-year man Otis Los Angeles Lakers topped the their last 20.
co
ra
--.
-.4
Birdsong fires in the jumpers New Orleans Jazz 114-102.
Bulls 95,76ers 91
.4
0
0
and free agent pickups Marlon
Z
Birdsong
Chicago trailed most of the
scored. . a
z
•
Redmond and Billy McKinney seasonhigh 34 points on 14-for- way before reeling off. 10
.
ea
444
ev
come off the bench hustling 21 shooting, most of them open points in a row to move in
„
,.,
.-4
-4
WHEN A HEARING
0 and running - the baby back- jumpers after feeds from front 86-77 in the final period.
o
z court has
AID WILL HELP
z
turned things Ford, who handed out nine Artis Gilmore led the Bulls
,...
.
.
•
av
around for the Kansas City assists, or center Sam Lacey, with 29 points and 23 rebounds
4.4
ea
- Kings.
,HEARING AID'S AND HEARING TESTING EQUIP- l
who had 10 assists in 21 and Mickey Johnson added 24
,
c
.•
"This
is
the
minutes.
most
points, 11 of them in the fourth
I've
fun
N. MENT IS OUR ONLY BUSINESS. SO AT BELTONE 'z
. ever had- coaching," said
The Kings also got fine quarter.
SPECIALIST.
ARE
WE
ra
OF
r.4
Cotton Fitzsimmons, who production from their forChicago has now won three
,
.4.
-4
....
SPECIALIST WITH
guided three other National wards. Scott Wedman scored in a row after a 5-16 start,
.4
0
0
Z
Basketball Association teams 16 points, Bill Robinzine had 15 while Philadelphia, which won
z
.
.
'World Wide FREE Service
cu
before- taking over at Kansas points and 11 rebounds and nine of its first 10 games, is
,..
u.
••-•
'In Home Sales & Service
-4 City last summer. "We have reserve Darnell Hillman had only 4-7 since then.
-4
o fun in practice, we have fun 16 points.
• Repairs on ALL Make Aids
Celtics 114,Pistons nr
o
z
z
h
to Fit ALL Aids
'Batteries T
during games."
esecond period was a
Marvin Barnes hit two free
•
cei
▪
The Kings had fun Tuesday disaster -for the Knicks who throws with 32 seconds left to
as
'FREE Hearing Testing
,
...
„
•30 Day FREE Trial less cost of earmold
:4' night, racing out to a 32-point shot 4-for-15 from the floor and give the Celtics their third
-4
o
z lead en route to a 105-92 vie-' turn the ball over 10 times as victory in a row. Billy Knight
. tory over the New York Kansas City outscored them topped Boston with 30 points
ay
,..,
Knicks, Kansas City's third 29-10. It tied the lowest scoring and player-coach Dave
4
4
.o win in a row and seventh in its quarter of the NBA season, Cewens had 18 points and 20
A last • eight -starts. The Kings New Jersey having had a rebounds.
Of are now 14-8 and lead Denver
similar misfortune against
!Akers 114, Jazz 102
Wallis Drug!'
or
1700 Poplar St.. ,
-'
,1
Los Angeles.
-4
.-4 by 3u2 games in the Midwest
Los Angeles pulled away
.
Benton. Ky.
Murray, Ky 0 Division.
0
z
z
Bullets 117, Cavaliers 102
from New Orleans in the
Phone for Service or Test
„
Henderson ton in ...second half as Kai:enznAbdulNBA............10110
.47.$1-1.21,2:.7,
.....g1.1.0there
..-,I11---...,..-Abe
.
10
$27443..
,,,.-,--.
,-.-... _I...„ ..-. Zs ,
.Tuesthii,
night,
the itisiqt4 and sank his last seven Jibbar *hied U of his 24
bearing aid will help
'BEI.TONE wheel•.
° Wa.sliing1AuLfly1lotsi_lisit. Vail- APIA -f-retu - tha---flaoe --as
—I
4
•1
1
‘---"-• ---r 14 '- .
-'
• - - -)._- -- - .-- 'eft
'
.,...,
'
Cleveland Caveliers 1173103, Washington beat ClevOland
Jarnaal
Wilkes
got
nine
of
his
BELTONE•311TONE
•
runrrikftTONtellftTONDBEll
yNE•
the Chicago Bulls 'defeatedjhe They are two teams headed in 26 points in the final period.
,- ..
it
•

Fitzsimnions, Kings Having
Fun, Laugh Past New York
rhiladelpbia

BELTONE HEARING
AID SERVICE

Tom..A.douts Ages& agobirrillittitsszppt
_ _Evans in-lost night's 77.71
-r State loss. Evens, a 6:foot
guard, hit 10 of 14 shots for 28 points and grabbed 15 rebounds to leod all players in both departments.

OPENING
Friday, Dec.8th
Hr:9:30-8:00
Mon.-Sat.
1-5 Sun.
Until Christmas

THE SMOKE SHOPPE
753-3174

102 N. 5th

ry,
SEIKO*SEIKO* SEIKO
FOR HIM. FOR HER.
FOR CHRISTMAS.

MICHELSON S,
)ifsdeu
Shopp•ng

,5
_

rrcy

y

MICHECSON'S
JEWELERS
In
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray

•Charge It!
•Up to 1 Year to Pay
•Open Every Night
til 8:00
*Open Every Sunday
1-5
..•••••Pfe",

Laker Grls'Second-Half Tear
Results In Fifth-Straight Win
HARDIN, Ky. -- The waning margin was 20 points, La
coach Marianne Davis was
when it wia
shocked
suggested that her team had
an easy tiny of it.
"It was a VERY physical
game," said Davis, who
watched her Calloway County
girls basketball squad roll to
its fifth straight victory, a 63-a
43 pasting of Marshall County.
"We got off to a slow start,
but luckily we picked up as the
game progressed," she said.
Marshall County,coming off

an 18-3 record last season,
returned but one starter. Still,
they rolled over Crittenden
County 57-40 to open its season
last week.
It was impressive in the first
half, jumping to a 124 firstquarter advantage. Calloway
outscored .the hots 19-9 in the
second period to lead 27-21 at
the half, but the Lakers' blitz
had just begun.
They went up 39-31 after
three periods, then scored 24
final-period points to make the
game a romp.

Rose (Ross) and Mina
Todd) both had godaygames,
but Mina didn't realjy get
going until the second half.
Stephanie Wyatt's .play,
especially in the first half,
helped keep us in it," Davis
said.
Translated,- Ross led all
scorers with 25 Points, Todd
added 19 and 16 rebounds and
Wyatt grabbed 13 Missed
shots, including eight in the
first half.
Todd had only four points at
the half, but pumped in, 15

second-half ones

during the

Calloway surge.
Marshall County, after its
first-period lead, took its final
first-half advantage at 15-13 on
Barbara Faughn's free throw,
but Todd hit from the top of
the key, Dawn Redden scored
from the right side and Wyatt
and Rose added layups as
Calloway vaulted to a 21-15
advantage.
The Lakers and Marshals
scored 22 points between them
in the third quarter, but in an
unusual manner. Marshall
County scored all its points in
the first five minutes to ease
ahead 31-27.
But Tadd scored eight points
and Ross added four over the
remainder of the quarter to
give the Lakers the lead for
good. The final period was all
Calloway. Melissa "Miller
--•laaullatias thP first- haaksa

PA

it set the stage for a Laker
flurry.
Todd and Ross bucketed five
more baskets between them
and Wyatt hit a free throw
around 'a single Marshall
County, lay up. Suddenly
Calloway led 52-33 with only
t,hree minutes left, and the
game was, for all purposes,
over.

"Marshall County is a quick
squad, but my girls really
came through in the second
half," Davis said. It was
probably the best half we've
had."
The contest was the first
real test for Calloway, which
had previously rolled over
Wingo, Hickman County, St.
Mary and Fulton City.
It hosts Reidland Monday
before beginning action in the
-Calloway County 'Christmas
TournameaLDen.144i

Wien 63, Marshals
1g Igo
9
8 18
0
2
8
2
9
0
4
2
2
9 18
1
0
0
I
1
0
0 0 0
1
1
0
0
1
0
25 59 13
11
16

'

'fie I Hsi tp
3 6 25
11
Rose Ross
4
Mimi Winchester
0
1.
3
Down Redden
0
0
6
4
5
Stephanie Wyatt
2
2 13
Mina Todd
3
3 16 19
Kim Willie
0
2
3
2
Melissa Miller
0
1
•
2
Renee Overbey
0
1
0
0
1
Penny Over bey
1
1
1
S_heri Miller
2
1
2
0
Totals
19 14 54 63
Marshall County
18 17
43
- Calloway
8 19 12 24'63
Marshall Co
12
9 10 12-43
Donetto Cothran. 4 Lori Barrett, 12; Barbaro Foughn, 4. Jill Bennett. 8 Julie Lawerence. 13. Henna. 2
...guard Rose Ross, surrounded by a host of Marshall County players, led all scorers with 25
Center Mina Todd scored 19 points and pulled down 15 rebounds, while...

- points. The result: a 63.43 Cciloway County victory lost night that raised its record to 5-0.
Staff photos by Kevin Penick

is Rose Overpaid?•
Is a 37-year-old veteran
worth $3.2 million for four
years, an average 011800,000 a
year?
Stimebody asked Pete Rose
that question in the Osceola
Room of the Sheraton Towers
where he announced the
signing of his almost unbelievable free agent contract
with the Philadelphia Phillies.
Pete didn't blink an eye.
"I played with Hank Aaron
and Willie Mays, against
players like Mickey Mantle,
Sandy Koufax, Don Drysdale,
and Roberto Clemente," he
replied levelly.
'After playing 16' years,

getting more than 3,000 hits
and, hitting in 44 straight
games, I think I finally have
reached the No. 1 positiorr in
my profession. I am the best
player in the world — I want to
be paid like it."
Phillies owner Ruly, -Carpenter, heir to the duPont
fortune,.is not paying- Pete for
his, 3,164 hits, hia nine .200-hit
seasons and 13 times with an
average of .300 or better.
He is paying for intangibles,
and Rose has tons of them.
One of these intangibles is
motivation. "I want to make them tiied
jest watching me play," he

LEAN

BO
HA

Celtics' Curtis Rowe
Now On Trading Block

.910l111

CHI
KONG

Nay,Says The Newest Philadelphia Phalle
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
ORLANDO, Fla. — He is a
special breed of man — this
brash, unpretentious little
baseball battler who has
changed the salary structure
ofthe game.
Because of Pete Rose, the
price tag of the super player
threatens to become $1 million
a year as contrasted with
$100,000„ the ultimate figure
that a generation ago was
reserved for such names as
Joe DiMaggio, Ted Williams
and Stan Musial.
Now everybody is going to
- want to renegotiate.

•10(1101
in such Kr
our of on
awn wlis
wli &mita
wIthen 301

said. "Schmidt, Bowa.
Luzinski, McBride, Maddox. I
want to develop in them a
winning attitude. They have
been able to develop it, but
they haven't been able'to get
over the top."
is
Another
complete
dedication.
•
"If they start practice .at
six, I will be there at five,'.' he
said. "If the game starts at
seven, I will be there at three.
Ozark (Phillies
Danny
manager) will be tired of
seeing me underfoot."
Another is example.
-I believe they. (the
flintiest heed an everyday

BOSTON (AP) — Curtis
Rowe remains an active
player in the National
Basketball Association even_
though his apparent value to
the Boston Celtics is limited.
The team elected to retain
Rowe, whose annual salary of
about.$175,000 is guaranteed
whether he is on the roster or

not, shortly before a 6 p.m.
roster-completion
deadline
Tuesday. a
The former UCLA star,once
,Detroit,
an NBA All-Star la
has played only 33 minute
this season and is not favored
by the Celtics, who reportedly
have tried unsuccessfully to
trade him.

player with winning .playoff When he's at bat, he inand World Series experience. I timidates the pitcher. When he
want them to do as I did, not gets on base, nobody can
just do as I say."
•
relax.
Then there is his toughness.
"Maybe I got it from my
dad," he said, referring to a
father Who played semi-pro
football at age 42. "I" don't
If these $20 Haggar Expand-O-Matic" slacks aren't the
drink or smoke. I take care of
most comfortable slacks you've ever worn,
my body. I have missed only
return them for a full refund.
seven games in the last nine
•
years."
But his greatest non,- •
statistical asset may be his
hustle.
He is a street fighter. He'll
battle you and beat you by
every means at his disposal.
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-talrighOrriS -Upset,Lut14-orin football
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
When Oklahoma and Texas
do battle on the gridiron, most
of the nation shows an interest
in the game. When the Sooners
and Longhorns meet on a
'basketball court, it's- a different story.
The 13th-ranked Longhorns,
favorites in the Southwest
Conference, traveled to
Norman, Okla., Tuesday night
for a nice, quiet outing against
the Sooners, touted as a Big
Eight alsoran. Only 7,480 fans
showed up, but they got an
unexpected
show
as
Oklahoma upset Texas 71-65.
-My guys are used to
playing before a full house,"
said Texas Coach Abe
Lemons, who is known for
making glib statements in

postgame interviews. -We get
10,000 more people at home
than-they got in here. That
might have thrown them off."
The
play
of
John
McCullough, Terry Stotts and
Cary Carrabine also threw off
the Texas game. McCullough
had 18 points and 12 rebounds,
Stotts added 15 points and a
dozen rebounds and Carrabme
came off the bench to contribute 14 points. Tyrone
Branyan led Texas with 27
points.
Elsewhere in college
basketball, top-ranked Duke.
withstood a stall by La Salle to post a 66-42 victory; No. 17 San
Francisco 'was upended by
San Diego State 77-75; Kansas
State topped Minnesota 72-62;
Illinois beat Missouri 69-57;
Virginia overwhelmed

Come by Murray Lumber Company
Thursday afternoon Dec. 7 between
1:00 & 5:00 for a FREE clinic on usage
and application of Marlite Products.

Marine

=ita

BRAND ROXITE BRICK PANELS.
EASIER TO INSTALL THAN SINGLE
BRICKS. AS BEAUTIFUL AS
THE REAL THING!
rviorine brick' comes in panels You'll hong

They're 60% crushed
limestone tor naturot color and texture, strength
and durabolity. Use them between cupboards
9nd counterVps in the kitchen, above 7143
stove. behind o fireplace, as on accent wall
apywhere. Indoors or out' tee
Markle brick Now,
.,sotomma,
44,14racoignirs,_.._

Randolph-Macon 99-60; Long Southwestern Louisiana
Beach State knocked off scored a 94-84 victory over
Loyola of Los Angeles 74-65; Tulsa.
Duke held a 12-6 margin at
Seattle blasted Idaho State
110-87; Texas-El Paso edged halftime as La Salle, minus
New Mexico State 68-65; star Michael Brooks, played a
Columbia defeated Manhattan delay game. The Explorers
84-76; Fordham was an 87-77
led 4-1 before Duke scored 11
victor over Yale; Pittsburgh
straight points.
stopped Evansville 88-69;
The Blue .Devils blew-the
Tennessee beat East Carolina game open early in the second
89-71; Alabama eased past half as Gene Banks led the
Middle Tennessee 85-66; way with 32 points.'
Oklahoma State topped Pan
What • San Francisco didn't
American 90-78; New Mexico expect was a full-court press
outscored Lamar 97-84; that rattled the Dons and
Memphis State bombed helped San Diego State to
Kentucky Wesleyan 95-74 and victory.
Center \ Steve
Malovic's two free throws
after time expired were the
differenoe.
College Basketball
Malovic scored 23 points and
-EAST
Boatral U 72. Massarninena 63
played USF All-America Bill
Coigate N. Bocknell 79
Cartwright almost even.
116, Manhattan 74
Dona N. LIIIT
Cartwright, who fouled out
OgeLleme Magma 69
with 3:21 remaining, scored 28
Tarim W. Tile 77
pointg and grabbed 21
O.2~ 78, 2 OT
inligbWila.*mewllir fa
rebounds.
•
•
Mao 7$. Mnaritwo Intl 65
Ed Neely, a
Temple 84 Scranton 44
freshman,
Tufts 71, 141T n
led Kansas State with 19 points
SOUTH
in its triumph over Minnesota.
Alabama ID, Middle Tennessee ft
Appalachian St 80, W Carolina WI
Illinois hits 14 of 17 free throws
Centenary 106. Doane el
in the last 61'2 minutes to
Dike is, LA Salle 42
clinch its win at Missouri.
George Wallington el, Dictutson 34
Igeopkis St
Ky. Wesleyan 74
Virginia, minus top scorer
VII talijos *I, Tido $4I
Jeff Lamp,relied on freshman
T111111111116e N. E. Carolina 71
nowt Warideipit-Macon 80
Jeff Jones-- --to-r dpfeat
MWWT
dolphMacon:
Jones, who'd
1112 klAtalika-Ornatia 67
taken just 10 shots this season.
ll. Missouri r
Krug N. 72. allnimaota 62
hit nine of 11, had six assists, It
01110flisMa 71, Texas 85
blocked shot and four steals.
Vialmeilas 73. Baltimore 62
1104.1118WFST
Rickey Williams scored-28
Oklahoma W 110, Pan American 78
points to lead unbeaten Lon'
Texas-811 Paso ft, New Mimeo St 65
Beach State over Loyola
e'en WENT
lam Hera fa 74, Loyola, Calif 65
Jawann Oldham, a 7-foot
New Mexico 117, tamer $4
junior, hit for 36 points and
San Diego Si 77. Win Francisco 75
Seattle 110, Idaho* 17
Keith Harrell added 25 in
Weber St N,S Dakota 61 SO
Seattle's decision over winless
TetilUllAKIENTS
Idaho State.
WwWlawarilleell
PIM Ilsawd
Roshen Amie's two freo
Jacksonville tx N. Huntington 73
throws with 14 seconds left
Auburn-Mantgarlairy N Timbre
,
* 66

them.
quickly. easily

_
*.t ±;t

MASC.
Terry
•

FOR
mu
JOH
DISI

of Boston Celtic forward Billy
Knight, had a career-high n
points as Pittsburgh handed
rebuilding Evansville its
fourth straight defeat.
In a game that took four
overtimes to decide, CalLutheran
outlasted
Claremont-Mudd 102-98.
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Bowling
Standings

1

Diller or Dollar
Frida% Morning 1 eai:.oe
Week of 124-78
W
lean
Shoemaker Seel Cci
32
32
19; F A.lnsurance
31
Ky lake Oil Co
Ilarpole Grocery & Itardre are 39
25*
Pardi.se Kennels
MeCinston Auto & Flec
.?4'
AstroCar Wash
22r
Kr'. Fars ...
22'
,
Fait Y roeery
.......Ii
I ucky Seven
BICH TY.AM GAME iSCi
Sheen aker Sew!Co
tlarpole Grocery & Hardware ....
A . Ins
HIGH TF AM GMAT fHC)
itarnote Grocery Hardware...
Shoen aker Seed Co. .
M F A Ink
HIGH TEAM SERIFS t S4'1
..
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MC°.
Ky. lake
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Hu.24
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Baker —
A
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Ann Green .
HIGHIPJD sf-Jiirs tiC
Vickie Heller
Karen McFerron
popyiy Shoemaker
HIGH.AVFII AGFS
1 ego Smith ...

.
PalSon
Ana Oren
Merton
elergret
PAlelige Clark . •
Vickie Raker .
Marion Rerberieh

..
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71
27
26'
27'
24
'
'
34
110.4
594
515
784
778
771
1744
1743
1637
.
2313
224$
21113
217.
200
250
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236
533
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Haggar Expand-O-Matic slacks. Comfort's built right in With
deep, inside elastic waistband that bends and stretches with you
N14 Choose your exact size in a variety ofsolid colors. All of
wrinkleltee Thday's Dacron' polyester doubleknit in
slacks so comfortable we guarantee them.

$20.
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STEAK

78
lb.

--DELUXE DELI

14-1L
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I
3
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6
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Family Pak

t!:':," 'GOLDEN

U.S. GOVT GRADED 0101C1 BEEF

FAMILY PAN

PORTERHOUSE

CUBE

T

STEAK

GROUND

CALF

$148

FRIED
CHUCK

•••••••••••••/

'4‘

RID'S LOIN 'OA

1

19 SERVE N SAVE

STEAK
GENUINE

LB

1201.
PRO.

WIENERS
MEATY, TENDER

$11129
LIVER

LA

-o

LI.

DRUMSTICKS

CHICKEN
$3
89

A
:••
r
46 4r

Save 601
8 Pcs. Chicken
1 Pd. Potato Salad
4 Dinner Rolls

/
1
4
2_
,
*

Fresh Picnic-Style

4114k

•

SIRLOIN

Family
Pak

lb.

Prices ethic/ire Mnf Ow 12th Quality
Right iteservail. Carle 197$ The
Kroger Camparty

U.S. Gov't Graded Choice Beef

2 Breast aosirloro
with bock portions
attached
2 Log evertors
with bock portion
attached
2 Whey, 1 Nock
1$.'

FRYING
TER

a.

•

PRICES'

THIGHS Family Pak
V.S.D.A. GRADE A NOW FARMS

Family Pak

BA

ROAST

BOLOGNA

•,,,
‘1
,
e'

T-BONE

PICNICS

STEAKS

LEAN & TEND
-.
1
11411141111111111111111411\
BOILED

'ock

Added
lb.'

LII
lb.

lb.

CHEESE LOGS-...

$198

Water

$299

HAM
HOLIDAY CHEESE RAILS OR

.

U.S. Gov't Graded Choice Beef

SMOKED

:s47

JUMBO

Ls.

FRYER
C

Hickory

PORK

99c

FRYER

//VW Wrr

tiler By The Piece

0•41
4.
0*S.

79c49c

W.S.D.A. GRADE A NOEL! FARMS

Tail

less

LI

RING Of ROLLS

. KAISER ROLLS

!ore a 6 p.m.
deadline
in

89`
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y 33 minute
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Homogenized
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-PARTY TRAYS TOO!
Jusl take a look at our Color &KARI"an
Party Trays and you'll make pains te 003
guest at your own Party next time, We
\otter a wide variety for every occasion,
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Returnable Bottles

YELLOW

Pepsi Cola

KROGER
ONIONS
MILK

(HOME & FAMILY

Limit

CLEO DESIGNERS

bog

25 CT.
PKG.

BOWS

Plus'
Deposit

plastic
gallon

TYPE 108
POLAROID

with this coupon ond $IO purchase excluding items
prohibited
.
117
.1by low. and in addition to the cost of coupon merchandise Subject
to applicable taxes limit two bags one coupon Expires Dec 12

EACH

$
4
69

FILM
CLEO,

Barton

34b.

BAG OF

II

DESIGNS

won this coupon and SIO purchase excluding items prohibited by
law and In addition to the cost of coupon merchandise
Subject to
applicable loxes Limit 6 Expires Dec . 12th

In

REDEEM BOTH COUPONS WITH '10.00 PURCHASE

n
Krojer

WRAPPING
4 ROLL
PAPER
PKG.
REG. INISCHITIR Olt LIM BMW.

ASSORTIO STYLES Of

nisata MO

TONY
'
S'

$129
IS 01.7_

_
—
•I
I

-EXTRA-DRY

-

1E001 ASSORTED STYLES

CAN

59c

PSG
*"

COUGNMIXTURE

DEEP
Nais

VKKS
6 OZ
FORMULA 44... BTL.

Donuts

EXTRA ABSORBENT DIAPERS

laters
gm
eme
ii
iiim

JOHNSON
'
S

SARA LEE MEIN

57c

1ST

SOX

7

001

`
41. 99
"

131
/
202.79C
TIM

Whip

pa
"
"

SROWN N SERVE
Eatmore Margarine: 49c

Lemon Juice

59c

99c

.Apple

Pies

59c

201.- PBC

C.

0

TOOTHPASTE

Assorted, Decorator

Kraft Chsorters

VIVA

PARKAY

111111 CUTTER

1

TOWELS

4

Meow

roll

with this coupon. limit 1. Expires Dec 12th
COUPON

•1:
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Kroger Garden

P".

NT
NETS
CORNCORN

NOW

WAS 39'
NOW
4 $100

KROGER

$179

Pork N Beans

large
bunches

16 OZ
CAN

30'

FOR

DIRTY MOORE

beg

Beef Stew

400!.1 8 9
CAN
1

NORMIt[KUNIO
FLORIDA TIMOW

DU
CALIFORNIA

4

cis
BUNCHES

FANCY SOUTHERN

ing
I.
8:00
5

900

4 900

Sweet Potatoes..LBS
NOW AVAILAR I

CHRISTMAS -TREES
Douglas Fir ,
Ralsom
--v--"EttetetiPtont •••

15 $ 100
FOR

Tangerines
FANCY EASTERN RED

4

M 99C
RAG

igot
lb
bog

5v.

Pink

391

HROOM
TISSUE
VANITY

NOW
99C
WAS '1.19

3 $ 1 00
tOi

Grapefruit

Kleenex Daytime"gi. S249
-slow

- -.Navel Oranges

Aluminum Foil 79tOlti $295

..105.
,
7•-47^-11C-1"-*••••,-, _7—

r--._
_.•

631401
CAN

Peter Pan

12 OZ.
JAR

8.3'

17 OZ.
CAN

65

LIBRE S CHUNKY

Mixed Fruit

WITH BORAX

Borateem

289c
NOW

WAS 39`

16 OZ. CAN

WAS

NEW FREEDOM

GREEN GIANT

NOW

SWEET
PEAS
1701.

LIBBy son
GREEN
82 BEANS
634

99' 91c

PEANUT BUTTER

3$1
f0111

WAS 4C

CAN

Maxi Pads

3.2% S237

Garbage Bags
Potato Chips

WIN
TPAII

89'

- NOW

OZ

IS OZ. 11 4

Box

16 01 CAN

NOW

3$1
/OR

WAS

I

rg id I I

BAGS
LOCT BOX

Dill Slices
Sweet Relish

JAR 0
,7,
1602 79

37 01

-

KROGER

Whole Sweets

12 025109
JAR
I

39i
NOW •

WAS
KROGER HAMBURGER

NOME PRIDE
Irt A CLI

850

111IIIEOLI S ORIGINAL 011 EXTRA

320Z. S 1 14

-N

$
2
27

3Oat 89,

KROGER

GREEN GIANT FRENCH

NOW

GLAD

DELICIOUS
$101 KROGER
2791 APPLESAUCE
Vienna Sausage Safi 42
srytt
37c
Greeni Beans "a 39'

Salad Dressing

WAS

SUPER OCT

SEEDLESS SUIMIST

NOW

WAS

WAS

6 ROLE PAIL

•

•

CORN MEAL MIX

MARTHA WHITE
CORN MEAL

KROGER

FLORIDA JUMBO

.K4,

4.

'
.3 i 41

$ 1 84

FAIR

FAUN JUICY

Rome Apples

5-8 Feet Plantation Grown

"PINTI14-- —

LARGE 79C
IARS

SWEET CORN

Sporn Spread

Hormel Ham
-

1"..' 07 CAN

20 lb

Green Onions

• t.A.

Og

CHUM STYLE'

WAS

rn

•••.•

41! oz

N11111111"
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KROGER COST-CUTTERS TRIM YOUR FOOD BUDGET!

POTATOES

of

939

0.„2
4
/
1

FREE

FRENCH BREAD.
Buy One 16 Oa. Pig. For 67'
Arid Got /anther 1 OZ. Pligfe

YOU IL FIND THE COST-CUTTER SYMBOL ON HUNDREDS OF YOUR FAVORITE ITEMS THROUGHOUT THE STORE PLUS EACH
WEEK YOU IL FIND COST-CUTTER WEEKLY AD SPECIALS FOR EXTRA SAVINGS ON GROCERY ITEMS DAIRY FROZEN FOODS
HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS MEAT AND PRO UCE

RED

in

OIL

lel'$119

SoN-Itising

CHEF-WAY

411111111W

NEW ORLEANS CELLO

1.(rOaer
4,

II

•

einereJ

59c

73c
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ROYAL VIKING

I 01
BOWLS

2

MARGARINE

vies

jumbo

IN BRACER

A.

2
P NI 8

4

0

No SKIN

LB;

F\

TUB

Margarine

11 CT.
PIGS.

Pecan Teo Ring

Kraft Dips
SOFT SLUE BONNET

WITH MFP FLOURIDE
COLGATE

3

Kroger Rolls

12 01.—$
41119--PKG

Pimento Sinilei.
ASSORTED SOUR CREAM

02
CAN

IIANCHIET PEACH 041

Pound Cake

TOOT
'UWE—

IERiFT AMERICAN OR

MINUTE MAID

DISPOSABLES.

r

WHITE

PILLSBURY

VOMITERS
2 CT.
PUG.

PT;
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Pizzo Rolls
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29 Percent(Un)Success
Cold-Shooting Half Plummets Lakers To 2-3
By KEVIN PENWK
Sports Writer
HARDIN, Ky. - Calloway
County had the drive, the
enthusiasm and the hustle.
But Marshall County had the
bigger players, and the size
difference eventuliy doomed
the Lakers.
The Marshals outscored the
Laker boys 58-48 last night at
South Marshall School,
handing Calloway its third
ions in five starts.
The Marshals drew only one
foul in the the first half, that
one as a technical due to
unnecessary roughness. That

was a bit unusual, rebounds in the first half.
the Marshals 'played a That's what decided the game
defense right there."
man-to-man
throughout.the first half.
"But I was pleased with the
The second half was a dif- effort my team gave me," he
ferent -story, however, as said. "Anytime a player gives
Marshall County finished the me all he's got, I'll not find
game with 10 fouls - and fault with him. I think every
another technical. Calloway player on our team gave it all
conunitted.15 person*.
he had. There's nothing more
Although Calloway came they can do."
out on the losing end, Laker
Calloway traded only 9-8
coach Clayton Hargrove after one period, and when
wasn't entirely displeased. Scott Barrow dropped in a
"We didn't get on the boards field goal early in the second
Like we needed to," he said. period, the Lakers owned their.
"We only hit 29 percent of our only lead of the game,10-9.
field goals and had 11
Marshall County's Kevin
in itself

since

Munro and Chris Orr skored
eight straight points between
them, helping the Marshals to
a 22-16 halftime lead.
Marshall County owned atwo-inch height advantage
and capitalized on it,
outrebounding Calloway 34-21
and controlling the vast
majority of jump balls.
The Lakers managed to stay
within striking distance of
Marshall County through
much of the third quarter, but
a spurt at the end gave it a 4029 lead after three periods.
Calloway's performance in
scoring 19 fourth-quarter

•NFL Season Gives 2nd Chances
By the Associated Press
would have been closed out of
APSperte Writer
the still somewhat exclusive
16-1a1PP aeasna.---W141.4,41110-yard rushing.club.needs it?
And all but one of those
Well, Mark van Eeghen and teams would know today that
John Riggins and Tony Reed their season was over. The
and Kevin Long and Terry Jets, Raiders and Seahawk
s
Miller and maybe even a few would shed a tear while
other guys - not to mention Houston and Miami
sat cozily
the New York Jets, Oakland in their American Conferen
ce
Raiders, Seattle Seahawks, wildcard playoff berths.
Atlanta Falcons, Philadelphia
Over in the National ConEagles and Washington ference, the Falcons,
Eagles
Redskins.
All eyes follow the ball as Ricky Garland fires up a shot at
and Redskins would no longer
If the National Football be eyeing each
tempt against Marshall County lost night. In backgroun
other
d is
League season had, as in suspiciously. Two of
Scott Barrow '(left) and Terry Paschall. Calloway County lost
them
years past, ended after 14 would be out in the cold
58 48 to fall to 2-3 on the season.
while
Staff photos
Kevin Penick
games, all those players one would join Green Bay.
m
the wildcard first round -ofplayoffs.
And the New England
Patriots and Denver Broncos,
instead of being a shctory
away from division championships, would already be
wearing their crowns.
A year ago, nine running
backs
gained more than 1,000
By the Associated Press
The association prescribed disability with an eventual yards, led
by Walter Payton's
DETROIT - Mark ''The an extensive program of • exceptional_
_tuld_f.1000Plite_ _1152_ Tbc,.yaa;--bafKe -that it
_Bird" Fi4:irycli-hasn't even reh-abilitati-oh-,including- -recovery-.
3
thrown one ball to test his weightlifting and exercise, for.
long-rested arm, but in- Fidrych - who was the
dications are the prized American League Rookie of
Detroit'Tiger may not be able the Year in 1976 when he had a
to pitch again until 1980. if 19-9 record and league-leading
Prep Sislosliel
Waggoner $7 Ey Cosery Day II
then.
Bow
Artiorksi Co
Woaloglao 136 II
2.34 earned-runaverage.
ResiftIllaintala amok
Bartitown
74 Marian Coil
"He can't pitch until he haa_
Bards Bethlehem 90 Pt Knoz
-Th flighty right-hander,
built w the strength tnhis
8r01114140, U Wane Co II
&whom Co 74 Maysville St Pat IS
Lk Co OS Pow* Co IS
Coo iCathohc 60 Campbell,Co 49
arm," says Dr. Harvey who 13 24, has been bothered
Cawood 73 Whilasimg $e
Eminence .83 frirnble Co 50
(Phelan. "And it's going.to_ by Waive arta since the middle
Collebsiarship Tr.
Erlanger Si Henry 56 Conner 56
Pikeville 87 Moos Creek 83
Ft The Highlands 83 Boone Co 52
<
a long, hard pull he has to of the 1977 season and was on
Roplorilisses
Jeasomme Co 96 Gallatin Co 46
.the disabled list most of the
!Voice.
Coo Holy CrSS,fioimen 74 ot
Johnson Cent MI Lawrence Co 58
Could ,take all of next time since. His ailment has.' Newport Cath 93, Woman 54
McDowell M Morgan co 64
Sante-Kenton 92, Dixie lb 62
Beth Haven 70 Breckinridge Co M
/ear, and it could take longer. been diagnosed as tendinitis.
Grant Co 91. Nevimarti5,9
filorth Baal 1118 Nelson Co 59
3(
prognosis in this type
He has atrophy in the shoulder."The
Erl Lloyd Si. Walton-Verona 50
Paris 57 Bath Co 55
Bellevue 70. Ludlow 46
shoulder disablement is
Sheiden Clark .4 Wheelwright 112
-and- obviously weakened
Beechwood 69, Silver Grove 53
Simon
Rental' M Dude Heights 72
indeter
minant," O'Phelan
muscles. He also has scar
Dayton 87, Coo Latin 55
Somerset 74 Rockcastie Co 64
said.
Otdham Co 71 Stuart 51
tissue inside the shoulder.''
Tanaka° S Boyd Co 63
Ohio Co 90 Hughes Kirk -64
Ude Bays Searle
O'Phenlan, team doctor of
Firdsville 81 IS Ramisald IS
Taylor Co 56 Giasgow 53
Fidrych's
rehabilitation,
the Minnesota Twins, ie
Johnson Cant 41 Lawrence Co 46
Odin Co 71 Short Si
under the supervision of
Pandeville U Rum& 44
Ohio Co MI
chairman of the Association of
oo Kirk 64
Lase Ook III Wird Ms
Tigers. doctors Guise and
Isebnitlia SWionsild IS
•
Professional Baseball
Pekoe Co 70 Heath 56
Co*
_ ilihrWOO CIS 4_
r_Clarence Livengood, will be lidarthalH31
111-ealSOWty
srMeinbers of ."tha, difficult,
rwmuniton
O'Phelan
72
tares
64
said, and
4111iii-Vb
group examined Fidrych
Barren Citte Allem Co 55
Monholl•Ce II CALLOWAY COIS
Fidrych "can't afford'to get
Buena&IS Ewhank 62
Tuesday in Orlando. Fla:,
Brernen 64 Drakesboro 61
.
where the annual winter discouraged... He's just gotja
Bowhing Green 77 Franklin-Sump 73
settle down and get to work?'"
major
league
baseball
52
,_PrelarY8TWIS
1.1...IONG103._Ey- (API - Ikea MS
to=wou/114
meetingsare bemg held.
He said Fldrych's damage-IS-____AlikSo
•
Croon Co 111 Hort Co Of
the top 15 keno In The Maw iatertPresk
0'Phenlan's
comments similar to that suffered before
Cowie 11$ ITEsooks Co
state high school boys' basket:striking&
ask Ca 411 arivedolisi 111
were reported. in today's by Luis Tiara, now with the
with first-plota vines in parentheses,
Lion& Cs II OEMS U
records and fetal point& Points awarded
editions of the Detroit IrTee New.York Yankees, and Mr.
*war Coil Cow Co SU
on a 1544-13-13-11-1044-744-44-2-1 basis.
Press.
Scott Co IS Owes 516
I. Len Lafayette i 121 2-0 MI
Tiant had - a prolonged
CenbEn7IP.16
2. Shelby Co 2i

Detroit's Mark Fidrych
May Not Pitch Until '80

was an even dozen, with
Aiid don't forget that
Simpson's 1,503. With two without those two remainin
g
471/0F4-gasafter.-i
- fet-st people--linnesTand COACIItT
tYPiglo
reasoned, the rush would keep their aces healthy
for
become a veritable stampede them) at least a
couplt of
and membership in the 1,000- those
near-1,000-yarder
yard club would be com- .might well have
been in there
monplace.
for a lot more plays (and thus
It hasn't quite worked out over the hurdle) by
now.
that way. As of today there are
With
14
games, Dallas'
only seven members - Earl
Campbell, Delvin Williams, Roger Staubach (completions
Walter Payton, Tony Dorsett, on 218 of 394 attempts for 3,000
Terdell Middleton, Wilbert yards and 23 touchdowns)
Montgomery and Franco would be the NFL passing
leader, a whisker ahead of
Harris.
Van Eeghen, Riggins, Reed, New Orleans' Archie ManLong_ansi Miller are within 150 ning,
One thing seems certain. ,k
yards of the plateau and with
two games to go have a clear change of rules here and there
shot. But even if they all do, along with the extension of the
it'll still bring the list only to a season seems to have opened
up the game a bit.
dozen once again.

points was their best of the
season, but it wasn't enough.
Scott Barrow sank two free
throws on a last-minute
technical foul by the Marshals
to bring the Lakers within 10
points at the final horn.
"I was very pleased with
our press." said Hargrove."It
created several turnovers for
us. For the first time this year
our defense was a good

aggresive man-to-man like it
"We will
should, be.
definitely be glad to- get back
home next Friday night when
we play Mayfield," he_said.
''Of course; they are. tough
team, but we feel like we will
have a Shot if we play well.
The Lakers then host Fancy
before
Farm_ Tuesday
beginning play in its Christmas tournament Dec. 15.
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Tuesday's Prep Basketball

Free For The Asking!
write

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

2-0 273
3 Clirtstian Co 1, 34 266
Ballard 2-0 205
5. Lox Bryan Station 2-1 185
11. Bowling Green 2-0 161
7 Somerset 14 149
8. Owensboro 04 121
9 Ekzabethtown 14 149
10. Mayfield 1-0 97
11. Lez Henry Clay 2-0 86
12. O'boro Apollo 2-1 71
11. Ft nos Highlands 1-1 at
14. Cov HOlmes 14 50
1371L4Iu DeSales 0-0 41

Mope& 41141o Camp IR
Rune Ca 74 1 1j
72
Woe CoS ileballoo Co 45
Cihrobs011own U N Ilaran 63
Meade Co 72 west Hardin 52
Harrison Co 05 Pendleton Co 64
Henderson Co 85 Webeter Co 56
Clark Co 57 Lao Bryan St/ 58
Ballard 65 Male Si
rentral 73 Butler 62
Fern- C.Zeeit 62 Weetriort 61
Jeffersontown 56 Seneca 51
Manual 49 Eaatern 16
Pleasure Ridge 56 Bishop David 53
Trinity 63 Durrett 54
yeller 67 Southern 63

Our breakfast special includes
bacon and egg,grits, toast,jelly_
and coffee

PIfoe only
88c
Good Thur.,
Fri., Sat.
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Christmas Auction

CBRZSEITILiS

Come On Out
It's Our 1st Anniversary
A Lot of Appliance for Your Money
Well Have
Coffee and Donuts
Microwaves
For Everyone!
Starong It

of

Toys - Gifts Tools - Potter

S27900

Many, m,any unique & unusual
Decorative Household Items
, at

, •+
wows
.41 AA • 9,4
V

that

Brand Names Such As Ideal, Mattel,
Kenner, Oster, G.E., etc. etc.

New
For
Christmas

Don't Miss This Sale!!

Beecham's Auction
Paris, Tn.
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YOU GET IT ALt. FROMHOTPOINT WHEN YOU BUY
THIS DELUXE MICROWAVE THAT DOES ft ALL

also featuring this
low-priced laundry pairl

lo-

Phone 901-642-0919

Siea;nrorrt: south o-TPois lust

303 Si

KIST ,20,2l
i 101
CUNN411.- ne,„,
1
-114t
,
114 WIMP Mite'

0
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file MI
win
*PPM
214 1111
111111114$
11.441116M141!

Say,

160z.

To!

*Microwaves *Ranges
*Refrigerators *Compactors
'Washer & Dryers • Built-Ins
•Dishwashers

$199

er
pos
• ot'
rf"
Order

Saturday, December 9th 6 p.m.
ALL NEW MERCHANDISE

StikE

0/. thy-te_ontniMICROWAVE
MASTER
COLLECTION!

/ op

HOTFOOT RANGE,

Henry Auction Barn

entral Shopping Center
9-9:30 Mon.-Sat.
12:30-6 Sunday

Dae;c1 Cohoon jump shoots over Marshall County's Chr;s Orr •
(15) and Kev:n Munro in the Lakers' 58 48 loss to the Marshals
'
lost night. Calloway County fell to 2 3 on the year.
.
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Soup

PRooe
Or it LINOlg.

Pride of Ill.

Corn
Cream
Style
White or Yellow.
11 oz.
Sere 22'

Colgate
Of
Chicken

9.
6' 1

oz. Can

Bufferin
Tablets
60's
Reg $1.85

Sar-Sum

Tomatoes
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•
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Schoenfeldt Defends
Doctoral Dissertation

Deaths and Funerals.J

Mrs. Seamonds Dies Rites This Morning
Tuesday; Funeral
For Robert Jones
rites for Robert Jones
Scheduled Thursday ofFinal
Detroit, Mich., were held

Roger Schoenfeldt, since
1968 a Department of
Management faculty member
at Murray State University,
successfully
recently
doctoral
his
defended
dissertation at the University
of Arkansas.
It is entitled, -The Attitudes
and Opinions of The First Line

•

received his undergraduate
degree in 1958 from Washburn
University, Topeka, Kan., and
in 1968 was awarded a
master's degree in busing.'
administration at Mull*
State, coming to the camps*
after several years with the
General Tire and Rubber
Company operations in
Mayfield, Ky., and Waco,
Texas, after a tour of active
duty with the U.S. Marine
Corps.

Mrs. Lorena Seamonds of today at 11 a.m. at the chapel
1304 Peggy Ann Drive, of the Byrn Funeral Home,
Murray, died Tuesday at 2:25 Mayfield, with Jerry Mayes
Yates
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway and the Rev. Harry
County Hospital. She was 72 officiating.
Bob Minium, Alfred [)elk,
years of age.
Howard
The Murray woman, a Jr., Noah Bazzell,
and
Galloway,
John
Colley,
retired school teacher with
served as
over 40 years of service, was Rodney Newsome
in the
preceded in death- by her pallbearers. Burial was
husband, Jimmy Searnontis, Farmihgton Cemetery.
He is the son of Mrs. Carl
Mr. Jones,60, died Saturday
on Oct. 15, 1974.
806 Penn Ave.,
Schoenfeldt,
Mich.
Mrs. Seamonds was a in Detroit,
One sister,
Independence.
wife,
his
by
survived
is
He
-a member of the Locust Grove
also lives in
Miller,
Pat
one
Mrs.
Jones;
Jeannette
Baptist Church. Born May 4, Mrs.
while a second,
Independence,
Davis,
Judy
Mrs.
daughter,
1906, in Calloway County, she
Mrs. Charles D. Leathers,
four stepwas the daughter of the Late Oxford, Mich.;
Smith,
in Reno, Nev. His father,
lives
Judy
Mrs.
daughters,
John lalburn Wilcox and
.m
investigating
here
is
shown
Department
Police
Murray
with
John (Cap)
Armstrong
Jim
Ca
Carol
late
Patrolman
Mrs.
PROBLEM
the
PARKING
Dzialo,
Mrs. Nancy
Lorena Schroeder Wilcox.
•
parking lot Tuesday afternoon that sent one woman to Murray-Calloway
--Vraire
Center
Green,
Schoenfeldf-WC
Shopping
Janie
C_Antral
the
on
Mrs.
accident
and
Belson,
A sister, Mrs. Dorothy
Vicki
and
Murray
1609
42,
Kirkwood,
Fari,
A.
Patricia
were
in
collision
business
blacksmithing
the
in
three
Involved
Mich.;
treatment.
for
Hospital
Counts
Miles, 1304 Peggy Ann Drive, all of Detroit,
Independence, died in 1952.
Mangrum,
•G. Bell, 20, Route 4 aturray. According to spokeaman for Murray-Calloway County, Mrs. Bell was treated and
Murray, and a brother, L. L. sisters, Mrs. Mary
Jr. --.
Opal
-Mae
ngton,
rim
a
F
Broad
Schoenfeldt is married to
507
Wilcox,
Jact
t
Staff Photo By towel( Atchley
Mrs.
and
Mayfiekl,
Vanden,
Akte Fortner /Mail&
Street, Murray,are survivors.
Jettie Mae Taylor, Peoria,
of Mayfield,and they have two
7`ataa ihe.Jro1 jll - be.lie. 14.
children, Anne, 14, and
Thursday at 10 a.m. at the
Roger Schoenfeldt
Caroline, 13. They live at 1672
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev:
Supervisor and His Wife Magnolia Drive, Murray.
Jack Jones officiating. Burial
Concerning His Job and the
Organization for Which He
- will follow in the Murray City
Contrary to pacp•ular belief,
Cemetery.
Works."
do not have to roll over
sharks
Friends may call at the
The degree, a . Ph.D. in
rally in his hometown.
on their back or side to bite
capital
budgets.
construction
fund.
(AP)
Ky.
FRANKFORT,
home.
funeral
I wouldnt say Harvey business administration with their prey, says National
Speaking at a press con- Mrs. Stovall asked the state
A legislative limit on state
• The funeral for Parker Reed spending is vital to Kentucky's ference on the Capitol steps, auditor ..to obtain the in- Sloane has become a emphasis on management, Geographic. Studies of feeding
household word," he said, will be officially conferred sharks show they rarely turn
of Kirksey Route 1 is being health, according to former Sloane said the Legislature formatitn when Gov. Julian .
I m 'a lot more well upon him later this month.
uut '
held today at 2 p.m. at the Louisville Mayor Harvey could limit spending by Carroll was out of thestate.
over when they attack, despite
A native of Independence, their underslung jaws.
chapel of the Byrn Funeral Sloane, a candidate for the adopting a policy of spending
Sloane said he thought the known than I was at the Kan.,
42,
Schoenfeldt,
Home,Mayfield, with the Rev. 1979
ion should be made beginning'
Democratic no more than is available from info
May
Rev.
the
and
Bagwell
Joe
state income.
available to legislators, but
gubernatorial primary.
Funeral services for Mrs. Herman Luther officiating.
"It should be.the policy of said he thought Mrs. Stovall
on Monday called for
Sloane
Serving- as pallbearers are
Robbie Enoch Wadkins,
the General Asssmbly to set the Legislature that the could simply have asked the
widow of Elmer Wadiuns, will J., Paul, Billy, Bobby, Elmo, such a limit then it convenes portion of a worker's dollar governor for it.
be held Thursday at 11 a.m. at and Jimmy Reed, all in special session Dec. 11.
that goes to support goverHe was also critical of
the chapel of the Max Chur- nephews. Burial will follow in
called for limits nment services should not Carroll for not taking a more •
also
Sloane
chill Funeral Home with the the New Liberty Cemetery.
on state bond issues, saying increase above its present aggressive role in providing
Mr. Reed,. 74, a retired Kentucky's policy of "spend amount," Sloane said, adding information on the capital
Rev. Fred French officiating
and Mrs. Oneida White as farmer, died Monday at 10:50 now, pay later" is threatening that the ceiling could mean a construction fund.
p.m. at the Marshall County
organist and soloist.
Sloane's visit here comes
to mortgage future state $40 million reduction in the
Pallbearers will include Long-Term Care Unit, Benton.
annual state budget.
near the end of Isla 1,000-mile
by_...;
aut
.ived
:.fr surv
The deceaselismn
%my Tucker,
paunt
: and Sa
,Lairte
Rick.,y
ao
Sloane said the General cam ign walk across KenJeffrey Pierce, Steve Barnett, his wife.. Mrs. Rayrna Reed;
hni Id_,cettaar_e
Dune'
L.--•
.
stilt-Sloanetaid the iwatklia7--7--Atditte_ 1:
projects involving hoed been "an incredible education
' three brothers, Cecil, Clyde,
Cemetery. '
'
issues.
for me."
The second 4-H Craft Day
Friends may call at the and Willie Reed, all of Mar"Stich a Law is absolutely ' He said people are most
funeral home - after 6 p.m. shall County; two sisters, Mrs. will be held Saturday, Dec. 9, essential to ensure the concerned about economic
Lala Reed, Mayfield Route 5, from 10 to 11:30 a.m. at the financial health of our state," problems - inflation, state
e
tonight ‘Wedneaday.
' Mrs. Wadkins,69, died Nov. and Mrs. Nell Donovan, Calloway County Extension he said. "The law must in- and federal taxes, and costly
'87 at a -hospital at Highland .Madalinea_Ohice _ tITI?._ . grAnd- office, 209 Maple . Street, elude a provision for public governmegulations.
Mod- Murray.
great
-- -Park,Mich. BornOct 22,121111;childaehI two_____
disclosure of the. amount of
Sloane winds up the walk
_ ______
- -Candy Cane and-Claristmas payments on interest and . Sunday with a fund-raising
in Calloway County, she wits children:—
.
the daughter of the Late Noah
.
wreath tree ornaments will be , principal that will be made for a
-----.
,
Enoch and Fronie Waters
featured. In addition par- each year of the bond's
Enoch.
ticipants are asked to bring a existence
AWARD PRESENTED - john Brinkley, righi, district winner of the discussion meet
Survivors includeone sister,
glass • with smooth sides to
"We are up to our ears in.
by the Kentucky Farm Bureau, accepts the winner's trophy from Carman
sponsored
for
holder
Mrs. Roxie Cooper, St. Louis,
their
pencil
red ink, and if we issue many
make a
Doyle
Parks, president of the Calloway County Farm Bureau. Brinkley will represent the
Mo.; th
desk with the. cost for the more bonds we will be fighting
Katherine
Pierce, Mr's. Mrs.
district and Calloway County in the state discussion meet to be held in Louisville
materials to be $1..
for air," he added. Autenrieth, and Mrs.Sylearne
during the SIthannual-convention at the Executive Inn-West. Brinkley, son of Mr. and
All youth, ages 9 to .19, are
Mrs. Carl Elizabeth Voth
Sloane abo criticized Lt.
Merrell; two half nieces, Mrs. of
Mrs. john Brinkley of Hazel, is a Calloway High graduate and was A member of the
Road, invited to attend, and may :GovaaTheirna Stovall for the
941
Ledge
SAN ANTONIO, Texas Clara Tucker and Mrs. Donald Macedonia, Ohio, died early 'Pre-register by calling the way she handled her request
CcalSespeeth team.,He is presently attending Murray Slate. The state convention will
Airman Derune'R. Gantt, son
Molder; one aunt. Mrs. Brown Tuesday morning from inextension office,753-1452.
be held fnarn Dec. 7-9• Attending from Calloway County Will be Me-and Mrs. Noble
for information on the state's
of Mrs. Marie Gantt of
Howard; two uncles, Ernest juries sustained in an
Nir..5._CrAham Feltner,.Mr.andMrs_Rairltro.icliatrad-Parks.-moraoy,bag been •seleeted tor
_
71.
Oid JEDi Vitas.
_
au mobile accident atSalink: -44
-.7.-..TtediftraMlittfink
_
-r
Kansas
Air Force Base, Ill., in the Air
She was 60 years of age. Her
Force maintenance analysis
first husband was Cecil Boyd
held.
who preceded her in death and
4 I."'-,'
The airman recently
she .later married Carl. Voth
training at
completed
about four years agoaVain
Lackland Air - Force Base,
Harold G. Doran, Jr., an recognized as the outstanding Texas, and studied the Air
• Fred Dilday of Murray March 24, 1918, in Calloway
Federal-State Market News Service
Route 3 died Tuesday at 10:55 County, she was the daughter assistant vice-president of the senior in finance. He was a
December 6,1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
p.m. at the Westview Nursing of the late Luther E. Hughes Peoples Bank of Murfay, will member of Omicron Delta
Hughes.
and
Crawford
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations'
Effie
luncheon
a
the
for
be
speaker
Kappa and Alpha Chi
.
•
Home. He was 80 years of age.
mirj-II..............
Receipts Act. 1438 Est. 600 Barrows &
Mrs. Voth is survived by her meeting of the Murray State academic fraternities.
Gilts fully steady sows mostly 81.00
The deceased, a retired
Voth, University chapter .of Phi
Carl
lower
•
Phi Delta Kappa is an
farmer, was preceded in death husband,
1-2 200-230 lbs
us
• $49.00-49.50
. Most Downtown Merchants will be
one Delta Kappa on-Friday, Dec. educational fraternity for men
Ohio;
US 2-3300-244)lbs
148.75-49.25
by his wife, Mrs. Launa Hicks Macedonia,
$47 75-48.75
US 2-3 240-250 lbs.
Suzette
Mrs.
.
daughter,
8.
open Sun. 1-5 on Dec. 3-10-17.
and women in education. The
Dilday, on Feb.8, 1974. He was
US 2-4 Nano lbs
. $46 75-47.75
-His topic for. the noon Murray State chapter is made
Sows •
a member of the Sugar Creek Cooper, Kansas; one sister,
Open Fridays until 8:00 Now Until
US I -2 270-350 I bs
138 00-39 00
Dean, meeting at the Colonial House up of approximately 220
Katherine
Baptist Church. Born Mar 7, Mrs.
US 1-3 300-450lbs
916.00-18 00
Fla.;
Clearwater,
four
Christmas
838 OD-39 00
be members from Kentucky,
US 1-3 450-500 I bs
Smorgasbord -- will
1898, in Trigg County, he as
US 1-3 500-650 lbs .
. 919 00-40 00
"Inflation and Investment." Tennessee, Illinois, and the kin of the late William brothers, William H. Hary)(
a few at $40.50
Jeff The presentation will be of Missouri.
US 2-3300-500 lbs
*$35 00-1000
Joseph Dilday and Georgia Hughes, Anaheim, Cal.,
Roars $30.00-31 00
Clearwater,
Hughes,
Joe
and
interest to both institutional
Ann Shaw Dilday.
Mr. Dilday is survived by Fla., and Brent Hughes, Nash- and private investors.
Doran, who serves as
two daughters, Mrs. Albert ville, Tenn.
The body has been tran- personnel
officer
and
(Anna Marya Ragsdale and
Mrs. J.-C. iThelmat 'Walker, sferred to Macedonia, Ohio, assistant commercial loan
and one sister, Mrs. Eunice where funeral services will be and real eatate. officer, earned
Dennis R. Gantt
Shekell, Murray Route 3; held. After the rites in Ohio, the M.B.A. degree at Wharton
•
Force mission, organization
eight grandchildren, Jimmie, the body will be transferred to Graduate-School with -a major
ChurH.
J.
the
with
Murray
received
and
customs
in finance and special emLarry, Don, and Teresa
Dr. Charles R. Duke, and
Ragsdale,
Jerry . Don, chill Funeral Home in charge phasis on money and banking. associate professor of English special instruction in human
The Wharton School, the at Murray State University, is relations. Completion of this
Michael, and Terry Walker, of the local arrangements
a
at
announced
be
will
which
collegiate school of the author of a chapter in the training earned the individual
oldest
Kaye
and
Nanney; three great
business in the world, was recently
published credits toward an associate in
grandchildren. Jim and Lisa later date.
a
in
through
founded
1881
Nanney and Jenny Ragsdale.
"Educational Drama for applied science degree
grant from Joseph Wharton, Today's Schools" edited by R. through the Community
The funeral will be held
Philadelphia financier and Baird- Shuman of the College of the Air Force.
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
Airman Gantt. a 1973
ironmonger. If is one of the University of Illinois. .
.chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
of S. R. Butler High
graduate
of
graduate
schools
related
The chapter contributed by
Funeral Home with the Rev.
How University of Penn- Duke, a recognized authority School, Huntsville, attended
.Gerald Owen officiating.
sylvania in Philadelphia.
in the field of creative Murray Stale University.
-Burial will follow in the Ivy
Doran graduated from dramatics,
Calloway
Cemetery.
entitled
is
The • North
Friends may call at the Elementary School Parent- Murray High School and "Educational Drama, Role
•
Values
and
Teacher Club will hear a Murray State, where he Taking
funeral home
Prices of stock of local Interest al
special Christmas program on earned the B.S. degree in Clarification."
EDT, today, furnished to the
He has also presented noon,
"Different Lands" at the :business. While on the camLedger & Times by First of Michigan.
he
pus,
was
"Who's
to
named
papers on creative dramatics CM' of Murray,are as Follows:
meeting to be held Thursday,
to which the public is cordially invited. We are inviting you to
Who Among Students in at two recent meetings Dec. 7, at 7 p.m. at the school.
tour our plant, register for microwave oven and electric or gas
41.73
to industrial Average._
Students in Grades 6, 7, and American Universities arid "Using
Dramatics
Clay Arlen Eller, nephew of
range, and receive complimentary gifts on
Colleges" and received the "Stimulate Reading" at . the Air Products
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Hog Market

MSU Professor
Contributes To
Drama Publication

Downtown
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Hours!

The
Tappan Co.

• The Tappan Company Is Having An

Holiday Program At
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Clay Allen Eller
Dies At Hospital
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Talent
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idergraduate
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in business
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and Rubber
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Our of active
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Section B Page One
Among the many acts
Wednesday, December 6,1978
presented at the recent
Murray Middle School West
dhow were Leila Umar and
Murray State University
Bowlen, top, left, miss
has been awarded a grant to
smag "Don't Go Breaking My
sponsor a series of public
Heart," Sherita Greer, top,
symposiums during the spring
-right, who performed P
sisnester exploring consumer
modern dance, and Mike
education.
Wain, bottom, playing a
Designea to sharpen conpans solo. Other performers
sumer skills by heightening
ATLANTA (AP) - A U.S. $1.363 billion; Florida was 21st Trade Administration,showed
were Leila Umar singing
public awareness of current
Department of Commerce with $1.363 billion; Tennessee that North Carolina had the
"Hopelessly Devoted to Yon,"
consumer trends and attitudes survey
shows that Kentucky was 22nd with $1.25 billion; largest percentage change in
Michelle Garland who sang
at the state 'and national
ranked 23rd in the nation in South Carolina was 24th with exports in the South from 1972
"There's a Kind of Hush," an
levels, the symposiums will be manufactured
exports with $935 million; Alabama was to 1976 with 212 percent.
act called "Goldie Locks"
directed by Dr. Danny $1.13 billion
worth of goods in 25th with $832 million and
Other percentage increases
featuring Tim Laokwy and
Harrison and Dr. Bobby 1976.
Mississippi was 27th with $696 were South Carolina with 200
Will Holt, Mark West playin&
Malone. They said a schedule
The recently released report million.
percent; Mississippi with lit
a piano solo, Vonnie Hays
will be announced later.
shows Kentucky had a 135
report
The
also
percent;•
indicated
Alabama, 0)_p.
dancing to "Syncopated
urray State is nLL.
-increase _ .fif that Gebrgii:-ranked.7I6tii :cent; Louisiana, 156 pereonw -.1.tuarttoliglIgRat2.7.1.71aJellegesaniversitieufeem manuffiefttred iiii;orts from among the states as an ex- Florida 140 percent; Georgia
a piano solo by Brian Duncan,
among 223 entries awarded 1972.
porter
agricultural 135 percent and Tennessee, 85
of
a humorous monologue "Hot
lectureship grants this year by
In other states in the products in the federal percent.
Dog" featuring Shelly Howell, _ The S&H Foundation, sponSoutheast, North. Carolina attriernmeat's-fizati year-197T-="-The- atiraftiso
singing-and - a---aared--terathr- Spertrf-tehr ranked 13th with
_glad
$2.2 billion; which ended last September,.-that Georgia latiltheleading
playing "Snow Bird" on
HutchinSon Company, a Louisiana was 19th with $1.38 The value of these goods was national
exporter of peanuts
guitar. 'Kim Greene endiversified corporation best billion; Georgia was 20th with $476 million.
and ranked second in poultry
known for its S&H Green
tertained with a piano solo
Transportation equipment shipments in fiscal 1977.
Stamps.
while Claire Bell, Monica
In agricultural exports,
and textile mill products
"The S&H Foundation
Nance, Lori Schanbacher and
accounted for just over half of Georgia trailed three other
Holly Knight presented a Skit
assistance is intended to bring
the state's total foreign_ sales southern
states. North
"I'm a Woman." Jerenty
prominent and thoughtful
of manufactured -goods,- -the- Carolina had a total of $964
speakers to campus and to
White and Chris Young sand
report said.
million; Mississippi had $648
help strengthen college and
"Fried Ham," and -Denise
The study, prepared by the million and Louisiana had $543
unity ties by opening the
Eversmeyer
sang
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP( - department's Industry and million.
lectu s to the public," said A section of Interstate
"Tomorrow." Tim and Gina
24
Earl Grace of Bowling Green, around Paducah is
Brown presened the final act
schedul
S&H zone
with a disco dance to the
ager.
to be opened to traffic Dec. 15.
Through its foundation,S&H
music of "Last Dance." The
Gov. Julian Carroll will
is the only corporation in the formally dedicate the
talent show, presented an11.8natiorr‘tonducting 'such a mile section of interstate
nually, is coordinated by the
program. It has grown from a where it intersects with
middle school student council
U.S.
single grant to Beloit College 62 and U.S.45.
and includes students from
Dr. James H. Frank, since basketball
in 1958 to 625 grants of more
at
Ballard
grades 5-8. Robert Billington,
The new stretch will bring to
1964 a member of the physical Memorial High School.
than $1 million to 480 schools 54.4 miles the amount of
vice president of the council,
1-24
in the ensuing years.
served
as
master
of
now open in Kentucky. education faculty at Murray
Frank completed his docThe Sperry and Hutchinson Another 38.9 miles is still to be State University, is one of two
ceremonies for the show.Pam
torate
at George Peabody
educators who have been
Cartwright is the student .1- Company, celebrating its 82nd constructed.
College in Nashville the same
presented
the
- year, is
Distinguished
engaged
in
council sponsor.
In the event of bad weather,
year he joined the Murray
prorriotional services, interior the dedication will be held in Service Award of the Kenfaculty. He is the author of
Association
tucky
for Health,
furnishings, and insurance the gymnasium of Paducah-.Physical EduCatiena. and several articles, a member of
services:
- CommilaitafeCollege
.-•
kna -ofSate" rd County --organizations And Is-active in
Frank is a professor and university and community
director of graduate studies in affairs.
the Department of Recreation
He is the sixth Murray State
and Physical Education at faculty member to receive the
Distinguished Service honor
Memphis, Tenn., in a
The children were tested that the children whose with their children in theft. Murray State
He attended Murray State from the 500-member, statepresentation entitled, after eight-month periods. At. mothers worked with them in reading."
ori'as basketball scholarship, wide organization in its 67"Maternal Involvement in the end,of the initial period, a class did not make any
Assisting the Bossings with and after receiving his un- year history. The others have
Classroom Instruction: Who reading ability gain of one greater gains than the others
been:
Benefits?"
year and four months was in the room," he went on. the Memphis presentation and dergraduate degree, coached
Dr. John W. Carr in 1953;
"We found parents whose observed, he said. At the end "Everyone showed im- demonstrating some of basketball in Missouri and
children were not doing well in of the second, this gain had provement in this skill, the parental-assistance Kentucky and served in the Roy Stewart in 1960; Dr. Rex
Alexander in 1962; Dr. Chad
reading were quick to increased to one year and six leading us to conclude that techniques used were two of U.S. Air Force. He completed
everyone gains when parents
Mrs. Bossing's fellow teachers his master's degree at Murray Stewart in 1965, and Dewdrop
volunteer to help them im- months.
State
at the Buchanan school.
while
coaching Rowlett in 1968.
•
prove this skill," Bossing said,
"The study also revealed take an interest in and work
"and our results show yeti/
significant gains in almost all
cases."

Public Symposiums

Kentucky Is 23rd In Nation
In Manufactured Exports

of Mrs. Carl
Penn Ave..
One sister,
also lives in
bile a second,
). Leathers,
v. His father,
John ( Ca.)
• •
e
business in
ed in 1952.
married to
hi& Robbins
they have two
e, 14, and
.ty live at 1622
Murray.

Paducah Interstate
To Officially Open
To Traffic Dec. 15

oliular belief,
ve to roll over
r side to bite
ys National
es of feeding
y rarely turn
ttack, despite
jaws.

Dr. Frank Is Presented
Association's Award

rTo Improve Child s- Reading

n meet
Carman
ent the
ouisville
Mr. and
✓ of the
ion will
Noble

The study was conducted by
Dr. Lewis Bossing, director of
elementary and secondary
programs in the Department
of Instruction and Learning at
Murray State, and his wife,
Janice, who teaches in the
Buchanan school.
The Baissings recently
revealed, their findings at a
three-day meeting of the
Tennessee
International
Reading Association in

If given, the opportunity,
most parents not only are
willing, but volunteer, to work
with their children in an.effort
to improve their reading
skills.
This was the ClatICIUSt0flota
recently-completed two-year
research project conducted
among the students in the
second and third grades at the
tinchanan school in Henry
County,Tenn.
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Efficient Heating Equipment Use
Is Prompted By Rising Oil Price

Murray State University
ROTC Caaets Rank First
Among Kentucky Schools
Information
recently
released concerning Second
ROTC Region Institutional
Standings it the 1878 Fort
Riley ROTC Advanced Camp,
shows that cadets from
Murray State University
ranked first among schools in
Kentucky. Murrity State
ranked ninth among the 44
colleges and universities from
the eight states comprising
the Second ROTC Region.
Five Ohio Valley Conference
institutions were ranked
among the top 13.
Cadets were evaluat0 in
several demanding areas,
such as military skills,
orienteering, physical fitness,
tactical
exerCises and-PEER ratings.
This high finish by Murray

-

State's 1978 Advanced Camp
Cadets continues the tradition
of excellent performance at
and
challenging
this
demanding camp. Its 1977
Advanced Camp Cadets
earned the ranking among
the top five per cent of 280
colleges and universities in
the United States that offer the
ROTC Program.

Civil War History
Students Invited To
Blue-Gray Affair

COOKBOOK SALE-Edith Noffsinger, right, finance
chairman of the Murray Woman's Club, shows the Murray
Woman's Club cookbook to Mimi Jordan, left, and Mary
Miller, members of the Garden Department of the club, who
were selling the cookbooks at the Peoples Bank downtown
branch on Monday. The cookbooks sell for $4 each or $5 each
If it is to be mailed. Mrs. Noffsinger said the cookbook,
compiled from recipes of members of the Woman's CUM,
would make a wonderful Christmas gift. The books will be on
sale at both the Peoples Bank and the Bank of Murray
downtown branches until-Christi/las with--ntenthere-elk
Murray club on hand at the banks triserve theiputille-The
proceeds from the sale of the cookbooks go toward the civic
projects of the Murray Woman's Club, Mrs. Noffsinger said.
-

burning fuel oil; the furnace
By LOUISE COOK
or boiler Absorbs the heat and
Associated Press Writer
The rising price of oil makes transfers it to oil or water; the
it more important than ever to distribution system carries
get the most from your the heated air or water, by
heating equipment and a few means of ducts or pipes,
simple adjustments may be throughout the house; and the
chimney carries away smoke
all you need to save money.
The average price of home and gases, along with
heating oil today is 53 cents a whatever heat is not absorbed
gallon. Thhes 2 cents a gallon by the boiler.
Don't wait for an emergency
more than it cost a year ago
and just about double the price to call for help; have your
heating system serviced
before the 1973 oil embargo.
Goverment studies have regularly, checking each
shown that increasing the component for efficiency.
Start with the burner. The
efficiency of your furnace
from 50 to 55 percent can National Bureau of Standards
mean a savings of about $9 on says surveys show that more
every $100 you spend for fuel; than 90 percent of all burners
creasinjg the efficiency from tested are oversized; they
to
-I,:
—cal
per
700.10,11711 _
potential savings of $37.50 or needed to maintain a cornfortable temperature. The
every $100.
excess heat • is lost up the
445 a _general ,rule an officieifES,rating ofIltrtiefireftrdr—tiliTnneY; - •
Your service technician can
better is considered excellent;
means NI percent of the
heat from the oil goes into the
house. A rating of 75 to 79
percent is good, 70 to 74 percent is fair and below 70
percent is poor.
An oil heating system
consists of four basic parts:
the burner generates heat by.

Students of Civil War
-Aistory and anyone rise tnterested in Kentucky's participation in that conflict are
invited to the Blue-Gray
Affair, Dec. 8-10, at Lake
Barkley State Resort__Padi_
near Cada,Ky.
Programmed
for the
rfOrll
weekend are Dr. Hambleton
Tapp, state historian with the
Kentucky Historical Society;
Gen. W. R. Buster, -director,
OAK HARBOR, Wash. —
Kentucky Historical Society;
Navy Aircrew Survival Dr.
Holman
Hamilton,
Everyone who applies for a time to get new Social
Equipmentrnan 3rd Class professor emeritus of history, Social Security number must Security number or duplicate
John R. McC-age, son of Mr. University of Kentucky; provide evidence of age, card. It takes about 6 weeks to
and Mrs. J. E. McCage Of 1621
Nicky Hughes, curator of the identity, and U.S. citizenship issue the number and deliver
Keenland Drive, Murray, Kentucky Military History or residency status, a local the card after all required
recently returned from an
Museum in Frankfort, and Social Security spokesman evidence has been submitted.
extended deployment in the others.
The best evidence of a
said recently.
Western Pacific.
Subjects such as Civil War
person's age and U. S.
This is so;regardless of the citizenship is a birth cerHe is assigned to Tactical leadership, tentucky's part in
Electronic Warfare Squadron the war. Cassius M. Clay, and .person's age or place of birth. tificate. This should be sub134 VAQ-131), based at John Hunt Morgan's Indiana- In addition, applicants age 18 mitted whenever possible. If
or over must come into the this is not available, other
Whidby Island Naval Air Ohio raid will be discussed.
Security office wpen documentary evidence can be
Social
"Religious Studies at
Station, Oak Harbor, Wash.
A field trip, led by Dr.
WHO'S W110 STUDENT —
Murray State University" will
While deployed, his squadron Hunter Hancock of the applying, the spokesman said. used.
Philip Edwin Mischke, son of
The idea behind these
be
subject
the
at
the
presented
was embarked aboard the Jackson Purchase Historical
Evidence of identity should
aircraft earner USS Enter- Society, is also planned to procedures is to protect a include documents which United Campus Ministry the Rev. W. E. Mischke Jr. of
prise and operated as a unit of nearby Fort Henry and Fort perion:s Social, -Security show the person's picture, Luncheon on Wednesday,Dec. 300 N. 10th St., Murray, is one
, record, to prevent anyone signature, date of birth Or age, 6 by Dr. Terry Foremavo of 26 Southwestern at Memthe U. S.Seventh Fleet.
Heiman.
selected for
During the seen-month
The. weekend's activities from misusing or abusing or other identifying in- coordinator of the Religion phis students
edition
is7149
the
it
inclusion
.Social;
_cnieter VAQ-13C-PartieWated _tiegiaL4riday....---4ioe• it;
1010- ..PE0
Amriag
-"AWAY:Aliffiltier.._,amt.:AO:1i; People --notiloin.IM41A--Foremanzilr118=1.-Alw&at_
various,training etercilleS -registration -ate-410 American
in
with other Seventh Fleet units Registration fees are $2 , for assure that the record is should submit evidence of Stanford University, an M.A. Students
Universities and Colleges."
at
Pennsylvania
State
and those of allied nations. adults and $1 for students, plus complete and accurate.
citizenship or their
their
Mischke is an English major.
Port visas were made in $2 for the field trip. •
A person who needs a immigration documents University, and a PH.D. at Recipients of the honor are
o
University.
,
Yale
Australia, the Republic of the
covers
The registration fee
duplicate Social Security card showing they are lawfully
----The
United • Campus selected by a campus
Philippines, Hong Kong and refreshments and other in- to replace one lost or to Show a submitted to the U.S.
luncheons
are held nominating committee on-the
Ministry
Singapore.
lodge
dining new name must present
cidentals. The
A leaflet, "Applying for a•
at
Wednesday
12:30 to basis of academic excellence
each
VAQ-134 flies the EA-6B room will be open throughout evidence of his or her identity Social Security Number," can
and contributions to the
in
p.m.
1:20
Conference
the
"Prowler," an all-weather the weekend.
before the new card can be be obtained at the nearest
and the incommunity
Hall.
Room
Ordway
at
electronic countermeasures
Reservations may be made issued. In addition, the per- Social Security office. It fells
aircraft. Additionally, they by writing Lake Barkley State son's application will be what kinds of evidence can be Students, faculty, and the stitution. Southwestern is a
conduct electronic warfare Resort Park, Cadiz, KY 42211, checked against :Social used. The telephone number general public are-encouraged four-year coeducational
ilamming)operations.
or calling 502-924-1171; or by Security records before the for the Paducah office is 443- to participate. Cost for the college of. liberal arts and
sciences affiliated with the
A 1975 graduate of Murray phoning, toll free, 1-800-372- new card is issued.
7506: the telephone number informal meal is $1.25. For
Presbyterian Church of the
contact
the
information,
more
247High. School, McCage joined 2961 in Kentucky, or 1-800-626is
office
Mayfield
The spokesman said that for the
United States.
UCM
753-3531.
at
office
the Navy in June 1975.
2911 in surrounding states.
people should allow plenty of 8095.

lAteage Returns

determine whether your
system is oversized by making
a series of measurements and
calculations that take into
account the weather In your
area and the amount of oil
used. A smaller nozzle may be
all you need to solve the
problem.
You also should make sure
the technician measures the
carbon dioxide level in your

80-

tar

Social Security Applicantsthat

Deployment

In Western Pacific

Need Age,Identity Proof

flue'. Generally speaking, a
carbon dioxide level of 9
percent is considered good;
levels over 11 percent are
excellent.
A level below 9 percent can
indicate that air is leaking into
the combustion chamber, that
there is too little or too much
draft up the chimney or that
the air and oil are not mixing- ,
•
thoroughly.

Dr. Terry Foreman

Presents Program
At UCM Luncheon

A Tax-Sheltered

I

ndividual
etirement
avings
ccount
rra•-laas

Open or odd to before Decenlier 31 and receive Tot
deferrectbenefits on your 1978 Income Tax Return.

"The•place where thousands are saving millions'

HOME FEDERAL
AVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIAT1014
—
PADUCAH,KY.

Did he inissjour ad while out walking the dog?
/ He wouldn't have, if it had been in

Mi!ierray Ledger & Tlinqs
Your ad in the The Murray Ledger & Times will still be there when he comes
back to the house. The Murray‘Ledger & TelMfS ads are there in permanent ink
tndt won't just appear for so many seconds, so many times a day. It's there
when your customer has time to read and study it items, prices, description, savings, service — everything you want to tell and show him. Your
customer won't say '1 think I heard part of that just as the-doorbell rang"
"No we had company Thursday and didn't even turn on the radio or TV."

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING DOESN'T COST...IT PAYS!

Mtirray Ledger& Times
WA!Iiiv*-your cumonlair a-permanent-reason-fof-shopping with- your
•••r••?..7.•••••••!••••••
4
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LANDER'S SPELLBOUND

All AmeriCan crockery cook pot
with 31,2 quart capacity.

REG.8.88

688

1
2-QUAR
3/
CROCKERY
COOK POT

REG. 1.49

has a
for extra
2"inthick
that's
Jed seat
green,
gold,
Comes
fort
black or russet seat colors.

corr

1 47

vi

Family size. continuous cleaning model.

REG,29.95

2488

MUNSEY
BAKER/BROILE

Foaming bath
beads in attractive bottles.

3'

BATH
BEADS

LANDER'S

Foaming bubble bath
in unbreakable containers

_ACH

BUBBLE
BATH

LANDER'S

19

7-PC. COOKWARE SET —
Set includes 2 sauce
88
pans, try part and
REG. 14.68
Dutch oven.

esti.

499

FIRE LOGS
Foaming bath beads
in attractive bottles.

in many

GOLDEN FLAME

REC.6.116

Chrome framed
pictures
subjects. •

588.

CHROME
FRAMED
PICTURES

REG.29.9)

PLASTICS

MULTI.PURPOSE

REG. 19.88
Decorative sir rikin
standfi in clear
iir bbr. 1
or.
Nice gift idea. '

999'

Feature
chrome
and

Iturdy 20 until *cycles from Murray
coaster Wakes.
wheel,. No Rain Checks

Ohio.
sporty hi-rise handlebars

an.$56.00

SAVE 12.00

20" Boys
aild Girls
Ni-Rise
13110S
$3 00

I

SMOKER
STANDS

Ruggedly
build 13 inch convertible bicycle. Ras,
all the styling of a bigger hike. Bike is
blue with
(limn e fenders. No rain checks.

REG. 29.97

BIKE
2388

Sidewalk

13" Convertible

.7s-r.Virakfirr:0%1.0801.111111KOSAMINIts4NOMMIIIMMORWAIMPAPf,'•
t

DUSTING POWDER
Lovely Christmas cards Landers Spell- fiG PICTURE CLOCKS
Seasonal or religious
bounddusting ''''"
Perfect accent. Several
Powder Nice gift
subiects

REG. 1.47

.

111 REG. 1.97
'Decorate Christmas
trees, mantels,
doorways,
etc

lbb

GARLAND

BOXED
CHRISTMAS
CARDS

•,alirnr.==

ONMIWolta

BAR STOOLS
measures 30" tall and pad-

81:1

TON i
RAULIC
ACK

-

24" Steel
Fireplace
Grate...

ARZ.1151W74itistAUWe

4

•I

I>

;..;

)1 •;,..

with

ft

•

ONE
TIME
ONLY,

palms Perfect

vinyl

EACii

188
The fragrance for your special
nian Gift stincludes 4-fluid ounces
.)ounc
After seye Deodorant.
and 2.75 (net

'L

* NOTE: ALL LAY-A-WAY ITEMS
MUST BE PICKED UP BY CECEMBER 20

9, g
OQ
r)

IA/
• KW
• PINK

c
en

.-.

-

r

$177

MOP SLIPPERS
Acrylic mop
slippers for
ladies. Pastel
colors

•ft

gtir

N3103

•

a4\

ups.
•

Beeuttful hat and
coat rack Ideal
addition for any
decor.

6.97

88

MIST
CURLING si
Lightweight
curling iron for
quick touchREG.

PF1

Perfect ilkaiDa.
Inca 104 joy
SNOW Gam,

wini.vt Robe.
from C.t.
REG.4909

$3

front

Sa

Operates
on Standard
Tap,

... Easy lia-OR Ray

SAVE ULM
.. 2 Wee MINIM

NEIL
91.81

•

$67

Printer Calculator

12-Digit

EACH

2976
XL-124 12 Digit

REG.4237

thinks its
oven
with

smell oven that
a convarKiOnsi eke
Bakes, broils, WNW all
economicalsavinpi.

TOAST-II-OVEN
The

Boxed
Driving Moves
Driving gloves
07

MEWS

eb

NOTE: DIA TO THE NATURE OF THIS EVENT... NO PAINCHECKS WILL BE ISSUED

e ;
•7t
4 if.l

r

Pullover ki
sweaters or
men in tit n
f color dairf1bii•
XisAl

.
14.:1111.1;

se'?"
Itstso•

colorstake-al ngpiaidey
Many
and convenient.

FOLDING
UMBRELLAS

17

NO
AINCH

WALKIE TALKIES
Solid state transceivers. operates •
on 2 9-volt batteries.
12.97

_

g
c•N

g

Sale
HURRY!
Ends
BARGAINS
GO FAST!
Sun.
Dec.
a real'ionus Savings
Event for you and Your family to
10th
really SAVE! Hurry the Savings are Yours!

Perteachers.

kiitt sets

9111G.

uthi
fect gift

R SES FILM h
Choose 110 or
126 film with
20 exposures

t

PERFUME

A gilt lhat will Out
a smile on any little
girls face

REG. 13.96

1188

BEAT

RAP HEART

1.34

134
•

LIGHT BULBS
Package of 2
Sylvania light
bulbs.
REG.
NMI s

GIFt SET
00

LAN

f

Fully dett ated
tree with lip ts

REG.
6.

TRfl

24 INC
DEC

light
sets in clear or
colors.
Miniature

Ofinolionemor

channel.
4981
RE
58.00

•••••1
0

C et
••
—

C.B. RADIO
packed with
outstanding
features
40

II

t4.7

•-•

404
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•
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7,r r1.3.
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SPECIAL

iv

0.

•

.0 h 5
k 21"

0

g
°-'51).

Features 2-speed Weiser for
better air .circulation. For
use in wood burning
fireplace. Fasy to we

g

•

es

.

eD co.g.

Refillable

-

g

gt,

0
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`

*F-1

c, -I 0 et,
cr
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Irv

AOII •r
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rt4.
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(0 ,Sbil 51 _8. fal
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ZilatirD

s-ct
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A.O.-1

,1,7 to
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•a.
12.07 .

11018

c
,

4. 7H= 'V

0 a 0.•

•

›F
—
0 a,• g,̀<"._ g'5 .0 *et get'

aanVV7ektin f° 7" •-• rol) ,%
,o•

0...g
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avow) man.

Stylifth warm
vest tor the
fashion con-

AND SKI VEST

Ol geT, 5 2 2

BUY
NOW! SAYE
BIG!

MEN'S
DOWN LOOK

`" 0 •37
.u
FE1
8**I.UF
.1
si S. < 7.25,

Genuine down lackets at an unbelievable price

cOur4,49
et.liewmame 111 eo

3988

FOR MEN

DO=
JACKET

GUM BALL
MACHINE..

G•N t`ge

Genuine revers/ ibis down vest
for men

ILSEVMENE 1.3100

cowaaa

DOWN
VEST

It's for kids 12 years of age
and under,You pick up special coloting sheets at restaurant caitl register and return
,before -December 12. Winners.in three age groups get
a .free Meal and dessert of
their choice at Aunt
Emma's. And there'll be balloons and suckers for all.

The executive desk has 'all wood look
finish and has legs and paels laminated
with durable hick° y

SPECIAL PRICE

Solid cast iron construction with a wide
roolny firebox, a large fire door and a
swing top for easy fueling The flat top
makes an excellent cooking surface.
Compact sizes makes it easy to fit in
dens, kitchens, cabins, or besemeats.
NO R AIN CHECKS

BOXWOOD HEATER

Just put in a penny and out rolls a gum
ball. As your gun goes down watch
your money grow. Gum not included.
No Rain Checks.

,
Colors whde, t
red,
navy.
bone.

Girls SWEATERS

HEAT
EXCHANGER

W.'"
V

Men s ore-washed
denim leans in sizes
29-38 in light blue or
dark blue

REG. 14.97

Men's Pre-washed
Denim Jeans

REG. 9.88

. 50
6

Fan-Forced

Beautiful styles in matching tops and pants

REG.
E.58

Tiddler Girls
PANT
•
OUTFIT

,JACKET

csoe---n

O.
'••4 =

Se 2 i2

=L0

BIBLE

G000 NEWS

Toddlers' Jacket

Girl's
4 to 6X
NYLON
QUILTED

*Mrs'MUSS

Curable. hi-impact Styconstruction
rene
Long-range antenna.

SUPER POWERED
WALKIE TALXIES

°ROSES

writs .

0

REGULA1 'Y'18.74

CB
RAD
ANTEN A

DIGITAL
CLOCKS

8

BOSTON ROCKER

ea

Dempadt Storage

SKA BOARD

88

sturdy constiucted
skateboards *0hOU,
0411w9
I

— • C.

'

72.

--•

S°

t

ryc
a 0 0 0 a.
c =
0
a
0
•z
" s
g. a

j5L5i x19"H and has a handsome
f sh Has lots of useable storage
top: see also Assembly requited.

e e
'
CABE!

7<
,••.;
C. c

LOVE NOTES DOLLS

111.70

911

5:quart capacity with removable crock.

Use mist or dry to c,eate
Curls flies lenclui,.
same Waive comb attade
men! WO

No
'Rain
Checks

Set Includes 2 swings, 2-seater
sky slide. trams, "U" bar and
side entry plathom slide:

GYM SET
$3400

sielle$01,*
CS-1 Curling Iron

1200 watt hair dryer
has super drying power

3 heat and 2 air-speeds. 1350
watts of drying power

MG. 0.07

BLOW DRYER
88

RASES

MR

Mere ode beet sot livolielse 2
•
WO Iowa
howl lewd
OM IMO

297
asox

BOXED TOWEL
GIFT SETS

STEREO BAR

with handle Attaches
to wall also

Shower Massage III

Standard or male
Both carry cases.

Iloalist

797

21-Pc.

Big Whoel Champion features
chempipn free wheeling 17"
front *heel

Bliinut BIG WHEEL
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Crooked Teeth Could Be Cause Of Headache

••••••

asa:

ATLANTA — Ever blame
crooked teeth for that nagging
headache pr a psain in your
shoulders"'
It could be the cause, according to an Amarillo, Texas.
orthodontist.
Dr. Jay W. Barrsett, who id
also an instructor at the
prestigious Pankey Dental
Institute in Miami, said at an
orthodonic meeting here that
THE STUDENT ACTION for Education Club at
persons with crooked teeth
Calloway County High School celebrated American
train their jaw muscles to
Education Week, Nov. 12-18, in various ways On Monguide the teeth around the
day club members lori lovins, Deanna Cunningham,
problem area in chewing."We
and Louis Zimmerman served the faculty punch and
see all kinds of unusual
cookies to show appreciation for the educational opchewing patterns," he said.
portunities offered to all students. In top photo Deanna
When these persons enCunningham serves Jerry Ainley, Principal A very atcounter stress, though, they
-- ractiva bollutia-bnaat planned and pos—up--by -doh --"clench
and grind theirtrfeth
--essenniseis-Sharttn-Sroyckri Susarrflyers, -Rrgina-Stephens,-- • . often withetit
Tina Shepherd, and ReOta Cunningham was displaliyed
This can ctu.se headaches,
AR the maiiiVsfroithe school building as shown in botpain near the ears, pain in the
Awn 1/11.8.1W—__The—bulletsa.--bOascileaturc_d-_-..the_-ALW
upper
or -ohouidero,
slogan -Education Can Turn Things Around" and a
clicking noises in the jaw
Maypolewith streamers !calling to various careers to be
joint, broken teeth or restrict
gained through education.
movement in the lower jaw.
Most persons just don't
realize the tremendous forces
their jaw muscles exert. It's
like jumping on a suitcase that
won't close. You can burst out

frequently
particularly
after stress — it won't hurt to
Check with an orthodontist to
see if your bite is the problem.

crooked bite and stress are aspirin and other headache at all. A recent survey of adults. That is double what
creating the headaches. That remedies.
orthodontists around the they reported three years ago.
may be good news to some of • What if you're an adult -- nation showed that some 18
Dr. Barnett's conclusion:
the persons who spend more too late for braces, right"' Not percent of their patients are
If
your
head
hurts
than $300 million a year for
the sides and Aill the .snap
won't fasten.
similar to what
happens in a person's mouth
when crooked teeth make it
impossible for the bite to close
smoothly.
Dr. Barnett said that, in
(Makes One Loaf)
adults subject to stress, more
dental problems result from
/
1
2 Teaspoon Salt
3 Tablespoons Skim Milk
1 Cup Sugar
an incorrect bite than from
1/2 Teaspoon Cinnamon
1 Cup Applesauce
2 Cups Sifted Enriched Flour
/
1
4 Teaspoon Nutmeg
1/4 Cup Crisco Oil
1 Teaspoon Baking Soda
failing to brush the teeth or
1/2 Cup Chopped Walnuts
1 Teaspoon Baking Powder
3 Egg Whites
from gum disease.
-We're certainly not telling
until all ingredients are well blended
In a large bowl combine sugar,apple
anyone to stop brushing his
sauce,Crisco Oil, egg whites and
Stir in chopped walnuts.
teetku he added-"We're just--rskim milka-rid mix thciroilgriN.-- -- ----Spread batter In-Oiled and floured- —
trying -to - make them -aware
9 x 5 x 3 inch [oaf pin:Bake-al 350*-Add flour, baking soda,baking powder,
that aspirin may not do much
_tor ti070
= minutes.
salt-,cinnamon-and nutmeg.Gembine
for their headache in the long
run if it's e.auseal .by an in,
144,,,Pthel./ 0/.ige40
-71
correct bite."
Does that mean everyone
with any of these symptoms
should rush in to the nearest
orthodontist?
Not necessarily, says Dr.
Barnett, but a surprising
percentage may find that a

YUMMY HOUDAY
APPLESAUCE NUT BREAD

'11'.

'
Oil hag .frto citalede4.44.

Dangers And Uses Of
Painkillers Are Noted

Bake bread,
save dough_
Wallon Crisco OIL
CUT ALONG DOTTED LINE

9697C0
TAKE THIS COUPON TO YOUR STORE
result in serious liver damage.
And although acetaminophen
does help with pain, it doesn't
reduce the inflammation
caused by arthritis.
To learn more, get a copy of
Painkillers: Their Uses and
ON ANY SIZE
Dangers (free). At the same
time, you will receive a.copy
•- '
1111.
of the Consumer Information
.
,
.
• UMIT ONE COUPON PE_R PURCHASE
Catalog....that lists more thaii
or inwranat
But what are the dangers?----#108
__
• .
...
What can painkillers do, and federal publications of CODwhat can't they do? To find sumer interest. The free
out, the Food .and Drug Catalog is published quarterly
Administration called by the Consumer Information
together a panel of outside Center of the General Services
PROCTER & GAMBLE
187500
I
experts to study the ef- Administration.
long as you have adequate
fectivess and safety of the
ventilation.
ingredients in over-theIf you insulate your water
counter pain and fever drugs.
pipes now, they will be
"Caffein won't bother me anymore,
"That's because SANKA® Brand
• The panel was asked also to
_protected from freezing
make recommendations on
now
that
you
and
Kathyswitched
me
Decaffeinated Coffee is the 100% real
should the heat go off. If you
warnings and labeling. The
to
the
good
taste of SAN KA® Brand:'
coffee that lets ou be our best!'
are without heat, and the
results of this study are
tempirature around the pipes
available in a reprint of an
is approaching freezing, let
article from the magazine,
the faucets drip to keep the
FDA Consumer. For your free
water moving. That way it is
copy of Painkillers: Their
less likely to freeze.
Uses and Dangers, send a
To keep yourself warm in
postcard to the Consumer
the unheated house, wear
Information Center, Dept.
several layers of clothes for
598G, Pueblo, Colorado 81009.
extraAvarmth. Since the body
The panel found six
75-gerbetween half_ and threec-.--- mgredients safe and effective
quarters of its -heat through
as painkillers and fever
the head, war a warm hat —
reducers, if used as directed
even in the house and
Five are salicylates —aspirin
especially when you are
calcium carbespirin, choline
sleeping in an unheated house.
salicylate,
magnesium
And use several blankets for
salicylate, and sodium
sleeping rather than one
salicylate. The sixth effective
heavy one. The air trapped
ingredient is acetaminophen,
between them is excellent
a non-salicylate often used as
insulation.
an aspirin substitute. All of
When you are going outside
these ingredients will give
in cold weather, dress in loosetemporary relief of minor
fitting, layered clothes. If they
aches, pains, and headache
s.
get wet, change them as
and will reduce fever, said the
quickly as possible. And don't
panel.
have an alcoholic drink to
However, they found
warm up. You may feel
iodopyrine neither safe nor
warmer, but alcohol actually
effective. And, although four
makes your body lose heat other
ingredients
even faster.
- COFFEE
acetanilid,
codeine,
If you are trapped in your • phenacetin, and
quinine —
car by a blizzard, stay put.--"' were judged
effective, the
You are much more likely to
panel judged them unsafe for
be spotted in your car than
nonprescription use. There
wandering around on your
wasn't enough evidence on
own. -.Cold weather puts a four other ingredients
—
strain on your heart. So if the
aluminum aspirin, antipyrine,
car is really stuck, leave it. salicylarnide, and
salsalate —
Pushing the car, digging
to say whether or not they
heavy snow, or trying to do
were safe and effective. So the
other heavy work in the bitter
panel recommended that FDA
If you'd like to feel your best, you ought to try ,
cold of a blizzard could bring
allow these ingredients to stay
SANKA® Brand Decaffeinated Coffee.
on a heart attack even' for on the market for three
years
Even before you drink SANKA® Brand,
people who are in apparently
while the companies test them
the full, fresh aroma tells you that this is real
good condition...
to establish more data.
Use the heater and motor
coffee. And'since it's 100% real coffee,you get
What about dangers?
sparingly, making sure the
satisfying,full-bodied coffee taste in a coffee
Aspirin can interfere with
tail pipe isn't blocked. And
that's 9'7% caffein-free.
blood clotting and, if taken in
always keep a window away the last three months
Discover what millions of caffein-concerned
of
from the wind slightly open, pregnancy, can prolong
Americans have already discovered about
tbiler"
even when the motor is off. pregnancy and labor
delicious SANKA® Brand: It's the 100% real
and
Finally, at night, keep watch cause bleeding before and
coffee that lets you be your best.
and turn on the car's interior after delivery. Aspirin can
light to make the car more also cause stomach problems.
visible to work crews...
So the panel recommends that
=IMIMIMEINEIMI
11111EN
INNlinIMO
MaI
persons who have stomach
--- STORE COUPON
distress, ulcers, or bleeding
MISS YOUR PAPER?
problems not use these
Instant, Freeze-Dried or Ground
products.
Setbscribers eke hove ria
Regular over-the-counter
received tiveir bomiteleNvered
doses of aspirin will give
copy of lb. Mona lodger
temporary relief from the
noes by 530 p.m. Moaday•
pain of arthritis. But to reduce
friday or by 3$0 pAo7be Saw
the inflammation that the
days aro mad to cal 153-1416
disease causes, much larger
between 530 p.m. end êp.e,
doses are needed for longer)
Moeda-May. ov 3:30 p.m.
periods of time. And these
ad 4 p.m. Sotordoryt, to intim*
should only be taken under a
delleax of !be eetveroper Calla
_ doctor's supervision.
AcetanciPhen, an aspirin
emit he-slaWd- In
•
n. till
•-dear--affrl
Sateadoir
substituts., does not vsose
most of the, side effects .of
oar00•141•44yri,
1+u
GENERAL
C./VW
sirm
aspirin, but an overdose can
_Laysimessiam=maiseum EN usaimmunummo
Noum EN----owgm

Everywhere you turn there
are ads for painkillers. And
millions of people stem to be
heeding that call. Americans
swallow some 19 billion
aspirin every year — that's
more than eighty for every
man, woman and child in the
U.S. And aspirin is by no
means the only widely used

Publication Tells How

SAVE 150 150
Crisco„ OIL

I

'
k *Mout mellung the reckoreepla1ChIMIL.Nelli011.111111M1.00111,111411111113111
TO THE CONSUMER CAuTION, Dont ember:ass your deOer by aslung NM So rarksem CollsOls
.
back REMEMBER, coupons art. good only on trkt, Wand. called tor Any other UN const,les Freud

To Pffipare kir Winter,

tAe,e

monism.

Picture this: It's cold, very
cold. All of a sudden, you
realize that it is getting cold
inside the house,too. You have
no heat. Would you know what
to do to protect yourself and
your house?
The U.S. Department of
Energy has a new publication
to help you cope if your
heating system stops working.
It tells you how to prepare for
the winter, how to care for
yourself outside in the cold,
and what to do if you're
trapped in your car by a
winter sta(lit. .Ftir your free
copy of Winter Survival, send
a postcard to gie' Consumer
Information Center, Dept.
626G,Pueblo,Colo. 81009,
One way to stretch your
budget so you will be sure you
have enough fuel to last the
Winter is to turn the heat
down. Dressed warmly most
people can tolerate 65 degrees
during the day and 55 at night.
However, some people 65- or
-over may have speical
problems with cooler temperatures. If you have a
circulatory disease or you're
taking certain medicines, or
you have hypotermia, a
disease of the body's temperature regulating system,
check with your doctor before
you lower your thermostat.
If the heat should go off, it is
important to have emergency
fieating equipment. A
fireplace and plenty of wood is
perfect. But you can get ,by
with a small camp stove, as
PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE
What is Project
Independence?

NNW

ImmaninIk.

InProject
dependence is a
demonstration project
for the elderly in the
Jackson Purchase. It
is designed to help
older persons remain
ir their own homes as
an alternative to eninstitutional
tering
facilities.
Who is eligible?
Persons who:
I. Are age 60 or
bider, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
(such as household
chores, meals, health
needs, transportation
and others), AND
3. Cap not get the
services from any
other source.
have
you
If
about
questIcins
Projnet---ladependanoo,
at BM* Ashby at-

•
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SAVE 35(ON SANKA.
THE 100% REAL COFFEE THAT
LETSYOU BE YOUR BEST.
-UN
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Cope With The Cold
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We've Got The
Bel-Air Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.

153_8304

1-6 Sunday

,DISCOUNT 0,11,11 ffENTERS,

•

COLDS MEDICINE

4•-;

REGULAR OR SUPER
$2.79 VALUE
SAY-RITE'S
LOW
PRICE
SAVE $1.31

—

•

12-HOUR
RELIEF

e -air

1
20 CAPSULES
ww
$3.49 VALUE V
SAVE $1.61

FAMILY SIZE
6.4 OZ.
$1.69 VALUE

FLEX

WHY
PAY
MORE?

BALSAM & PROTEIN

ATHER'S

CREME RINSE & CONDITIONER

----EXCEDRIN

16 OZ. F01112 OZ. PRICE $41 38_

PAIN RELIEF
36 TABLETS

SHAMPOO
16 OZ. 20' OFF UBEL $1

48

NEW! FLEX LIGHT CONDITIONER
•••••••-en•owsw.

4-WAY

.$1111-RITE'S

NASAL SPRAY

LOW PRICE

$1.38 VALUE
ONLY

CONTAC JR.

1 OZ.
$2.39 VALUE
ONLY

COLDS MEDICINE
4 OZ.
$2.50 VALUE

IMO ••••• •••• -AO.0

160Z. $1 58

ALWAYS
A
HOLIDAY

N

EAGLE BRAND

I

•!l

FOOTBALLS, BASKETBALLS
AND SOCCER BALLS,,
REGUUTION SIZE

51545

YOUR CHOICE

wiro
TREE & TRIM LIGHTS

HOLIDAY
GIFT WRAP

LIGHT

Orange Slices

SAY-RITE'S
SPICETTES LOW PRICE
SLICES

PACKAGE OF 4 ROLLS
100 SQ. FT. TOTAL

UU

BIG BEN
JELLIES

ASSORTED
DECORATIVE
DESIGNS

EVE PC,T.GW
II

ORANGE

II I

2$
LIGHT SET

16 OZ.
BAGS

CONTINUOUS LIGHTING

II H

p II I

WEATHERPROOF
0111 1111111114 11
35
LIGHT SET
poupt.€ FLASHING
P

ii
0 II

999

sAy..RITEts

41811111141014 LISNUNG
I

EACH SET CONTAINS ADD-ON CONNECTOR

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

$3.99 VALUE

2 SPARE BULBS

ASSORT
CROCOtATES

H!

iiI

II

•
.
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- Food Processcz from GE,
the Super Fast Work Saver!

Savings

a

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

tor

•

••

$4988

1-8304

• new seek
chi* smoother slaves
•36 sed-snarpening btades vidli floating
Microgroove heeds follow contours of face
to cut off whiskers safely betri•
•
•convenent thanb controi
•115,r230 voltage Ac and DC(51 d
•pop-oul sideburn and moustache
(rimer-for more efficiency rid condor
•hip-top shaving head assembr,
for easy cleaninc
•razor head guard cleaning
"
brush coiled cord
•tandsomitOck and red travel wade

MODEL HP 1132

NEWNoreko

ADJUSTRILE TRIMMER DEA
•New sleek silver and black slykng tor
dose shims arid more wrftt
•New 20 degree shaving hesel ar•le for
.. more condonable awes than ever before

ER
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

LOW PRICE
•

'3488
SAVE $10.10

•

art brmuma• BREW STARTERts-easy Weise: lust set for iurne1fa
-arta
•
• Prews 2-10 cups of fresh filtered drip coffee with the spited
of iristant coffee
•
• Automatically S.witches to keeps-warm when coffee is ready, stays
hot for serving
• • Shower head spreader design distributes water more evenly over
grounds
• Use either permanent filter or disposable paper filters, both included, for clear coffee
is-See-through water-reserruoissurth cup markings for!easy tilling. .....
• Signal Light tells when on

•

SWIMS_ _
LOW PRICE

HP 1131

MODEL '
HP 1312

Bake five delicious muffin's
or , five scrumptious cupcakes in minutes with this
convenient table top
bakery. You save time,
space and energy. The Muf---fin.&.Cupcake flekea does
not require 'special or
limited recipes, just use
one of the many recipes included, your own recipe, or
choose from a variety of
mixes available at your
Lood store. Stand-up lid.
Non-stick cooking surfaces.
UL Listed.
Model 2401

$398.00 VALUE

WE
GUARANTEE
OUR CANDY
TO BE
FRESH
OR
YOUR MONEY
BACK.

•

•

9Vlaster Chef'

eXodern Ice Gream cMaker

BAGS

RITE'S
PRICE

•
S
.

$44.98 VALUE

•cord wordless slaving '
•new 20tlegree Awing head angle lot more
condbilible MOS
•rederjoble apielly to Owes uo to 3
weels-adjusiable tor worldwide use
•voltage selectix switch-115,230 AC (50
and 60 c's)
•crimp indicator itga tells when you we
recharging
•36 seit-sharpening blades with floating
Midogrocere- heads follow contours of
lace to cut off whiskers safety Dales sAir
level
•9 adjustable closeness settings for
personakzed shaving
•new pop-out sideburn it moustache
trimmer-now 24% valer4a more
elficency and canton
•ontoff swrtch•shave COUrlief
•head assembly CILL3fd. deaning brush and.

00

OUND
ST1AAS
T BOX
OUTES
uI

2

0

2 BAGS

1

•

COFFEEMATICR drip coffeemaker
with BREW STARTER feature

--i22--'7 1641091001fTerVelb-5•41remuse---•••11415ffpgagrippoiroito
action
'• •
•sucer mitropoove** heads rellew .7
contours of cheeks and dim
•9adjust** closeness ,' settings for
pesorafiZed shaving
•On/oll svntch
•115'230 voltage serecto swath AC/DC
(50 aid 60 us)for world-wide use
•New top-ort sieeixxn and rnOtiStaChe
--worrier- now -24%- targer tor more -efficiency and icomfort
•trolectne razor head assembly guard
•Coned Cord
•Handsome black and red' cadeeThs
Sc krIer, ...110 COT '979

FP1/4200-002

•Versatile tor slicing, chopping, shredding, grating,
%fending, grinding. mincing, mixing_
•Does its work in a fraction of the time currently required
------ • - - •lbrhtfidtlperflMans7- - ••rave-th-CoMaHAVEMSHAM_EkliG11041..iiiigiDa atie
stainless steel _KnifoBlade for grinding and chopping.
•STAYS ON switch for continuous operation plus PULSE
.014swilch for momentary on-off operation.
•thless than-60 laCadtictS, Itiehrods 52tb..head Ofcabbage'for COte Shaw, or chops a pound of-raw beef cubes lot
hamburger, or even mixes the pastry for two 9" pie crusts
•Blades can be stored right in the bowl.
•Extra-tall food chute, food pusher included.
olePowerfut 360 watt motor, tit Listed.

SAVITSSLOW PRICE

•

0**

•

0

SAY-RITE'S
LOW
PRICE
STEREO 8-TRACK RECORDING SYSTEM
FM/AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER '
AUTOMATIC FULL SIZE STEREO TURNTABLE
MATCHED AIR SUSPENSi 1N SPEAKER SYSTEM AND MICROPHONES
'Integrated Circuit (IC)
Receiver,
glecords Stereo direct from FM/AM/MIX
Phonograph, Microphones or Athiliary Some*
Wood Cabinets
•Modern Rhein'', Grained Vinyl Veneered
Hinted Dust Corer,
•Full.sito Aviontartic Turntable with
Styles
lewelod•Stylus, Cue mid Pause Control and
Pressure Adjustment
•Automatic System Shut off
or 4 Speaker
•Sfeeker Control for 7 Channel Stereo
Owed Effect
•"ifflilte Out" Vernier Tuning Dialog
•Indieblval Function Selector Pvilihotons
goodness Contour Control

.lighted Volume Control with 40 Precision
Click Stop Levels
...Separate Pull Range Bash and
Treble controls
.Speaker Balance Control
.Built-fn Automatic Frequency Control(AFC)
•Twin lighted Recording VU Meters
.Separate Recording Volume Controls
.Built-in Tape Storage Compartment
•Automatic and Manual Tape
Program Changer
•Individual Lamps Indicate: Stereo 8-Track Programs.and Auto Stop

'2488

•Two Micropkor..i ore
•Puskbutton Tape
'Recording
'Auto Stop
•Psnrsa
'Fest Forward

GMastef Chef
Or:

The whole family will love
making ice cream, frozen
yogurt, and other favorite
frozen desserts. Now you
can make a half gallon of
ice cream fast and easy.
Use your favorite dessert
recipe and ordinary table
salt with ice cubes frtim the
freezer. Snap on storage lid
comes with two favorite
recipes for handy .use.
Disassembles fast for easy
cleaning. Recipe booklet
included.
UL Listed
Model 8601
•

Sig Top Six-At-Once
'Dog N"Bun Steamer
Truly steamed hot dogs and
buns, just like at the circus,
in just minutes! Large
enough to do extra fat franks,
btat4urst, or Italian and Polish sausage. Does great cornon-the-cob, too! The steam
container lifts off to double as
a server Easy to clean UL

-111tepewr

•AC Bias Recording end frosissiSystme
Stereo Headphone lock
*Stereo Input and 01,40 leeks
•Four Speaker locks
•Suilt In FM and AM Antenn•S
•Terstinsis for Istirrnsil FM Anfitems
Speaker
•Srt•led Alf Suspension Sperib• System, Fashion
Grifles
D S Ise
*Site: Receiver- 10'. H a 2"W t111.
fr'D
Speakers. 261 7 'N •4W.I

SAY-RITE'S
LOW
PRICE

-

•

•

listed

9586,
•'.-‘479:d

Model 2441

„
.-- .111C--"%,,Wart7....,
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Gas Prices Predicted To Rise
By MARK POTTS
AP Ruainess Writer

MONITOR WATCHING — While posed on he stage of
Mutely State tiniversite's Channel ii Focus- show. Mrs. Mary Ann Carter'
s third grade class was able
to see eat h other on the monitor.

Carter Pupils Tour Studio
Recently, the four third grade classes of Carter Elemen
tary School, taught by Mrs. Mary Ann Carter, Mrs.
Barbara
Wddey, Mrs. Judy Baucum and Mrs. Norma Dunn,
toured
Murray Siata-Llasvareity's.Cbannal.11-talicuaision•Mucli
os.iinci
WKAIS-E.M radio station. The students had been
studying
"Wier
—:
citi'mtunleations."

44-4

NEW YORK CAP) — -"It's
just economics," says one
dealer. Despite plenty of oil
around, gasoline is in short
supply, and that means each
precious gallon will cost more
next week, at least twe cents
more.
DaeLundberg, publisher of
the Lundberg Newsletter, an
influential industry report,
says the price rise could reach
three cents in some markets.
l'he increase, he says, "won't
take place in specific areas. It
will hike piece on a national
level — and especially in rural
areas."

The price rise is expected to
continue as long as the tight
gasoline supply persists — at
least a nionth according to
some oil companies. Other
experts believe the crunch will
last even longer.
FigUres compiled
by
Lundberg show the price
increase already occurring.

Shell Oil Co., the nation's usually drops after Labor
largest gasoline producer, has Day, persisted this year due to
cut supplies of all products to good
autumn
weather.
service stations. Standard Oil Although oil companies had
of Indiana (Amoco) has plenty of crude oil suppplies,
slashed supplies of unleaded they couldn't refine gasoline
gasoline. Other major oil fast enough to meet demand.
companies say their supplies
The companies wouldn't
are tight, but they haven't comment on price rises at the
announced ration plans.
retail level. "The dealer sets
The tight supply results the price and it will vary from
from unusually high amounts dealer to dealer," said Norof driving in late summer and man Altstedter, a spokesman
fall. Gasoline demand, which for Shell.
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TVA Distributors
Making Illegal
Cutoffs Of Power

KNOXVILLE, Tem. (AP) last winter because her
— --The 7reffelli&
-Autherit5 -as silowing-its.11141 ,•'Hundred/L. 11411-, 13406120
distributors to illegally cut off thousands
61---fin
-illres
- — --..---- .41onsurnarie-electrietty without throughout--the- -Teamasee written statement Tuesday
Department
facing
similar
issued
a first offering them a hearing, Valley
night that Peoples Temple
statement strongly defending a public-interest lawyer says. problems may not even know
representatives had told two
Neil McBride, director of they have a right to such
the wdy in which McCoy
U.S. embassy officials in
performed his duties as' the Rural Legal Service of Ten- protection," he said.
Georgetown that if the Stoen
principal liaison between the nessee Inc., said Tuesday the
McBride cited a U.S.
child was taken away from
government utility should Supreme Court ruling last
embassy and the cult.
-them "we will all just give up
It said McCoy conducted order its distributors to set up May against the Memphis
and die...we will all commit himself "in a manner corn- a hearing mechanism within Power, Gas & Light Division,
suicide."
pletely consonant with the the next four weeks "when the a TVA distributof. The
One of the embassy
highest
standards
of winter's largest bills start justices ruled that because
representatives, consular
professional competence and
going out to valley residents." utility service is "necessity of
officer Richard McCoy,is said
"We understand cut-off modern life," the distributor
ethical behavior."
to have believed at the time
practices v ry widely among could not cut off a couple's .
According to Jones' perthat the remark "was a sonal papers, which were
ributors 'McBride said in electricity without offering a
psychological ploy designed to obtained by. the Associated
er to
A Chairman S. hearing first.
influence the outcome of the Prw,aides to the cult leader
reeman. "But A past critic of the govertrial," the
department traintained close relationof the constitutional nment utility's rate strucstatement said.
ships with embassy o
TVA's customers, tures, McBride was appointed
Is in
"He frankly did not take the Georgetown.
ularly low-income by Freeman last summer to a
threat seriously. Neither 'did
In response, the department
d senior citizens who citizens panel to advise TVA
anyone else at the embassy," said McCoy had a "working
vulnerable to arbitrary on how to improve its public
said a spokesman, asking not relationship" with the Peoples cu
- 'uld not be left to relations.
to be identified.
the whims of each local
Temple which, it said, became
He said the agency should
In August, a Guyanese difficult to maintain, partially
distributor."
go beyond what the law
judge removed himself from because of McCoy's frequent
TVA provides electricity to requires
and
instruct
the case, citing -mean and contact with Guyanese police
about
eight million residents distributors • to make a perilaspapaiie, a
,45vvaeltioka
_cimoutise. .131404.ja..h.noefixt
.-...„4.04..pares
to a _home bef
. oreS
Tempi -members M._ -temple
_
n c
-Kraha in a
influence the outcome of the
The department said McCoy
Mississippi, Georgia, None' ageniPeilding.
custody proceeding. The case relayed to police officials
Carolina and Virginia.
C
said.
still Was pending in Guyahese allegat
McBride said his federally
egdations
ions
of divioa
TVA has • an obligation to
ag,aiiis
bdeatin
ls gs
thet
courts when the Peoples
funded Oak Ridge firm has protect the public, McBride
individuals
Temple deaths occurred. The their
received several complaints said, because its past
will,.
firearms
Stoen boy was thought to have smuggling, the presence of
this fall from families whose promotions of
power was cut off without due homes have created a
died in the mass murderguards
suicides.
co
anri
y ewss
nced
o . He al
ernin plans
isetpewincdeence noantteolnecaraivceitryathage.t
ws
no
o cited atoLenoir d
ahdra
for mars
mass epirtoc
Earlier Tuesday• i- the suicide.
the
frese death

*—

By GEORGE GEDDA
Assoeiated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Calling it a "psychological
ploy," a U.S. official last
summer discounted a threat
by Peoples Temple cult
members that they would
commit mass suicide if their
leader, the Rev. Jim Jones,
should lose a child custody
suit, federal officials say.
It was the first time since
the mass murder-suicide 18
days ago that the State
Department
acknowledged that aides
h
to
Jones discussed the possibility
of collective suicide with U.S.
officials.
The custody case involved
attempts by Peoples Temple
members Grace and Timothy
Stoen to remove 6-year-old
John Victor Stoen f
Jones'
at Joiiestosin.

.ERY_

fairwerer-the
request of Mrs. Stoen, papers
show.
The department said in a

CONTROL ROOM — Murray State student Gabe Hobbs.
silo* sole control
room of the station to Mrs. Norma Dunn's third
grade. Several tape-recorded
programs were projected-on the monitors. One of them was
a close-up of former Mayor john Ed Scott, who was
quickly identified by the students.

CAMERA OPERATION — Mrs. Barbara Wildey's third grade was
shown liow
the television camera operates. Pictured, left to right, are Mrs.
‘A'ildev. Valerie
Hatton, Susie Prescott, Michael Thompson and Eric Grogan.
Julie Jordan, an •iSL.1
student. as the guide.

•

NEWSCASTING — Megan Cappock, Naretha Timberlake
David SVki's and lee
Ver View, members of Mrs. Baucum's third grade,
pretend to be newscasters.
The children have discussed careers such as producer.
director, stagehands,
writers, performers,cameramen. lighting men and engineers

•

RADIO STATION — Mark Welch, WU

Student,.explains the radio statioo tO
WS,lady Iteicum's third grade
class. They were shown flw teletype mat
Iiines
afr 0•60." A

11111111a.

The national average price of
a gallon of gasoline rose about
half a cent in November and
four cents since the year
began.
In
Indianapolis,
for
example, premium gasoline
containing lead rose 1.3 cents
to 73.3 cents a gallon in
November. In Des Moines, it
was up 2 cents to 76.7 cents a
gallon, Lundberg said.
Dealers are raising prices to
compensate for less gas sold.
'-'11's just economics," says
Mattes. "If a dealer now only
has 75 percent of the product
he was getting, he's going to
have to increase his profit to
offset his loss in sales. The
overhead goes on."

Official Dis
counted •Threat Of._

-AT THE CONTROLS — Dena Thompson, third grader, wears headphones
at the
control board of the Murray State radio station. Mrs. Rachel Oas. picture
d, and
Pat Vincent. were two of the guides.

1.11

Matues, a West
Hartford, Conn.,Exxon dealer
and president of the National
Congress .of Petroleum
Retailers, agrees with Lundberg. "There's no question
the shortage is going to bring
some increase. I would expect
to see a few cents upward
movement," he said Tuesday.

4*

Phbtos By- Mbey-Anntcirfer

Enters
Campaign

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
State Rep. Jack Trevey has
announced his candidacy for
the 12th •District Senate Seat
.being vacated by his friend
fellovTReeublican, Larry
Hopkins.
"The decision was not an
easy one and was in no way
finalized until the past
weekend," Trevey said at a
Tuesday news conference.
Hopkins next month will
assume the 6th District
congressional seat, now held
by Rep. John Breckinridge,_
after he defeated Democrat
Tom
Easterly in the
November general election.
Trevey, a 45-year-old
physician, still must be
nominared by the local
Republican organization. He
then would face George Mills,
Fayette County Democratic
Party chairman, in a special
election. No other Republican
has expressed interest in the
nomination.
"Larry Hopkins and I have
been friends for many years,
before either one of us were
elected to the Legislature,and
I- have his support." Trevey
said, adding, however, he
expected no public endorsementfrom Hopkins.
As for the special legislative
session, which begins Monday n
in Frankfort, Trevey said,
"Some of the issues that have
dome up already are issues I
am vitally interested in.
"I introduced in the House
last year a bill to take off the 5
percent sales tax on utility
bills," he said. "Larry
• Hopkins introduced it in the
Senate. The voters desired it.
They applauded it. However,.
because of the inner working
of the situation in Frankfort, it
didn't get anywhere."
Trevey also said he opposed
a Christmas recess during the
special session., which W113
called by U. Gov. Thelma
Stovall while Gov. Julian
Carroll was out of the state.
"It's my opinion we should
go over there and do the things
that she has asked for us to de.
without taking three weeks.of(
for Christmas," Trevey said. "If we te over there and
recess flr.Thrft weeks, this '
—a Noishiti,eant—aosi. to-bow -tawpayers and the state bechusi.
they have to pay us."
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Shop and Save With These:

w
Rail

a-nta Savers
"BABY
LAUGH
14 CRY"

- 16"
MX BIKE

88
...TAW, Mawr Gi•
mio
,

TALKING
BUGS
BUNNY

15"

' Sale Poce
rtsros;) 471
LTD,

Lasalle W WAY
doll lotions.
gurgles when
picked uo. cries
Olen you put her
down Has rooted
hair. Use. ; 'C'
betiOry (nol
included';
04 172.146.

•

Chopper style front
• lork. knobby tire&
dependable coaster
brew molded addle
asst. number plate.
simusiod kall tank Ramovslors traming semis.
tOS-'24'6)

FRA
Edrziu
Pros•
candi e
nomin
comm
The
centre
Wea
indust
Ch ;.•
divisio
candid

Stands I l" tall Pull
cord and hear Bugs
say 8 different phrases
No batteries needed
172-320,

SHOP'& SAVE AT OTASCO

OTASCO EXCLUSIVE

"SUPERMAN"
SAVE
WITH REAL SIREN SOUND

AR Sleet
Understritcture

066
0161
,
Nom

rir Ti
Seellegs
• This Detuxe Roily Suoromit
Table Tenn* IN hat alit.
a 541 hag-inch 3all$00110P
double bro.:tad endisinged
63.511 ti

$10
TENNIS
TABLE

Tough 18" Hot Cycle with low stung
wspenason. adjustable bucket ant and battery operatevl wan rpmtery not included lies-171SW
"Supermse" Trike PAschine es- la,
23.114

LAYAWAY TODAY • NO EXTRA CHARGE

PIN BALL
GAME

Alionsirtian
4.4.1rsCipmcr,

Sale Price

,299
ONLY

1

GUM BALL
MACHINE
& BANK
say5 your money and recalve a gum eie al a
reword Bank Inc:fudge
assorted color gissbdts
172-sich
-!

DESK AND
CHAIR SET
23 8s

19943

*•

Has Automat, Score:0-Meger
Lights flash and tells ong Dual Mo.
actbon (Batteries not includadl
(724034)

SAVE
111

. (V.

Sale
Ps,ce

991
PAIP

Nylon WOKS with IUSOO
trim Padded ankle collar Stongue
Cushioned insole Sizes 1- I;
si1 353 ? :18‘

AUTO VACUUM CLEANER

AUTO
TROUBLE/
SPOTLIGHT

SAVE

Reg 688

Villir

Perfect lot hOITIOirork Or olay Large surfaCit
for studying playing games Of rate ravonlit —15erfact for van, truck.
RV or car Plugs into
arts and crafts Sturdy wood.desk.- storage
cigarette lighter and provides an infra light
gOace *nth sliding door WciOd chair rs.sse-s,
for apappenceps, campers) or engsne won/
i2.113.1)
,v.,gaol 11..4.91,&AMP,•WI COA•CO %WO.1041010.r.srtn•wri Cu),
,
s • it

•

Jogging SHOES

•

Tr

5"

•

Ii

- tons o
first ye
• Sept.
The
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ton

For S

OUR 60' ANNIVERSARYDIAMOND JUBILEE

USE
OTASCO CREDIT

during
Decem

Keeping ihe inten06 of your
car or truck c;ohn 4 no prob.
torn 4661 Itus handy vat.uUT
Kiwi mitt ciaankrik ightat

•

vs
'Tears

—
..

TSPI-AIr l PERO/ — (4.4.)srl
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Coal Production In
October Tops Year

Webster told a news conBeyond that, they may
He said he was firing one
who challenge his decision in court
agent
ference that the bureau still is supervisory
conducting investigations of a authorized electronic sur- and the three who are
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
operations.
possible ,cover-up of the veillance and mail-openings
veterans may take their case
• Kentucky coal production in
Wyoming was second to
abuses and that 40 agents and against specific instructions . to the Civil Service Corn.October was the largest, for Kentucky with $13.8 million in
officials will be interviewed in from superiors. The second
any month this year and taxes paid on 39.2 million tons,
that investigation. He said he agent who faces dismissal was
totaled 14.2 million tons, ac- followed by Pennsylvania
As for the great bulk of
headquarters
FBI
was unsure if any disciplinary an
• cording to the Kentucky Coal which paid $12.2 million on
agents involved is the inCITIZENS Of THE MONTH — CalloWay County Citizens
to
failed
who
would
supervisor
result.
action
Journal, _an
industry 46.5 million tons.
vestigation — the 58 street
of the Month for the month of October are Mien Mahan
Webster, FBI director for report to superiors his
publication.
West Virginia tonnage was
agents and one supervisor •
.1 senior, is the daughter of
and Craig Rogers. Miss
allegedly
the
hoped
the
knowledge
said
he
of
nine months,
Both the eastern and 50.6 million, but operators
Webster said that anything
Mr. and Mrs. f. C. Mahan. She is active in track and is a
worst was behind the agency.
illegal acCvities. Webster they
western Kentucky coalfields paid just $9.6 million to the
did was under orders
Rogers, the son of Mr. and Mrs. lee Rogers,
cheerleader.
been
have
"The lessons
said.
were at their highest federal government, the Coal
from superiors and without
plays baseball and basketball.
learned," he said in a 21-page
The FBI director said he clear
production levels of the year, Journal said.
guidelines.
report on the investigation.
was demoting from grade 15 to
with the east producing 9.67
"The agents who par- grade 13 an FBI agent who
In addition, three former
million tons and the west 4.55
ticipated in the Weather gave "evasive and in- high-ranking FBI officials
million.
investigation consistent answers" when have been accused of conUnderground
The October figure was also
serve
in the FBI questioned about. the sur- spiring to violate the civil
still
who
and
ahead of production for
along veillance activities.
admonished
been
have
rights of friends and relatives
October, 1977, although the
suspended
employees
to
other
being
all
agent
with
Weather Underground
of
The
total for the year to date is still
comply with the spirit and for 30 days was a supervisor members by authorizing the
behind
letter" of guidelines that were who installed a wiretap surveillance. A trial is to begin
Kentucky would have to
LOUISVILLE., Ky. (AP) — that have been authorised to do them.
adopted two years ago.
without authority from next month for the three —
product 39.ö million ts
r-arrn0 hid Pat clly4111
:
11.1a.....actioa.agaiguit-411-9iliep-streetGov:- Jutiarr-Carrott anywise--aiready--typ—ible--Genesat
-Wtrbster withheld thrnarnes--•midqulaters and erased-the former acting -director
Nevember
during
sad_ may have *curtail his travel.' Aimeinblywillisetbenble-te-be- would __decide- _ whether,-40---agents—en4 ehe—sopervisor.
. .s..vitliciut iutharizatied:
of ilhl&agentslEivoJvediñthe. jape
Patrick .Gray,Ifi. inufiwn of
December to equal 1977's total plans if 14. Gov. Thelma Carried out now, because change his travel _plans,
target,s investigation, -tor —privacyWebster-said,-the-feur.hove his top-aides,--Mark- Felt and production; the trade-- imftsr,
curb her -there are not sufficient funds What trim might be canceled. of the probe have retired.
reasons.
10 days to appeal to him. Edward S. Miller.
said.
activities as acting governor
Meanwhile, Kentucky's
when he leaves the state.
severance tax revenues
if she continues to use the
amounted- to $12.02 million in
governorship for political
October,$771,627 lower than in
purposes while I am out of the
• September, even though state, it seems that I have no
''•"'" October's production was alternative but just to cancel
.
'
1 somewhat higher than Sep- the'various appearances that I
tember's.
have to make out of state for
Total coal severance taxes the people of Kentucky and
s.
OaOF?letalea6
- • collected for the first quarter remain a captive of the state
of the fiscal year, which began of Kentucky," Carroll said
July 1, totaled $47.9 million.
Tuesday.
ComRevenue
1State
Last month, while Carroll
missioner Maurice Carpenter was in Georgia for a consaid increased costs of labor ference for new governors,
-- and transportation have cut Mrs. Stovall called the special
b - down the volume of coal legislative session scheduled
"'• mined, and could have an to convene next Monday.
adverse impact on the state's
And Monday, while Carroll
• revenues.
was in Las Vegas, Nev., to
'•• Kentucky operators have address a meeting of the
also paid the largest amount National Association of
of federal severance tax of Insurance
Commissioners,
' any ot the coal-producing Mrs. Stovall requested from
states.
state Auditor George-Atkins a
Kenturky operatEn
4ii
tir....m.
s
• VitrifilirfOn±tEr
c
tonsoalrriTnecrdili-ing—the fund toAo determine how much .
first year of collection through money is available before the
•• Sept. 25.
start of the special session.
The tax is 35 cents a ton for
Carroll, who was still in Las
surface mines and 15 cents a Vegas Tuesday, was inunderground terviewed by telephone by
for
ton
Louisville radio station
1.
ViHAS. He called the audit
request "trickery."
"I am sorry to have to tell
the lieutenant governor that
her political trickery in trying
2. NOTICE
to find some funds to carry on I. LEGAL NOTICE
2 NOTICE
1.LEGAL NOTICE
GOD LOVES AND WANTS to
her political campaign for
help you. Call Bible Facts,
governor is going to be all for
It's A
759-4600.
naught," Carroll said,
Appendix 2
GOD IS LOVE; If you would
Fact
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — "becaCdte the various things
like to know anything about
Free Gift
Edmund
the Bible, cal 759-4600. 24
Weatherby
of
hour phone; not a tape. Bible
Prospect has announced his
Wrapping
LEGAL NOTICE TO FAMILIES WHO LIVED IN
FactS
,IsAspeciaity' At.
candidacy for the Democratic
PUBLIC HOUSING PROJECTS OPERATED BY
Honda
THE HOUSING AUTHORITY OF MURRAY OR
nomination as state railroad
Starks Nardwwe CHRISTMAS
LIVED IN PUBLIC HOUSING PROJECTS IN ANY
The nation's airlines may
commissioner from District 2:
12th & Poplar
OTHER CITY BE1WEEN - MARCH 16, 1971The • district _ includes 34 • reach ace 300 - million
74-1227
—BASK=
.
It's twit- 11w Ronde.SPETEMBER26;1975. .
passenger mark in 1979, accentral Kentucky counties.
Kick n' Go was designed
FREE PARKING!
Would you like to sponalong scientific prinWeatherby, 44, is director of cording to the Air Transport
ciples
to provide hours
--YSWWWW'
sor a Christmas
If you rented a house or apartment from the
industrial relations for Association of America.
enoutdoor
of
basket
for
a needy
Housing Authority of Murray or _any other., Public
_Isrtainment for your
Chemetron's food equipment Twenty years ago, when the FOR 'WATKINS Pro
even
aid
in
child.
It
may
family? If so, please
Housing Agency (PHA) during the period between
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
division. He announced his jet age began,the number was
your child's develop13th.,
phone
753-3128.
call
753-3812
or
753March
16,
1971, and September 26, 1975, you may be
ment while he's en49 million.
candidacy Tuesday.
joying himself.
6460,
Christmas
eligible to file a claim for a refund of part of your
Charities Coordinating
rent during that period if:
DO YOU EVER WONProgram for Murray
1. The wife or husband of the head of the
DER WHY THERE
and Calloway County.
household was present and dependent upon the head
MANY
SO
ARE
of the household for support and/or;
CHURCHES? CA!.!.
2. A dependent member of your family household
759-4444 AND ASK
was employed.
FOR TAPE #144.
Swimming
If you believe your family falls within one of the
Pools
categories described above, you may wish to continue reading this Notice in order to determine how
Western Ky. Pools
Come by Murray Lumand under what circumstances you .may file a
ber Co. Thursday afclaim.
ternoon between 1:00
Paducah, Ky.
and 5:00 for a FREE
On July 7, 1978, the District Court of the District of
clinic on usage and apColumbia entered a Stipulated Order providing that
plication of Marlite
the definition of family income for purposes of comI STILL HAVE a few dates
Products, Man Made
• 801 S. 4th
puting maximum rentals for public housing, as con753-4092
open for December wedBrick.
tained in a HUD Circular,'which excluded spouses
Hours 9-5:30 p.m. Tue.-Thurs. I Sat.
dings
Make
.
your
from the $300 deduction for each dependent and exarrangements early. Finest
9-8.00 p.m. Fridays till Xmas
in
wedding
photography.
Murray
cluded dependents from the $300 deduction for each
• Carter's Studio. 753-8298.
seondary wage earner, was invalid and violated the
Lumbar Co.
WHAT WE do best is care.
Unitkd States Housing Act of 1937, as amended. The
104 Maple
Needline, 753 6333.
effect of this determination is that certain families
753 3161
who lived in public housing during the period from
CARTER
March 16, 1971, to September 26, 175, may have been
PHOTOGRAPHIC
charged too much rent. Therefore the District
Give the Gift I hat (_an Be Used All Year
Court ordered HUD to establish a one million dollar
STUDIO
Years
for
fund for the payment of claims which current or for•Weddings
mer tenants of public housing may submit for a
USED FURNITURE
•Portroits
refund of any overpayments.
Fire
153-1441
Duncan Phyfe-Dining Room Suite, Dinette
753-8298
The District Court's Stipulated Order provides that.
Police.
153-1621
,
Suites, Rollaway beds ' beds, full beds,
if valid claims exceed one million dollars, HUDIms
Rescue
753-6952
couches,
chan-s, oak dressers, coffee tables
4
the option of having the Order dissolved in which
Ambulate
753-9332
and end tables
case NTO and HUD may negotiate a modified setHospital.
•
tlement or proceed with further litigation. Thus.
Kopperud Realty
Emergency
753-5131
Claimants should realize that the submittal of a
APPLIANCES
USED
Goes National
Humane
claim determined valid by a PHA may result in full,
Electric ranges, re rigarptor, washers and'
759-4141
.
Society
partial, or no payment, depending on the total
dryers
Comprehensive
amount of valid claims submitted to HUD, or the
Care
753-6622
final outcome of any further litigation. Any person
USED TVS
Poison Contvol . . 753-7588
wishing to receive a.copy of the Stipulated Order or
Black
and
white
portable
753-0929
Saltier
Citizens
.
or console color por
a claim form may do so by making their request
tables and consoles
Needline
753-NEED
known to a local PHA.
Individuals wishing to submit a claim must fill in
Lean To Read .,. 753-2288
the claim form made a part of this Notice and must
Foster
NEW APPLIANCES
We can help you buy, sell
submit it to the Public Housing Agency's address in753-5362
Parenting
Washers band dryers. refrigerators, freezers
only
dicated on the claim form, or such other apor trade a home anyplace
Airport
1119-2414
dishwasher', -*rash compactors, microwave
propriate Public Housing Agency if different from
in the USA and Canada
Reg.$2.19
Tsensi'Arionimoin 759-1791
/
ovens, oil of cost plus .100
the address indicated, within 120 days from Decemor 753-9161
759-4875
Save 40
ber 6, 1978. No claims will be accepted after the end
OPPERUD
e
y sliVuaT rs
of the 120 day period, April 4, 1979.
SOCIAL
EALTYWI

carroll Says He May Curb His
Travel If Stovall Keeps Moving

477

arxis ti tail Pull
(.1 and near Bugs
d,ne,ent phrases
uartenes needed
12.

OTASCO

EN SOUND

> Inct•Ons
FREE
T-SMIRT
11,ONON

usponion. adled swan.(bat=

WASHINGTON ( AP)— Two
FBI agents will be fired for
alleged illegal surveillance of
a radical political group and
others may be disciplined for
covering up those claimed
abuses, the agency's leader
says.
In announcing the end of an
investigation of 68 agents and
supervisors that had probed
the activities of the radical
Weather Underground between 1970 and 1975, .FBI
Director William H. Webster
.said Tuesday he plans to fire
Iwo agents, demote a third
and suspend a fourth for 30
days. All are supervisors.
In addition, he said, he has
reprimanded two agents for
conducting
unauthorized
surveillance but will take no

Rightgifts atthe RightPr* Here

R.„..4,
LOOKMERE
A erg ELECTIONI

OF EXCITWQ GIFTS
FOP NEPYONE

ONLY

Weatherby To Run

For Spot On State
Rail Commission

TALKING
BUGS
MANY
Sale Price

FBI Agents To Be Heed For
Alleged Illegal Surveillance

1SH

18
Shopping
Days Left!

OP EARL
W EASY 1

NOTICE

I

SPECIAL

Captain D's.

442-9747

If You
Need Them:

*2 pieces of fish filet
*crisp french fries
*creamy cole slaw
*2 Southern-Style
hushpuipies.
*Regular Drink

CLEANER

inienol, of your
clean rs no mobs handy vacuum

cigarette lighter

Captain D's.
blurray_,K17.753-9383

4
•

Information provided by the claimant on the claim
form must be specified as to the time period between March 16, 1971, and Septembei. 28, 1975, for
which the wife or husband af. the head of the
a dependent in the household was employed.

•'CONCERNS
, ;COMMITTEE
-THE-tifrOEIV
& TIMES,

ERBY
HONDA
SALES & SERVICE

L

VR
•

753.1222

3 CARD OF THANKS
WAN
TO thank.
_
with the Cheietrhes
bazaar Your help was truly
ali.priar
CrOWS1E1"Chapel Church

Hodge & Son
bavvilloWn Murray

41f***1140,iftiftiiPt.-4
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LITRE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
$. LOST E FOUND

S. KELP WANTED

6.

Or ft ft101

V& ARTICLES POE SALE

14. WANT TO BUY

KELP WANTED

NEW NATURAL Rabbit skin

tur COOL boot length, size 16,
FOUND DALAAATION dog,
Desk WANT TO BUY good used
WANTED
HELP
Paid $150. Will take $75. Cali
rnoble homes Call 502 527
about I year old on Murray
evening
time,
part
clerk,
4354397.
Slate Campus. Phillip Gage,
experience 1362
no
shift,
CHRISTMAS CLUBS. Full
767 2454.
necessary Applyat Regal 8 IS. ARTICLES FOE SALE
set irons. 2 9 Sam Smeed
FEMALE SLACK and tan
ESTEY ORGAN, M 101, Signature, Medium length,
Inn. no phone calls
HOUSEKEEPER. Call after
German Shepherd., lost.
AlinICAL SECRETARY. no double key, $100 • Squirrel flex 13-3 swing weight $AO
prn, 753 1540
Answers tome name Kristy.
experience necessary Must cage fan. $30 Small roll top 753 7783.
HELP WANTED in city of have typing and gramme( desk with chair, $30 Small
,Cali 753 7971 after 4 X1 pm.
Murray, dog warden ap- skills. Send typed resume to chest of drawers,$10, kitchen CAR BATTERIES 24 month
MALE minature
LOST
taken. 'Box 32 P. Murray. KY 42071
being
pl icat ions
table, $20 Toy chest with guaranted, $22.11. 36 month
-Schnauzer, in trie vicinity of
salary 111300 per year, plus NOW TAKING applications hinge led. $10, °Cc/AN:Mal guaranteed, 80 amp, $26.99
Glendale Road and Dogwood
paid
Bean bag, $10 and 60 month gauranteed,
hospitalization,
Drive. Children's pet 753
full time, permanent table. 615.
for
Wallin Hardware,
9'. $10, call 753 634.99.
vacations. 12 sick days per
*42.
at The Murray Over rug, 6' X
position
year. retirement benefits.
Person 8361
Times.
&
PAIR of ladies
LOST
Ledger
FOR SALE: Pp'and ladder
Truck fumished. Pick up
hired will be trained in
Large frame,
eyeglasses
applications at City Clerk's
Used Singer racks tor tong wheel base
pressroom and darkroom FOR SALE
ini.11ticolored. 753 $425.
off ice.
truck.
$75. Call 753 6614.
work as well as composing sewing machines, zig zag, all
6:HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED,stock man, room
maintenance
regular attanments, Sews PRE-OWNED JEWELRY,
WANTED.
ADDRESSERS
carry out, and deli worker
Mechanical and or electrical perfect, fully guaranteed. Wan*** and miscellaneous
immediately. Work at home..
at Owens Food experience
Apply
. . 109.50. CaU le„„eirv. Rogers Jewelry,
Or, aptitude full cash_„peiee
no experience necessary .
No phone calls. helpful Company offers good Martha,
Market
,mier,35.1 6521.
- Meth Court Square, 145-10
C.
,
, Write
pays
excellent
starting wage and excellent HALF
RICE SALE, aub-r-rParts, TN.
American Service, 1050 Park
--fringes, including vacation, Aluminum, I. 1',2, 2, and 3qt,
ware,
SALE
REVERE
-Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX
LICENSED REAL Estate hospitalization and medical covered saucepans. 10 inch copper
bottom, save 40
75231.
Persons in covered skillet,
brokers and salesmen. Full insurance
q t.
l' 7. 2, and 3
It
'
COMPUTER PROGRAMER
terested should mail or bring covered dutch oven, choice°, percent on 1,
time only need aPOJ,f
operator RPG II useful but Possible to move in o their resumes to Gene colors. Wallin Hardware in quart sauce pans. Double
2
1
boilers. 1Vs and 2 quart, 4/
necessary
not
McCutcheon. The Murray Paris. TN.
management. Good corn
qt. dutch oven, 8 Qt. stock
Hospitalization. pension. mission split. Write giving
Ledger & Times, P 0 Box
HELMETS, GLOVES, pot, 7,9, and 10 inch skillets.
other benefits. good op
name,' background; and 32. Murray, Ky. 420J1. goggles. jerseys, all 'Or Wallin Hardware. Paris, TN.
tvnity for edvancement, experience. Replies held in
a
Resumesshould include past
Christmas lay away now at USED FURNITURE and
resume with salary stricktest confidence. Write lob and or training ex
Town and country Yamaha.__Awl-omits. -__1).111015, T1Mr.n
.to
q (Li r.e.rn,413.1_5,
•-..._ _.... _
---ad e go aq er Inlet
Box -ae- Q. Ledger & THwaw lui r‘en ce,.Sti.i.Le, _41,inettel....-,electric _...
•
AdrbiltbaSton 4..
----- ---..retarericas...and. wage . -ex." . .. __ ., ,. . ,
Aiseiesy,.K-*, TIII194% retridgerator, desks,
1039.Paducal% KY 421121_
calls.
phone
-pectations- No_
SAL,E . _ CORELLEEX-, babw ono, odic% _cries! of pressions dinnerware, 20 pc drawers, dressers, roll a
SECOND SHIFT supervisor set. Wild Flower.
Meadow. way bed, vai.uum cleaner,
HOW'S 4 pm to I am
Indian Summer, April, ,.or televisions, argan, stero,
experience
Supervisory
Blue Heather Your choice corner cabinet. CarrawaY
Pension
necessary.
S39.99. Wallin Hardware in Furniture, 105 N 3rd. 75.3.
other
hospitalization
.•_.
Paris. TN
1502.'
benefits. Mail resume, and
salary requirement to M.
Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle
ACROSS
5 Vermont coy
Livingston and Co., PO Box
6 Paid -:Dt+ce
1 Steal
1039, Paducah, KY 42001.
7 Number
I Lessen
TAP
TROT
ED
HELP
SECRETARIAL
I Geraint s
vi Label
OMB 30013 MCIt3 wanted, typing, shorthand.
vote
Macaw
good starting salary_LSend
3300313 or. G10131
9 Vngwams
•353.13urdened
resume to P O. Box 596.
!.../4 Greek letter 10 Devoured
Murray, KY
Bed canopy 11 Wander
16 Hurled
Pinched
. At that piece 18 Church
bjnclt
PIScottisri
20
• flVer
ure
• Elt Maple genus
22 Showy
24 Tree
Rower
21 Direction
moot our •not trng
you
It
79 Hebrew les- n Slop
craw. mode.,t
puoltkottor s
Especially for Him
25 Crowd
ecoreng for o
nplof•
ond co,
27 Closes
-rennis
m•Ontrof dsgruheid soMs pos.tton
45 Endured
°gaited and
28 Plague
:stroke
cgolity
,
47 Dine. - *
30 Crimson
s'SS Bishopric
prow•tvons mode orcorcengfy f
*Belts
Forgive
48
You
Cudgel
32
Ytirocno
for
cotton, muntesttoto
a434 Symbol
,
0.00
*Billfolds
36 Hot cross- 52 Rip
must Nave Ow..
*Gloves
54 Racnel's sis06141w to Wood •'434 charorw
NI Revolt
Clips
*Money
*Robes
ter
wta•valorron and *bow aN a
41 Declared
56 Baker's
chasw• to work 'word* a woe
4.3 Bow
•Cotlar Bars
*Suits
consrul coneys For onscsonol In.
1 3
e hominy t tflowwil.
,
teemeos ors
Cases
*Key
*Sport
Coats
3
P o So. Yor Co.'..' Coy Ay
*After Shave
*Slacks
•X121riport• morns Ccf• weldor.
prtoo•...oreber and acrupoosonal
*Cologne
*Shirts
corolge.yob bor
b0,4.9,0,,,a40

deteleet,

IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
COME SEE THE County,
Ham Christmas Tree, Gibson
Ham Co, 107 N 3rd Street,
Murray, KY.

Boots I Stio•s For Everything Under 171w Sun

-

am

- a a•

a•a

lieehiles, 14Ira
sompie Plus

isteetevolotteeteroteritte

14 K Gold Serpentine Chains

25% off

16. HOME
SALE SK
hp Model
Hardware
SALE: SK
$38. 1.5 h
.029 99, mo
inch blade
a• II beani
S45
ware, Pa

Bel Air Center

Holiday Specials

- OUR
f

' merican
It exten
' 30 pm.

Christmas Tins

▪ ELEC
harvest go
,PRE CHR
-Recliners,
rockers, tx
-Cabinets,
a moker s,
-trundle an
maple and

Welcome to. .

.i
_ ant
eljleAn
__64,41/146404G1-1-kLIJ......„

loopralax

• .room
9 Melt... 2.50

sr

Gift Wrapping
free Parking
Open fri. Til 6

• carawo

Free

12. INSURANCE

SAVSACI
IWRONI
•01”011111•1.

Free Gift Wrapping
Open Til 8 p.m. M-F
1-5 Sun. ,

Dixieland Center

%W'AW-A2/141111:ZEAWAW-AW-Ad

1•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4
•
a
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
I.
•
.11
•
••
• •
•
R.
•
•

COLOGNE,PERFUME AND I
BATH ACCESSORIES •
•
• The "just-right",gift ._ the
Perfect travel corn"

'After Five' perfumes and bath ac•
• cessories pamper your every whim .. bathe you:
in luxury ... surround you with a delicate floral
•
fragrance. Solid and liquid perfumes, cologne,.
silky powders, - all richly packaged, all
•-moderately priced'.
•
found exclusively
•
at
•
•

• panion:

T1-4E LAST TIME HE
GOT THAT CLOSE Ta
YOUR PERFUME, H Is

WIFE CLOBBERED
HIM

far
:Styles, opt
„corner ca
lind buffet
1:ange, veo
tools.
roughou
furniture,
1502.

4.73

16 inch

WPCS IOCIVOIS CHUM Me OM I llos
(WOW
CWWDIAls SWOP
CAW.PIM,
coUSHICOOM
SLACK MOOS

WE OPEN FOR LUNCH AT 11:00 EVERY DAY

•
•
•
•
a
•

NEW OF

We o...pc/raft dloilew nom *or oral sow up us0pimple ow.....
roow b..i tr• de toOten. d't0
thongs tor Wo use oi
Teams w club
%We .ett Poll•Oro sprol rlorw tog Wow groups
I5 percsow.1*.Iowa Ito
rrowswps. ' rho wpm(hp (write worbrOM
•ow

FOR INSTANCE,INSTEAD
OF PLAqING.THE
I HAVE kIM PLA4'IN6
AN ELECTRIC GUITAR ...

12inch ...3.45

Reg S1 99 Sale S-129

liurkingilant Itag,C0.1

N a

AND HERE
AND HERE

4•Ir%

Retv“..*.ii Rehr, (

113-11183
awing,I.

il

5
0 0 0 0 0'
0 RI 0 10 JRU
0000
00 Ella OR II0'
111 •
a a

4www.s.

Bag & Beads
IS BIGGER
AND BETTER!!!

*Sotks

Si Swiss river
53 Erases
55 Golf club
5ILLiguetied
61 Anger
le Water wheel
64 Eon
85 Goal
$0 Molars
87 Arid
DOWN
Rodent
7 Mineral
.3 Thrashed
_A Toward shelter

FOR SALE: Dinette set
good condition, for in
formation call 753 6259

leather uppers, leather insole, leather Goodyear
welt. fully leather sock lining, rugged durable & long
lasting sole

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ills IA' dill
iiill
11
us
III
a-2E1
i. 2
frminagra
001-1 0 a a 2a • a 31 32 11UI

1ft

Monda
PRICE MIA

Mtpow der mod

ocktdod

We, at tha College Shop 8.ms. Shop:
guarantee the gift you select for that .
special friend or relative, to be just right,
or weTv717-g1adly refund ol'excWange. to
properly satisfy.
We offpr fashion, quality 8 reasonable
prices
and - experienced
friendly
salespeople to help you select just the•
right gift
We Guarantee It

Free Gift Wrapping
Open Till 8:00 Until Christmas
.l..tyawa

The Sill*CanS.e-sa•Lt.
0-, 304

10:00 a.m.- Lay-Away

Visa. Master Charge 4-10 00 a sn -5 30p
▪
•
sipatm•ews••••••••••••••4••••••••••IR

The Ms. Shop (Women's)
Murray

214N.15th

NOTICE

the green door
Dixieland Center

A 10ef penalty was added on November 1, 19711:to all
unpaid 1978 city of Murray property tax hills. Unpaid bills bocetrne delinquent on .January 1, 1979 and
under the authority of KRS 92.650 and MRS 92.680,
the City of Murray will immediately after Januao
1, 1979 institute procedures to file liens on all properties subject to sale for unpaid taxes.

_

Chestnut Street

GIFT SUGGESTIONS
7', Hand painted Christmas Tree
Ornaments
*Guest Towels with Christmas
designs
it Guest Soap with Christmas
designs
*Men's travel cases
*Backgammon Sets
p Imported Hand Woven wall
hangings
Goorgeous Towels
Open Mork-fiat 10-5 Free Gift Wrapping,

,111'BRASS,IIITY CLERK

Cut tho cost of those
high heating bills
Don't hesitate, Insulate
Blown in or BVs
Type I, Class trill approoad insulation
"Free Estimates.
Phone 753-44113 or 153-1711

Barry Rose
Insulation Co.-
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IRNISHINGS

LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

Dinette Sc!
n
Don. ?Jr
II /53 6259

21..EXTERMINATING

U. PETS-SUPPLIES.
.
11 ,
:r1r1a4513Ira

REGISTERED Tiny
Toy Poodles. Will hold for
christrnas. 753.0957.
AKC GERMAN SHEPHERD
pups, 4 weeks old Great
Christmas gifts and good
protection for the home.
Choose yours now and $10
will hold till Christmas. 753
0315.

AKC

MURDER
Kelley's Termite
t utrol
IL MISCELLANEOUS
A LITTLE PUDGY
over
weight• downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have not tried behavorial
modification! A new approach! For information call
759 4536.

1977 CAD1LUC

s'

Fleetwood Brougham
all power & air, 22,000 actual
miles.

Are You Prepared?

GUITARS
GUITARS
GUITARS

t

3

Cold weather is on its way!

1

Dee remain by aepoietatioat
eel,. Cal 7594140 Mcieriey ,
ibrewill Fridley, 9t1 S.

ii weekends.
i FIVE WEEK old Bassett
Hound puppies. MO for male,
$40 for females 489-2770

Custom Combining
Soybeans only

I'

SUDSBURT
PARK

We have lots of things to
do on those long dreary EIGHT YEAR OLD,gelding,
IA hands tall, very gentle.
days ahead.
j Call 753-0224 after 5 30 pm or

Priced

RANDY LEE

i

474-2384

Stop by today at

Wood

M. PETS-SUPPLIES.

45corculr1211.41rertairgliftiorca 11..341N11.12111
1

FOR STUD: AKC red,
Doberman Pinscher. Cell
554-0090 after 4 prri, or
anytime weekends.
LOVABLE CAIRN Terriers
AKC registered.'Call 753-0264
or 409-2310.
MIXED GERMAN Shepherd
and collie puppies. I male, 3
females, had all shots and
wormed Call 753-3762.

41. PUBLIC SALES
MOVING SALE
8 ,
ladies, and mens cloth'm
furniture, trinkets, sewing
machine, _ Ji-OTO
tiLt
garden tractor. Turn
Dexter
and
fo tTirw
south of
the signs.
PASSENGER
1964,
35
CHURCH BUS Mail in your
bids to Walnut Street Baptist
Church, Box 161, Benton, KY
42025, by Dec 6. We reserve
the right to refuse any or all
bids. Bus can be seen at the
Church

For Sale -

$15.pralvap
_..--1121“aliatmead• ANMEMEIMMIlleellimi,
-

2hains
16. HOME FURNISHINGS,,
SALE SKILL ROUTER, '1
hp. Model 548, $29.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN.
SALE: SKILL SAWS, model
.138, 1.5 hp, Pi igich blade,
,
4329 99, model 574, 1 34 hp, 73
/
4
anch blade, $34.99, model 559
%all bearing, 2 hp, 7I/4 inch
4)1ade, $49.99. Wallin HerNOware, Paris, TN.
.7OUR
MAPLE
Early
••yarfitYiC11-11 chairs, $60, 474
..2211 extension 251, call after
3:30 pm.
-GE ELECTRIC range, 30",
harvest gold. Call 753-4841
"RE CHRISTMAS
SALE
ecliners, cedar
chests,
3'ockers, book shelves, stereo
'Cabinets, oak
hall tree,
Smokers, lamps, bunk,
- -trundle and roll-a-way beds,
:
iiv
tnr
ar

hicd(ni

16its&
rim

4.75

NIOP

PIPPIN
PAPPOCPP

II

16 each

met SW

room

TARPS FOR Sale, 18 X 24,
$120. 16 X 20, $100. 12 X 16,
$55. Call 753-5154.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1972 ATLANTIC MOBILE
home. 12 X 60 with stove and
refridgerator, central air.
492 8840
1972, 2 BEDROOM, gas,
completely
_furnished
16, HOME FURNISHINGS
harvest gold appliances, new
carpet, drapes, large bath,
under pinning. $4700. Call
753-4074 or 753-1877.
Used Furniture
MOBILE HOME FOR SALE.
Used Appliances
12 X 60 Atlantic, 2 BR,
completely
furnished.
Used T.V.'s
--Carpeted, includes washer
Hodge &
and dryer, central air,
Inc.
economical gas heat, deck
205 So. 5th
with awning and storage
area, underpinning and
amehors. Must be seen at B• 12
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
Fox Meadows to appreciate.
ELECTROLUX Sales and
Call 753,5163, after 5 pm on
Service in Paducah call 1weekdays.
4434469, tn Murrey call Tony
1969 TWO BEDROOM mobile
Montgomery 753.4760
home for sale. Under pinned,
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
100 amp meter pole and
BATAVUS
MOPEDS
blocks included, in good
Christmas special,. ,$399.50,
condition, less than 13500.
$25, free excessories. Murray
437-4742 or 753 18/1.
Sport & Marine, 718S 411, St.,.
1969 12 X 52 MARIOTT
753,7400.
Mobile home. 2 bedroom, 1' 2
22. MUSICAL
h. furP

..room tjrniture and other Ventura 12 string, $200. 753:Styles, open and glass door 0/67, call after 4 pm.
corner cabinets also hutch SPINET-CONSOLE
Piano
ind buffet, deluxe electric for sale. Wanted: Respon.1!ange, wood heaters, bar
sible. party to take (Ater
:stools.
Big
savings spinet piano. EaSy terms,
-throughout store. CarrawaY Can be seen. locally. Write:
'furniture, 105 N 3rd. 753- - Credit Manager, P.O. Box
.1502.
207, Carlyle, IL 62231.

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SNOP

maple Thom no
e ,Vola
dr Tomos or club
ol thro moor hp

-

2(gi Walnut Street

VERY DAY
NEW OFFICE HOURS

Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

1411Matn

Murray,Ky.

753-3682
Dixieland

rililintlawlbitill11611111
:

Son,

5.75

16 MCI.

Recliners

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

PRICE IHAR CUT $1.50

PRICE SHAVE 51.75

tCa 140SPI1AI I MOW CALLS MOON 751-11113

dryer, under pThned. Nice,
5-4700.753-8780.
12 X 50 HOUSE TRAILER
with central heat and air, for
sale. 753.8171 '

20. MOB.HOME RENTS
TWO BEDROOM trailers,
available December 20. Call
7,53-0957.
TWO BEDROOM trailer in
R iveria Cts Call Bob Morris,
759-4496, if no answer call
back between 4 and 5 pm
29. HEATING & COOLING
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
$17.00 per
all kinds. we
do not deliver. Call 753-9564.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Cutting near New Concord.
Call 437-4228.
SALE AUTOMATIC WOOD
heater. DeluXe cabinet, brick
lined, cast iron doors annd
grates.
Complete
with
blower, S299.99.
Wallin
Hardware in Paris,-TN.
USED DEO-THERM oil
turnice,$50. Call 753-5127.

rick,

..'\'

Center

Shopping

bllflilk161110 11111111 MIMI

fcsakee

...

rT aditional WeddingEL
l
Rin;s
74481.

51

s
a
.
a

Dress Suits -Sportfoats - Dress Fan
tS - Dress Shirts -Sport Shirts - Flannel Shirts - Robes - Pajamas - Socks Belts - Ties - Jeans - Sport flats
Dress Hats _-_,,,Li9i2L_Weight.Ja_ckfts,
"ffgrryissfa6etvi/St
Coats - Rain, Coots - Underwear
Briefs - T.Shirts - Shorts - Vest - Ther
ma! Underwear - Matching Work
Suits - Coveralls -Wor*Shoes - Dress
Shoes - Casual Shoes - House Shoes Gloves - Sweaters - Billfolds - Sweat
Shirts - Rubber Footwear.
Shop Settle Workman where
Free Gift Wrapping
you will find quality mdie. at a reasonable price
Shop cash; faraway, genk AMericord, Aliaster

Charge and Charge.
We appreciate your business!

... •

a
.
1

itig
„iircaol4q., .

r,:14/1

IF

Dunn Furniture Warehouse

s.
'..r

TV-STEREO-APPLIANCES
gpiw Friday Nights Til 8 00 p
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CHAIRS

In Stock
Lane and Berkline

;
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130
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Just Received-New Shipment
Largest Selection Of
Chairs in this Area

sr
c
c
c

•

3

a

a
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ograirWW.-7 4:ferf77

THE PERFECT SYMBOLS OF LOVE :
As you begin a lifetime together your beautifully
matched Keepsake wedding rings are perfect symbols
of the love you share. They are superbly styled in
elegant 14 carat gold. Keepsake matched wedding
rings are designed to please every possible taste
from classic to contemporaft to avant garde " and
to assure lasting pridi. and satisfaction

2
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Furches Jewelry
East Side Square

Murray, Ky
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Introducing exciting new

Zenith Home Entertainment
TV Values!

30. BUS. RENTALS
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped. with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
_ afterSora.-

.Ms ShOp.r
:t for that
just raght.
Chiinge, to

eosonoble
friendly
Cl just the•

ristmas

32. APTS. FOR RENT

Have a
6Happy
6-Holiday!

avtIV4.1%

1 BEDROOM duplex, par.
Hairy furnished $85 per
month,753 4331.
FOR RENT: 1 bedroom
apartment at Southside
Manor apartments, for
elderly persons only, unit is
based on income. Equal
opportunity
housing. 7538221.
FOR
RENT: Furnished
apartment, couples only, no
pets, $UM per month. Call
after 6 pm. 753-1203.

SEMI-FURNISHED
APARTMENT,
near
University. Phone 753-7618
after 5 pm.

(Mens)

33. ROOMS FOR RENT
ROOM FOR RENT, 2 blocks
from University, with living
room, kitchen, washer and
dryer.'All utilities included.
$65. Call 436.2411.
31. HOUSES FOR RENT
FOR RENT: 4 room house,
bath, couples only, no pets.
Deposit. Call 492-8360.

Women's)
Marra

r I, 197g,to all

tax hills. Untry 1 1979 and

10% OFF

d KRS 92.680,

after January
; on all proper-

;S, CITY CLERK

!II

MCCAUTIOCh
In Stock

TWO BEDROOM HOUSE,on
old Murray and Paris Road.
Couple No pets Deposit
$130 per month. Call -after 6
pm 753-1287.
THREE. BEDROOM, all
electric, partially furnished
house, 1.5
miles from
Murray. Deposit required..
Ideal for couples. 753-9829.

FOR RENT COMMERCIAL
space
court square; on
southside of court square.
Now occupied by Children's
Corner.
Space
available
January 1, 1979. For details,
contact,
Don
Overby,
Murray,753-1292.
STORAGE Bicycle, mowers,
?Niers,
mopedk,
small
motorcycle, $3.00 month.
Large mowers, motorcycles,
$5.00 month. Boats, campers,
$20. up. -10 - X 22 Sheds, 10
cents sq. ft up 753 7400.
Mini

• Warehouse -%
Storage Space
libr Rent

753-4758
A
LARGE ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
truck. Call 247-2409.
30:-PET4-SUPPLIES.
AErITEMMAN St4EP9IE RD
gyps. Solig black and solid
white. -.Ca
II:Paducah

n--.561`f5411

Draperies - ledspreads -1
Drapery Rods - levolor
Blinds - wovenwood
shade vinyl wallcovering
carpet - vinyl floor

Guaranteed Lowest Prices

PAUL WINSLOW'S!
Olympic Plaza, Murray 759-1638
:
**************************

covering - custom picture

frames - Glidden paint

Blacks
Decorating Center
Carlos Sick
Painting co. 10 Tows Isperlisa
they Doneem Docentiato Sonia 17 Yo.n ligporiroce

0

Open Mon -Fri 7 til 5,Sat El-12
7013.4th, Murray, Phone 753-0V9
.Floor Covering .Picture Frames .Wall Cos pring .Custom
Drapes.Rods .fiedspr?ads
1+4.1.0•AW.e./••••.••••••••••••••^WI•••••••••••••••./•••••••••!....".........................

THE NIFISEN K2524114 - Distinctive Early. American Styling. /
Beautiful Maple wood-grained finish applied to durable wood products on top and Ends with select hardwood solids framing top Gallery of ef
select hardwood solids Front and base of simulated wood Casters.
Electronic Tuning. Illuminated Channel Numbers.

TUCKER TV Sales &Service
1914 COI DSVATER RD

4

Aisha ireziorvillNrerp Wpirworsore3i.11411PCVer1
31 1:11
.
.
141100111,011Ptira

Corvette Lanes

808 Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Happy Holidays
Lit es help you with
all your printing needs.
We also have
qqich copy service

Sports Shop
Pre Christmas Sale
Bowling Balls I Bowling Bags

'12"

Up to

OFF

I

'10"

Up to •

OFF

(Free Drilling 4- a Free Game

Pro Liao
.1*- Golf Clubs *Balls 1": Bags

ALL REDUCED
Jackets, V-Neck Sweaters, Shirts and other
golf and tennis clothing

-REDUCED TO SELL
a TRY OUR CHRISTMAS
1415 Main St. IA Y-A WAY PLAN
153-2202:•

;DAAIsKIA,
Matching

Scarves & Hats
and Leg Warmers
iiVailable at.

TririXsAction_WearSouthkide Shopping Center

sormt wad reedy. tts to

12
24 AIO beim style, offices corteges
JUILD, pre-cat cow/40.1.4
.
41-14$Jfiod.,Pati1t.
;assemble or to 24 w
Day rit• best hit Iasi.

1111$70111-1111LT P011/111u BUILDINGS
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PUT IT IN THE
43. REAL ESTATE

I

FOR RESULTS
.6••••••..,•
,

4

Be Prepared
For
Christma 1979

TIYI MA1
REAL ESTATE
75310$0

smirpr- CORONA
13 Acres, mostly
wooded on Highway
41364 near Jonathan
('reek. An investment
opportunity at ,just
614,000. For additional
information call BoydMajors Real Estatt BUSINESS
-DO
WHERE BUSINESS
IS BEING DONE.
4U-MitleweV;-Estate„105 N.12th. _

I
II
a

OPEN YOUR

a

:
s
a

I

Christmas Club .
.
I
C

Today

s
a

I a.

a
Wall ellIIIMUllOUIPAWARPIRIIIIPUSIJIWA RR PROU101141

- Bank ofMurray

)4
frdi
.11(

137

g

CAPR01,1. COPE INOPEIE

1

OWNER SAYS SELL 1200
ANY OFFER .will be conseat amphitheatre between
Jonathan Creek and Aurora. sidered on this 2 bedrogm,,,•
businesses.
white frame house Located
Tourist area with
itT town on nice street. Call
Ideal for music or theatre
acoustice. 753.9924 after 3.30 pm.
group. Good
NELSON SHROAT CO.,
Uncle Jeff'e Center. 759.1707. SMART START - If you're
starting out or slowing down,
you'll enjoy the convenience
BRAND
NEW
CABIN
Livingroom with beamed and economy of this-- 2
cottage. located
Ceiling, - kitchen with stove bedroom
shop-downtown
and refrigerator, breakfast near
bar, 2 bedrooms, bath, . in- ping...lots of trees and
private ef
sulated and furnished for shrub's for
Only $9,900 Call before its too fect...yes, yours... for under
late. NELSON SHR OAT CO., - S20,000. First time on the
LORETTA JOBS
market
Uncle Jeff's Center, 759.1707.
REALTORS,753-1492.
FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
Bring your tool box and your
imagination and take, a look
at this 2 bedroom home

Ifia1droa.Reolt4_

;

In ausiness
Since 1956
753-S644

economical_ svith energy
Perfect for
saving heat
young couple. See ilk today.
LORETTA
753-1492,
Call
JOBS REALTOR'S.

itelEVENERESIMIIIIUMMENIE

Ain/am
maRDWARE STORES

Toastmaster.

1088 1

LITTLE BIT of
country- .5 acres f4hced for
bedroom
horses...barn...3
brick with well equipped
kitchen - built-in range,
dish,
and
refrigerator
a
to
washer.. Decorated
to
like
you
would
,T'.,.When
see it? LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS,753-1492.
JUST LISTED. 22 acres on
Ezell Road, in Kirksey
--Community... all tillable .
except for house place.
Prime location. DONALD R.
TUCKER, REALTOR. 7534342.

AUTOMATIC 2-SLICE TOASTER
Superb styling, quality performance and
outstanding convenience for the entire family'
"Select-Ronic- color control automatically,
controls pop-up toast to the taste everytime
Snap open crumb tray for fast easy cleaning.

Murray Home & Auto
Northside Shopping Center

Iry
ti

4
4
4

Viririfirti'VT/

13 Colors
Available
NavyWhittXeryGold
NeryScarlet
BurgundyGold
Broienfleigi
RoyalWhite

ri RoyalGold
ti ,GreenWhite
Beigelkrown
4 GreenGold
ft,

PowderNavy
ScarietWhite
OranifeWhite

Court Casual style 438-100Y Acrilan atryhr, contrast
set-in stripe ripper pocket in *kart and pant, 12" ley;
rippers Sires XS-41.(tinisesj
Setae Price43lintr1wileviai

$289
'

tit

I

III

I

1

i

SPORTING GOODS
1203 N. Chestnut

753-8844

BOYD-MAJOR
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

1

A

"Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

BUSINESS
FOR
SALE. . . nationally
known food specialty
business for salt. Firmly established in'
Murray. Shows excellent profit margin.
Business and equipment. ONLY $49,900.
Boyd-Majors
Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

N

any g items(or that "Special" boss
Mift
or secretary on your Christmas List!

es

BUY DIRECT from builder
and save. Near completion, 2
new 3 bedroom brick homes,
located in Kirksey, within
Walking distance of post
Office, country stores, and 3
churches. Each has a. acre
lot, central heat and air,
thermal Windows and doors,
and well insirlated walls and
room,
ceilings. Liindo
bedrooms, and 'hall are
Ki'tchen,
carpeted.
washroom, and both full
baths have vinyl floors.
Kitchen has plenty of
cabinets, eating counter and
built in appliances. Also
includes attached garage,
patio and large covered front
porch. Homes contain 1456
and 1560 so ft and are priced
to sell. Call after 5 pm. 019
2387.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

WALLIS DRUG
•PRFS( RIP IIONS
•flOSPIT AI SUPPt IFS FOR RENT040 SAU
AINNICAR ANDS OF COSMETICS

01-1011ISTIR OSTOMY PROWCTS-

53. SERVICES OFFERED

YOUR
_SEWING
DOES
machine need service. If so,
call 354-6521.
CAR
EXPERIENCED
PENTER will do carpentry
or roofing. Free estimantes.
Call 759 1405 or 437.4351.
FENCE SALES at Sears
r
. all Sears 753-2310 for'
your
free estimatit, for
needs.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Sears continuous gutters
your
per
installed
specifications. Call. - Sears
753 2310 for free estimates
GLASS WORK Auto glass,
storm windows and doori
repaired. Complete line-of
glass and aluminum store
front work. Also small home
inprovement jobs. M & G
Complete Glass, 816 Coldwater Rd. 753-0180.
' NSULAT ION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.
the
Ss
T oa
..,49-Ltiseer.uLAL:i44,4•Gibulikl NsT

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753-0605.
NEED TREES cut? Landoll
Tree Service. Call George
Landoll, 753-8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak- S25-rick. Can
John Boyer at 753-8534.
PIANO TUNING_end repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 7537149 after 6 pm.
ROOFING,' excellent
753 1486
references.
Call
between 7 am and 330 pm,
asle for Shelley.
SMALL DOZER Spreading,
leveling, back tilling. Call
753-7370.
TRIMING
and
TREE
removal. Free estimates.
Call 436-2294 after 5 pm.
WILL DO REPAIRS arount
house, carpentrey,
the
Painting,' concrete
and
plumbing. Also hogs and
wood for sale. Call 759-1531.
WILL DO house cleaninng
miti.tde 53_ earpt windows
exerYinlinit_l

x314

E. Main

753-0123
Murray, Ky.

r
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46. HOMES FOR SALE

•

•:1

KOPPERUD REALTY I

SPECIAL
'78 COUGAR XR1

GOES

Locks & drives brand new.
low Mies, loaded with estras. comfort supreme. still
in warranty. Will sell or
trade on. $6500

NATIONAL

PARKER
FORD

.1

Realty
--mnirl222

Picture-your home in our
magazine - its a best seller.

‘,1

&15.00

TIME

FOR
A
COMMERCIAL. Located at the
corner of 3rd and Main
Streets and known as the
Wallis Grocery Building, this
is an excellent location for
any retail business. Priced
realistically at only $22,500.
Phone us today for more
details.
KOPPERUD
REALTY,753.1222.

YOUR SOMEDAY HOME
can be yours today with this
choice listing in Canterbury
Estates. Outstanding .four
bedroom home with den,.
master bedroom with . ad
joining
private
dressing
room and walk-in closet. You
are sure to reach the goal of
pleasant, comfortable living
With this lovely French
Provincial home. Priced in
the SW's. Went KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222
are
working hard to provide the
best
possible
Real
Estate
BOYD-MAJORS'
service for you.
REAL ESTATE
44. LOTS FOR SALE
753-8080
LETS GET to the point! That
is this excellent lake front lot
Professional Services
located on a point in Croppie
With The Friendly Touch"
' Hollow. Yours for only
$10,600 DONALD R TUCKER
REALTOR 753-4342.
LAKE LOTS. . . 3 adLOTS FOR SALE: Complete
joining lots totaling
with septic system. Water,
200' frontage on Klien
electric and driveway for
Road near Williams
mobile home or house. Near.
Kentucky Lake, $42.50 per
Boat Dock on Cypress
month with $1,000 down. Call'
Creek. Only $1,500.
502-474-2718.
BOVD-MAJORS PEA45. FARMS FOR SALE
ESTATE
L
78 ACRE FARM for sale 5
"Specialists in Real
miles from Kentucky Lake
Call weekdays after 6:30 pm
Estate & Real Estate
Any time on Saturday or
Auctions." Boyd-MajSunday. 753 7244.ors Real Estate, 105 N.
4i. HOMES FOR SALE
12th.
BRAND NEW BRICK house,
energy efficent heat pump,
super
insulated walls, ceiling
UNUSUAL BUT true, a two
and floors. • Living room,
bedroom hotIse at 412 N 5th
kitchen,
.2 hill ceramic tile
for only $9950. Good lot and
bath with tubs and showers
good location. Could be two
Utility room, 3 bedrooms,
rent 1 units. Call C.O. Bon
family room and covered
durant Realty 753 9954 or 753
porch,
possiblity of extra
3460.
income rental room within?
blocks of main University
campus. Wall to wall carpets
by Enlx, 82 gal glass lined,
quick recovery hot water
heater, garbage desposal,
custom built, hand crafted
cabinets and counters in
kitchen and utility, marble
top vanities, storm windows,
chandeliers, 16' wide . con. •
driveway. Priced to,
'sell
sell at $70,000. John (3. Pinto,"
WI frame, Who new inlake
753-57'8 or 753,2641.
Wiry %ores DowNe let, fight
BY OWNER,nice 2 bedroom,
Nfletien hey this home for
large living room, dining
510,800. C411 711 1261
area, kitchen, bath, garage
'storey,. Call 733-2770.
FOR SALE BY -OWNER:'6.9
acres, 2 bedroom frame'
Illayie law 753-311S4
house, 1680 sq ft. in house
Ti. Nsr,.753-$74
With sun porch and 1 out
SNrfeillMerd 7S3.&4,3
buildings- Located -3- miles
Alex McLeod 753-ISPS
SW of Murray on Old MureaV
.12k1104
.F4r-t‘ -RoVt- CAll .2,5•11946
days or 753 32.05 nights-

Western
Associati
that "the
than (tap
Top

ShirkY
0
1Or

„

VERY RARE.1956 Chevrolet
Sedan Delivery, rough but
original. Call 753-7365.
0.; SO. USED TRUCKS
1977 CUSTOMIZED DODGE
Van, carpet throughout with
Z. cruise control, bed, ice box,
AM.FM, 8 track speakers,
d,
;
41 front and back, 30,000 miles.
Call 753-1336 or 767-6695.
1972 DATSUN Pick-up, also
2000 new bricks, 5800. 753- 8555,
1964 FORD PICK-UP, $450.
Call 753-8056,
FOR SALE: 1976 Ford
Customized Van, nice, $6100,
• after 6 pm,753-1203.
1967 FORD - PICK-UP. 8
cylinder. Straight shift, with
camper top. In good condition, 5750.436.5544.
s• FOR SALE: 1977 Chevrolet
•
pick-up. 436-5524.
51. CAMPERS
1979 MODELS ARRIVING,
come out and take a look.
'
I, White's Camper Sales, your
local •Starcraft
deafer.
Complete line of parts and
acoessories. Non-toxic an•; tifreeze. $3.99 per gal.
Located 4 miles from Murray
on 94 East. Call 753 0605.

Garden
Center „.

502 N. 4th St. /
Murray, Ky.

n

753-3251
753-11944
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FOR YOUR
DRIVEWAY
WHITE ROCK,
RIP-RAP, LIME,
SAND, DECORATIVE
ROCK, OR SEPTIC
ROCK NEEDS.
Call or see Roger
Hudson, 753-4154541
;a14121;
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It's our baby.
You can rely on ow
profesSionals at every
step of the sate, from
rust shimming to final
closing. Plus, we wont
waste your time with
casual sightseers or tC:t
indowsfroppers. We(Malik
every prospect to be sure
he is genuinely
interested. Call us iLyiaii're
thinking of
selling your home

GOO(
EVEt
CHRI

GUY SPANN REALTY
TYPFITite!Nam 7514725-,
Gu
gin 753-2587
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V
on this
inenibry machine.

53-SERVICES OFFERED
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
General home rerriodeling,
framing, aluminum siding.
gutters, and roofing. Call 1395-4967 or 1.362-4895:
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774_
CHIMNEY CLEANING,rain
caps installed, minor repair.
References furnished. Call
the Chimney experts. Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 7594871.
CARPENTER WORK, small
or large jobs. Call 437-4560
end if no answer,437-4670.
tio You need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for tree estimate, Steve Shaw
753.9490 or Bob Kemp, 435
43.41
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tremely vat two.:
'bedroom briar with
storm doors and windows, carpet, utility
.and_pantry All
rooms' large.
$32,000.00.
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Ctn. Noun snap •
Auctioneer Realtor
Appraiser
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.Ph 901 i479-2986 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn
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49. USED CARS

FOR SALE BY OWNER, 3
BR, 2 bath, large family
room, split level entry.
Carpet throughout, well
insulated
with
Andersen
windoW4, brick and wood.
Approximately 16 acres, 8
miles north of Murray. Nice
quiet area. Widow leaving
state. Call 753-2810.
47. MOTORCYCLES •
LAY
AWAY,
Yam4ha
HOUSE FOR SALE. 5 BR, - motorcycles or go-carts at
brick veneer house, 2200 sq., Town and Country Yamaha.
ft. excellent location, 704 Call 753 8078.
Olive, newr health center,
public
library,
middle 1972 SL-350 HONDA. Has new
battery, good
school, $42,750. Basement, tires and
mechanical condition. Call
2 baths, central gas heat,
dishwasher,
garbage 492-8102.
49. USED CARS
disposal
air conditioned
breakfast nook, fireplace in A LITTLE Dodge Colt. 5.450
living room, large family Call 759-4974.

formatehylie.-11.****7110100 ACRE ROW crop farm,
rytnatioestimates,etucknyo. within 15 'miles of Murray.
Tennessee Insulation. Rt.7, Good soil level. No realtors.
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071. Call 753-5610.
WANTED, USED Diamond
(502) 435.4527.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN Jewelry. Highest trade-in
and gas installation, will do allowances given. Rogers
North
Cou rt
plumbing, heating and sewer Jewelers,
Square, Paris, TN
cleaning. Call 753-7203.
place

Office Products

WILSON

TITZTVWCTIVITVIVVITIVIVIIII

.

53. SERVICES OFFERED

- ...-%-a-110...imitilaticid_and tgara_ill

1973 Hbrt•ipA, automatic,
$1200 or best4offer. Call 753
6531 or 759-1155.
1973 HONDA CIVIC. S1000 or
WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
best offer. 767 6649 after 5
Take a look at this 9 FOOPII, 2
Squa-e
pm,ask for Mr. Boyd.
Sourhside Court
bath brick located near
dovatla_wta -..Ataikt.1.0161)4---fer- room.....52.,oation_rodss.Jj
MerrepArotradry. .
4.e,..:
'
agiL
•
40160AMIC-349104E*Lz.4
office
or elettel&littt--tiria ter --tTE4ter: power
professional
steering,
power
apartmen-ts. Zoned business front -patio, lot 60 x 1,50. brakes, snow tires, good gas
Let 'us 'show you how your Would consider a 3 way mileage 753 2810.
trade, have a buyer•for a 3
money can work 'for you
BR house. Shown by ap- 1974 DODGE DART Sport, 6
LORETTA
JOBS
pointment only. John Pasco, cylinder, straight shift. In
REALTORS,753 149'2
•suigelleICIERonditiont. 11250.
731-5791 or 753-2649.
1974 Hornet, 4 door, small V-8
REDUCED
ANOTHER automatic with air, In good
$1000. 2 bedroom, white condition. $950._ Phone 1-354frame house in good location.
6217.
Slicarrore
All appliances and draperies
go with house. Call 753-9924 1930
753
7531
7530101
MODEL
A
Ford.
404 Seek 12th Suess
after 3:30pm.
(coupe), 327 engine, chrome
John Smith, Realtor
Ph...(502) 753-7111
TWO BEDROOM frame with headers, turbol automatic
Fillerrwy, Kentucky 42071
Coll 753-7411
new siding, priced in the tilt wheel, button tuft inTHE OUTCOME IS IN-.
teens, good location, big Pack terior, keystone wheels, new
COME Extra nice duplex
yard. for saie or rent. Can radials, all metal, excellent
apartment. Each side has 2
753.3582.
c_onclitiOn. $7000 or best offer- 19.71. _OPEL
bedrooms. -living room,
STATION,
1 -354-6206.
WAGON,' excellent running
kitchen and bath. Modern
kitchens have all built-in
condition, good body, $550.
May be seen at 509 Broad by
appliances.
Located
just
outside the city limits, so you
appointment. Call 753-6090,
Only pay county taxes. A
1968
SIX
CY,LINDER
beautiful way to be practical.
Camaro, rough condition,
Priced at $41,500. Phone
.0; has new tires, Asking $450.
South 1 21 h at Sycamore
•
'KOPPERUD REALTY, 753
Call 759-1615.
1222 for all your Real Estate
TELEPHONE 7511051
1974, SUPER BEETLE, red.
Prices from $3.50 to
needs
•\ Call 753-9490 after 5 pm.
_
•
Looated at 1702 Dod1977 TRANS AM, brown, tan
To Choose from.
interior, T-top, TA 6.6, AM.
Ainley Auction &
son we have an ex-'
•
FM, $6000. Call 753.1372 after

Realty Sales

Toasts eve.n-tii,oreei bread!
Select-Ronic control

'Portable Typewriters •Attache Cases
•Pen Sets • Desk Accessories
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__ • _

46. HOMES

Poplar•Senton

5271468 '7539625

2_82

_ _
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"THEY AWARDED THE N OBEL PEAC
PRIZE TO THE WRONG PAIR."

QUALITY

43. REAL ESTATE

Az The Perfect gift for the less than perfect
IV student

Cl 1•78 United Feature Syndicate inc

•

Member F.D.I.C.

43. REAL ESTATE
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Professional Ser.% ices
With Ttre Fry-wily Touch-
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